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I. INTRODUCTION

A. States parties to the Covenant

1. On 1 Augus+ 1980~ the ~losing date o~ the tenth ~ession o~ the Hum~n Rights
Committee, there were 62 States parties to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and 23 States parties to the Optional Protocol to the Covenant
which were adopted by the General Assembly o~ the United Nations in resolution
2200 A (XXI) o~ 16 December 1966 and opened ~or signature and rati~ication in
New York on 19 December 1966. Both instruments entered into ~orce on 23 March 1976
in accordance with the provisions o~ their articles 49 and 9 respectively.

2. By the closing date o~ the tenth session o~ the Committee, 13 States had made
the declaration envisaged under article 41, paragraph 1, of the Covenant which came
into ror-ce on 28 March 1979. A list of States parties to the Covenant and to the
Optional Protocol, with an indication of those which have made the declaration under
article 41, paragraph 1, o~ the Covena,"c, is contained in annex I to the present
report.

B. Sessions

3. The Human Rights Committee has held three sessions since the adoption of its
last annual report: the eighth, ninth and tenth sessions were held at the United
Nations O~~ice at Geneva ~rom le: to 26 October 1979, ~rom 17 March to 3 April 1980
and ~rom 14 July to 1 August 1980, respectively. .

C. Membership and attendance

4. The membership o~ the Committee remained the same as during 1979. A list of
the members of the Committee is given in annex 11 below.

5. All the members, except Mr. Ganji and Mr. Uribe Vargas, attended the eighth
and ninth sessions o~ the Committee. All the members, except Mr. Ganji and
Mr. Kelani, attended the tenth session o~ the Committee.

D. Working groups and special rapporteurs

6. In accordance with rule 89 o~ its provisional rules o~ procedure, the Committee
established working groups to meet be~ore its eighth, ninth and tenth sessions in
order to make recommendations to the Committee regarding communications under the
Optional Protocul.

7. The Working Group o~ the eighth session was established by the Committee at its
174th meeting, on 15 August 1979, and it was composed of Messrs. Movchan, Opsahl,
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1'l'th!U Vltlh,jLl and Bad.i , It met; at the United Nations Office at Geneva from
n to 12 uct.ouer 1979 and elected Mr. Opsahl as its Chairman/Rapporteur.

1.

2.

U. 'l'l!t:l HUl'kiug Group In' the ninth session was established by the Conmdttee at its
19l1tb meet,in~L on 24 Oct.obar 1979, and it was composed of Sir Vincent Evans,
t,tl.' ••Tanca and Mr. Prado Vallejo. It met at Geneva from 10 to 14 March 1980.
•lh' Vi ne out. gv~uw 'Ji:;1.:3 e.Lec t ed Chairman/Rapporteur.

3.

4.

9. 1Iht.~ \',I1,.rking L1ro1..l.,P 01' the tenth session was established by the Committee at its
219th lU~et iug , on 3 April 1980, and it was composed of Messrs. Koulishev,
Havl'onuuatis, Pradc Vallejo and Tarnopolsky. It met ~\t Geneva from 7 to 11 July 1980
and e.Lect.ed Mr. 'l'arnopolsky as its Chairman/Rapporteur. Mr. Tomuschat, whc was
appointed as a Special. Rapporteur by the Committee at its ninth session to study a
cer-ta'in ccmmun.icat.Lon , reported on that communication to the Committee at its tenth
session.

5.

6.

Tenth s

E. Agenda

12. At
provisi
the pro

Eighth sessit.1ll 1.

10. At its IT7th meetinG, held on 15 October 1979, the Committee adopted, w-ith
amendments, th~ provisional agenda, submitted by the Secretary-General in
accordance \dth rule 6 of' the provisional rules of procedure, as the agenda of its
eighth session, as foll\.")ws:

1. Adoption of the agenda.

2.

3.

4.

')
r.... • 0rgalliz.at io!~al and other matters. 5.

3. Submission 01' reports by States parties under article 40 of the Covenant.

1f. Consideration of reports submitted by States parties under article 40 of
the Covenarrt .

6.

5, Consideration of communications received in accordance with-the provisions
of the Optional Protocol of the Covenant.

6. Ql..lestion of the co-operation between the Committee and the specialized
agencies concerned.

'7. Future meet ings of' the Committee.

11. At its 195th meeting, held on 17 March 1980, the Committee adopted the
providonal agenda, submitted by the Secretary-General in accordance with rule 6 o.f
Ghe provisional r1..Ues of procedure) as the agenda o.f its ninth session, as follows:



o

1. Adoption of the agenda.

2. Organizationa..:. and other matters.

3. Submi8sion of reports by States parties under article 41) of the Covenant.

4. Considera-cion of reports submitted by States parties under- article 40 of
the Covenant.

5. Consideration of ~c~~unications received in accord~~ce with the provisions
of the Optional Protocol to the Covenant.

6. Future meetings of the Committee.

Tenth session

12. At its 220th meeting, held on 14 July 1980~ the Committee adopted the
provisional agenda, submitted by the Secreta.ry~Gene:ra.l in accordance nth rule 6 c'f'
the p:rovisional rules of procedure,. as the agenda of its tenth session, as follows::

1. Adoption of the agenda.

2. O:rganiza:tional and other matters.

3. Submission of reports by Sta.tes parties r:;na~T article 40 of' the Ccvemmtf;.

4. Conside:ration of reports submitted by St~es parties under article ~ of
the Covenant.

5. Consideration of comnl1mications received in accordance rith the pravisicn.s
of the Optional Protocol to the Covenant.

6. Annual report of the Committee to the General- Assembly through the
Economic and Social Council. under article 45 of the Covenant and article 6
of the Optional Protocol.

-3-
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II. ORGANIZATIONAL AND O'l'HER IvIA'l'TERS

A. Question of publicity for the work of the Committee

13. At its eighth session, the Committee began consideration of the question of
pUblicity for its work in the context of the new guidelines for the content and
format of the United Nations Yearbook on Human Rights as approved by Economic and
Social Council resolution 1979/37.

14. Members of the Committee regretted not having been given the opportunity of
commenting on the draft guidelines before their adoption. Noting that the
guidelines envisaged the inclusion in the Yearbook of extracts from the reports
submitted by States parties under the Covenant as well as reports made by the
Committee on its work in any given year, they thought that selection of extracts
was a delicate task, that it was unlikely to give a clear picture of the over-all
human rights situation in a given country and to reflect the necessary links between
the reports themselves and the questions raised by the Committee. Further, j, 'Nas
.unlikely to meet the need for appropriate publicity on the Covenant as a separaGe
instrument for the protection of human rights and for familiarizing the public
throughout the world with the rights that the Covenant was designed to promote and
protect.

15. Many members were of the opinion that the Committee shuuld pUblish its own
comprehensive yearbook. Other suggestions included publication of a booklet in as
many languages as possible on the Committee's functions for the public at large; a
comprehensive study on the Committee's work for the benefit of governments, lawyers
and researchers; and making the Official records of the Committee available in
annual bound volumes - one volume to contain the summary records of public meetings
of the Committee and a second volume to contain other public documents of the
Committee, including States' reports under article 40 of the Covenant.

16. It was generally agreed that, pending the separate publication of the
Committee's work, the portion of the Committee's work intended to be included in the
United Nations Yearbook on Human Rights should be submitted to the Committee for
approval. It was also generally agreed that the best publicity for the Covenant was
for the Committee to continue improving its methods of work, to intensify its
contacts with the media and to hold some of its sessions in developing countries.

17. Members of the Committee were unanimous in considering that the sole aim of
publicity for the Committee's work was to encourage awareness of the Covenant and
the promotion of human rights throughout the world. They agreed to keep the
various suggestions on the agenda for further consideration. It was also agreed
that the Chairman should, in the meantime, try, with the help of the Secretariat,
to explore the possibility of giving effect to some of the ideas put forward.

18. At its ninth session the Director of the Division of Human Rights informed the
Committee that at its thirty-sixth session the Commission on Human Rights had
adopted and submitted to the Economic and Social Council for its approval a
resolution (24 XXXVI) in which it had invited the Council, inter alia, ~~o request
the Secretary-General in co-operation with UNESCO and ILO to draw up and implement
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a world-wide programme for the dissemination of international instruments on htunan
rights in 8S many languages as possible and to report on the implementation of this
programme to the Commission at its thirty-seventh session ll

; and that the
secretaria.t had, since 1 January 1980, been publishing a IiMonthly ~Joticel! which
reproduced the agendas of the various session of the bodies concerned with human
rights, including those of the Human Rights Committee and extracts from or summaries
of important reports that had recently been published. The Human Rights Bulletin
was now published every three months and changes had been made in its format and
its contents which, inter alia, included extracts from the annual report of the
Human Rights Committee. The secretariat would, however, need the assistance of the
Committee for it often found it very difficult to select items of information and
to decide, for instance, what parts of the Committee's annual report should be
published. In this connexion, the Director stressed the importance of the press
releases which not only gave an immediate, if brief, account of the discussions in
the various bodies concerned with human rights, but included such conclusions
reached by the Human Rights Committee in 1979 concerning a State party to the
Optional Protocol. The Secretariat also envisaged speeding up the programme for
the publication of the issues of the Yearbook which were in arrears, and the
Yearbook for 1979 would give an account of the work of the Committee.

19. At its tenth session, after consultations with the appropriate secretariat
services, the Human Rights Committee returned again to the proposal that its
official records should be made available in annual bound volumes (see para. 15
above) and decided to request the secretariat to arrange for this to be done. The
Committee agreed that this was necessary both for the effective exercise of the
Committee's own continuing functions and in order to make the results of its work
available in a convenient and permanent form to Governments, organizations,
scholars and others concerned with the promotion of human rights.

B. Method of work in the consideration by the Committee
of reports submitted by States parties under
article 40 of the Covenant

20. The Committee discussed this matter at its 231st and 232nd meetings. An
account of the discussions and decisions taken is given in chapter Ill, C, below,
which deals with the consideration of reports to which this matter properly belongs.

C. Participation at the meeting of the Latin American
~itute for Social Investigation

21. At its tenth session, the Committee was informed by its Chairman of' an
invitation that he had received from the Latin American Institute of Social
Investigation extended to him to attend a meeting on human rights which will be held
in Quito on 11, 12 and 13 August 1980.

22. The Chairman expressed his gratitude for this invitation and informed the
Committee that, because of previous engagements, he would not be able to attend but
that the Committee could designate any of its members for that purpose.

23. The Committee decided to designa.te its Vice-Chairman, Mr. Prado Vallejo, to
represent it at the meeting.

-5-
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Ill. REPORTS OF STATES PARTIES UNDER ARTICLE 40 OF THE COVENANT

P. Submission of reports

2h. States parties have undertaken to submit reports in accordance with article 40
of the Covenant within one year of the entry into force of the Covenant for the
States parties concerned and thereafter whenever the Committee so requests. In
order to assist States parties in sUbmitting the reports required under article 40
of the Covenant~ the Committee, at its second session, approved general guidelines
regarding the form and content of reports~ the text of which appeared in annex IV to
its first annual report submitted to the General Assembly at its thirty-second
session. 1/

25. At its eighth session, the Committee was informed that, since the Committee's
seventh session, Costa Rica, Kenya, Mali and the United Republic of Tanzania had
submitted their initial reports under article 40 of the Covenant, thus bringing the
number of initial reports submitted under that article to 38.

26. The Committee was also informed that the following five States parties whose
initial reports were due in 1977 had not yet submitted them: Colombia, Jamaica,
Lebanon, Rlvanda and Uruguay: and that of the reports due in 1978, those of Guyana,
Panama and Zaire had not yet been submitted. For the status of submission of
reports, see annex III to this report.

27. The initial report submitted by Poland was considered by the Committee at its
eighth session. At the same session the Committee also considered the supplementary
report submitted by Sweden.

28. At its ninth session, the Committee was informed that since the eighth session,
Colombia, Venezuela and Italy had submitted their initial reports under article 40
of the Covenant, thus bringing the nUAber of initial reports submitted under that
article to 41. In the same period, Denmark and Norway had submitted supplementary
reports.

29. The Committee was also informed that, of the initial reports due in 1977, those
of Jamaica, Lebanon, Rwanda and Uruguay had not yet been submitted; that, of the
reports due in 1978, those of Guyana, Panama and Zaire had not yet been SUbmitted;
that, of the reports due in 1979, those of the Dominican RepUblic, Guinea, Portugal
and Austria had not yet been submitted; and that the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Jordan, Madagascar, Mauritius and Yugoslavia had not
yet submitted the additional information that they had promised during the
consideration of their initial reports during the second, third, fourth and fifth
sessions of the Committee.

30. The Committee was informed by the Chairman of the meetings he had had with
officials from Jamaica and Rwanda in connexion with the initial reports of their

1/ Official Records of the General Assembly~ Thirty-second Session
Supplement No. 44 (A/32/44 and Corr.l), annex IV.
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countries which were due in 1977 but not yet submitted to the Committee. He had not
made any further approach in this respect to the Lebanese Government~ for reasor.s
which were well known.

31. Members of the Committee recalled that several reminders and an aide-memoire
had been sent to the four States parties~ namely Jamaica, Lebanon, Rwanda and
Uruguay which had not yet submitted their reports due in 1977. Several suggestions
were made as to what further steps the Committee should adopt in ensuring eompliance
by these States with the terms of article 40 of the Covenant. Such suggestions
included the transmission of further~ but more strongly-worded reminders~ further
personal contacts with re?resentatives of the State party concerned, the inclusion
in the Committee's annual report of a statement to the effect that the States parties
concerned had not fulfilled their obligations under article 40 of the Covenant and,
lastly, the submission of the question to the next meeting of the States parties.

32. The Committee decided to send reminders to all the countries which should have
already submitted their reports in 1977,1978, and 1979 as also to Chile and Iran
which had promised to submit additional or new reports.

33. The initial reports submitted by Canada~ Iraq, Mongolia and Senegal were
considered by the Committee at its ninth session.

34. At its tenth session, the Committee was informed that since the ninth session
no new reports under article 40 of the Covenant had been received.

35. The Committee was also informed that in compliance with its decision adopted at
its ninth session, reminders were sent to the following States parties: Jamaica,
Rwanda and Uruguay (due in 1977); Guyana, Panama and Zaire (due in 1978); and the
Dominican Republic, Guinea, Portugal and Austria (due in 1979). In conformity with
the same decision, notes verbales were also sent to both Chile and Iran requesting
them to submit the new reports promised by their representatives at the sixth session
of the Committee. 2/ The Committee was also informed of the text of the reply
received from Iran informing the Committee that given the necessity for the
newly-elected Ira~ian Parliament to review the existing Iranian legislation regarding
the enforcement of the rights recognized in the new Constitution, the Government of
the Islamic Republic of Iran was not yet in a position to submit its report
immediately to the Committee but that it would do so as soon as the necessary
measures had been taken. 3/

36. The Committee decided that with regard to States parties whose reports had been
due since 1977, given the fact that the four reminders and the aide-memoire which had
been sent to them since 1977 had been to no avail and given the fact that the
Committee had already indicated in paragraph 57 of its last annual report (A/34/40)
that the Committee would find it difficult to avoid mentioning in its ensuing annual
report to the General Assembly the failure of the States concerned to comply with
their reporting obligations, the Committee decided, in accordance with r~le 69 of its
provisional rules of procedure, to mention the names of the following States parties

2/ Official Records of the General Assembly? Thirty-fourth Session,
Supplement No. 40 (A/34/40), paras. 60, 66 and 109.

3/ For a discussion on the reply, see CCPR/C/SR.237.

-7-
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as having failed to fulfil their reporting obligations unde~ article 40 of the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights:

Jamaica

Rwanda

Uruguay

37. The Committee decided not to mention Lebanon in the foregoing list in view of
the explanations of that Government regarding the special difficulties that prevented
Lebanon from sUbmitting its report at this stage.

38. The Committee also decided that the ~nairman should address a letter to the
Chairman of the Third Meeting of States parties to the Covenant on Civil and
Political.Rights, due to be held on 12 September 1980, expressing satisfaction at
the fulfilment of the reporting obligations by the majority of States parties and
drawing particular attention to the steps which had so far been taken in the case
of the few States parties which had not yet complied with their reporting
obligations (see annex IV).

39. The Committee decided that a note verbale should be addressed to the
Governments of Jamaica, Rwanda and Uruguay informing them of the decision of the
Committee to mention the names of their countries in the annual report of the
Committee to the General Assembly as having failed to fulfil their reporting
obligations under article 40 of the Covenant and to remind them once again of that
obligation and of the Committee's request for their initial reports to be submitted
without further delay.

40. 'rhe Committee decided that with regard to those States whose reports had been
due since 1978, an aide-memoire should be handed over by the Chairman to the
Permanent Representatives to the United Nations of the states parties concerned.

41. Tne Committee also decided that with regard to States parties whose reports
had been due since 1979, new reminders should be sent.

42. The initial reports submitted by Colombia, Costa Rica and Suriname were
considered by the Committee at its tenth session. The supplementary report of
Hungary was also considered at this session.

-8-
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B. ConsideratiOl:t_9t reports_

43. The following paragraphs are arranged on a country-·by-country basis according
to the sequence followed by the Committee at its eigth, ninth and tenth sessions in
its consideration of the reports of states parties. Fuller information is contained
in the initial and supplementary reports submitrt ed by the States parties concerned
and in the summary records of the meetings at which the reports were considered by
the Committee.

Poland

44. 'I'he Committee considered the initial report (CCPR/c/4/Add.2) submitted by the
Government of Poland at its 186th~ 187th and 190th meetings held on 22 and
24 October 1979 (CCPR!C/SR.186, 187 and 190).

45. The report was introduced by the representative of Poland who stated that the
report had been submitted in draft for comment to the Council of state, the
comp~tent parliamentary committees and other bodies such as the Juridicial Sciences
Committee of the Polish Academy of Science, the Association of Polish Jurists and
the Legislative Council before its presentation to the Committee. She also pointed
out that the Polish Parliament had amended the Constitution in 1976 on the basis of
the provisions of the Covenant~ on 26 May 1978, in order to rive effect to the new
provisions of the Constitution, Parliament had amended the People's Council Act· on
14 July 1979, the Council of State~ which ensured that laws were in conformity wit~

the Constitution~ had passed a resolution defining the manner in which it exercised
its functions, in order to reinforce legality and render the laws more
comprehensible; and that Parliament was undertaking measures to amend administrative
procedures which involved the exercise of judicial control over administrative
decisions and the recognition of the rights of a citizen to appeal to a court
against any such decisions .

46. Members of the Committee associated themselves with the statement of principle
contained in the introduction to the report concerning the connexion between the
realization of human rights and economic and social development. The fact that the
report quoted court decisions and provided specific examples illustrating how human
rights were implemented in the Polish People is Republic was also commended. Some
members expressed interest in the constitutional provision relating to the
participation of all citizens in discussions and consultations on proposed basic
laws and requested clarification on how that provision was implemented in practice.

47. Some members noted the omission in the Constitution of any specific provision
prohibiting discrimination on the grounds of political opinion provided for under
article 2 of the Covenant and stated that such omission assumed considerable
importance in a country in which a specific ideology was enshrined in the
Constitution. With reference to the statement in the report that the Covenant was
applied not directly but through the medium of internal legislation and that the
Polish domestic law was "basLce.Ll.y" in harmony with the Covenant's provisions, it
was asked whether th~re were aspects of Polish legislation ivhich were not in harmony
with the Covenant and whether a Polish citizen cou.Id invoke the Covenant before a
judge or court and obtain a ruling which upheld its provisions. Str.essing that
there was a difference between availability of rights and their effective enjoyment,
members requested additional information on the role played by the administrative
and social bodies, referred to in the report, in protecting and promoting human
rights~ on whether the individual concerned was informed about the available remedy
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as a matter of principle) and on whether or not the authority responsible for
reviewing appeals was different from the one whose decision had been challenged.
It was also asked whebher the legal profession was open to everyone, what
qualifications were required and how often people used its services. Noting that
the Constitution conferred important powers on the Council of State, including the
establishment of binding interpretation of laws, as well as the appointment and
removal of judges and of the Public Prosecutor General, who was accountable to it,
members asked whether such powers did not infringe the independence of the judiciary
and whether institutional machinery existed to limit those powers.

48. As regards article 3 of the Covenant, interest was expressed in that part of
the report which indicated how the development of economic and political rights
promoted equality between men and women and the increased participation of the
latter in public affairs. Questions were asked on the extent of such participation
in Parliament, in the Council of Ministers~ in the legal profession and in the
Party organs.

49. In relation to article 6 of the Covenant, information was requested on the
positive measures adopted by the State for the promotion of life as a social value
as distinct from its protection by means of criminal sanctions. Referring to the

,crimes mentioned in the report to which the death penalty was applicable, questions
were asked on which crimes against the economy were serious enough to warrant that
penalty. Information was requested on the number of times the death penalty had
been imposed during the period covered by the report and whether Poland was
considering its abolition.

50. Regarding articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, members of the Committee asked
what supervision was maintained by the judicial or other independent authorities
over the treatment of prisoners held in police custody; whether any measures were
available to a detainee to ensure that a person guilty of extorting false evidence
from him or of ill-treating him became answerable for his actions; whether persons
in detention could be held incommunicado or in solitary confinement pending trial;
how long they could be deprived of contact w,; "h their lawyers~ and what provision
was made to enable persons being detained or serving prison sentences to contact
their families.

51. In connexion with article 9 of the Covenant, it wa.s asked for what period of
time a public prosecutor could order a person to be remanded in custody; whether
there was any possibility for a detained person to apply for release during the
custody period of 48 hours ; whether a person could be remanded in custody for a
number of successive 48-hour periods; whether a decision by the public prosecutor
to place an individual in detention could be reversed by the courts; and what
provision was made for the care of the minor dependents of persons remanded in
custody.

52. As regards article 12 of the Covenant, one member wondered why the need to
mainta.in law and order or to uphold the vital economic interests of the country
should necessitate residence restrictions. Information was requested on the
conditions under which a person was authorized to settle in Warsaw, the date when
such conditions had been laid down and the remedies which were available to the
individual who felt that his application had been unlawfully rejected. Noting that~

after serving a term of imprisonment, a convicted person could be ordered by the
courts to live in a specific area in order to prevent undesirable contacts with
criminal circles, another member wondered whether it was not the responsibility of
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the State to remove the criminal elements from the area rather than to prevent the
individual in question from returning there. Clarification was requested on the
statement in the report that a passport could be denied to a person who had harmed
the good name of Poland or for ':important reasons of State". In this connexion,
one member sought an assurance from the representative of Poland that any
application to leave the country made under article 12, paragraph 2 was respected
as law-abiding conduct which would not be sanctioned as a criminal offence or, for
instance, by dismissal from employment.

53. Commenting on article 14 of the Covenant) members of the Committee requested
more information on the various judicial organs, including the collective boards,
on their powers and composition) on whether they were elected, on the guarantees of
good and independent justice and on the grounds on which a judge could be removed
from office. Some members sought explanation of the reference in the report to the
"participation of the social factor in the exercise of justice ll

, the elements of
the offences of the "hool igan" type and the guararrt ees for a fair trial, including
the conditions for admission of evidence offered by the accused. Questions were
asked concerning the exceptions to the rule that a hearing should be public and the
grounds on which such exceptions were made, how often the court pronounced judgement
in absentia, and whether such judgement could be revised if the convicted person
appeared later. One member wondered whether the statement in the report to the
effect that the Prosecutor, while authorizing the accused to confer with his lawyer
could none the less reserve the right to be present at the meeting, w~s compatible
with the provisions of article 14 (]) of the Covenant.

54. As regards article 18 of the Covenant~ it was noted that neither the
Constitution nor the report seemed specifically to mention freedom of thought. It
was asked whether religious propaganda was authorized under certain conditions and
whether atheistic propaganda existed and) if so, under what conditions it could be
practised; whether children who attended schools were given the opportunity to
receive religious teaching and, if so, whether parents took advantage of that
possibility. Comments were made that the situation regarding freedom of conscience
and religion, reflected in the report, was exemplified by the recent visit to that
country of the present Roman Catholic Pope, himself of Polish origin) who had been
entirely free to conduct what amounted to religious propaganda.

55. In connexion with article 19 of the Covenant, members of the Committee asked
how far was it possible for a person to express dissent in regard to the country's
political and social system in general; in which cases was the freedom of oral and
written expression considered to be aimed at impairing this system: how much control
was exerted over the mass media and to what extent control organs determined what
the people could read. Reference was made to the statement in the report that
Polish law prohibited the attribution to an institution of acts likely to bring it
into disrepute, and the question was asked whether, in the event of such acts being
attributed to the Council of State, for example~ it was possible to obtain
independent adjudication. More information was requested on how the youth of Poland
was educated in the spirit of anti-fascism, peace and friendship. Sa~isfaction was
expressed at the fact that Polish law contained provisions designed to protect
society against moral degradation, the exaltation of violence and pornography.

56. As regards article 21 of the Covenant, reference was made to the statement in
the report that ccnsent to the holding of a meeting could be refused if the
convening of the meeting was contrary to the "social interest". The concept of
"social interest iJ was said to be broad and called for further explanation.
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Questions were asked as to who was authorized to grant such consent; to what kinds
of meetings the requirement applied; who was empowered to judge what was or was not
in the social interest and, in the event of a dispute on the latter point, who
decided the issue.

57. Commenting on article 22 of the Covenant, members of the Committee noted that
the Constitution prohibited the setting up of, and participating in, associations
whose objectives were incompatible with the socio-political system or the legal
order of Poland, and asked who decided whether such incompatibility existed; what
remedies were available to an individual whose right of association was restricted;
what were the associations recognized as being of "higher public utilityll; to which
category associations such as the Society of Friends of the United Nations belonged
and how could an old order of the President of the Polish Republic issued in 1932
be used at the present day to restrict the right of association. One member
wondered whether there was only one association in each field of artistic activity,
whether artists were allowed to set up their own associations or had to belong to
one of the Official associations and whether an artist would be able to publicize
his work if he was not a member.

58. With respect to articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, it was asked whether there
'were any restrictions on the marriage of Polish citizens with foreigners; whether
there was any difference in treatment ~ith regard to residence and nationality as
between a Polish man or a Polish woman who married a foreigner and if any
distinction was made as to the nationality of their children: to what extent the
right of abortion was recognized in the Polish system; whether the conditions for
married and unmarried women differed in that respect and whether a married woman
would be free to have an abortion without her husband's consent. Information .was
requested on any special provisions made for the care of young children of the
working mothers. As regards the statement in the report to the effect that there
could be no divorce in certain circumstances where the interests of the children so
required, it was observed that there appeared to b~ little justification for this
as, on the one hand, Polish Lav provided equal rights both for legitimate children
and for those born out of wedlock and, on the other hand, it might be against the
interests of the children themselves to live in an atmosphere of mutual dislike
between the parents.

59. In connexion with article 25 of the Covenant, it was pointed out that the
reference in the Constitution to the Polish United Workers' Party as being the
guiding political force of society in building socialism gave predominance to that
party and to its members, and seemed incompatible with the Covenant. It was asked
whether the trade unions could present candidates for elections and take part in
the law-making process by proposing amendments to laws. Information was sought on
the role of the social organizations in carrying out the tasks of socialist
democracy and in the machinery of the State and on the function and operation of the
residents I self-management committees and their role in the management of the
economy. One member asked for clarifications about the electoral criteria applied
in relation to article 25 of the Covenant and wished to know what steps were taken
to ensure that a person could express himself freely in elections.

60. In relation to article 27 of the Covenant, information was requested on the
status of the various minority groups and on the opportunities available to them to
retain their identity, to publish books and newspapers in their own languages, and
to use their own languages in schools and churches. It was asked why the people of
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German culture and language had not been mentioned as a distinct group within the
meaning of article 27 of the Covenant.

61. Commenting on the questions raised by members of the Committee, the
representative of the State party stated that apart from the established practice
for Parliament and the Government to ask associations of jurists for their opinion,
the Polish people were consulted about the majority of legislative bills which
concerned the rights of citizens and that in the case of legislation of lesser
importance~ only the social organizations concerned were consulted.

62. Replying to questions asked under article 2 of the Covenant, the
representative pointed out that the Polish legislation contained no provision which
departed from the principle of the equality of human rights on the grounds of
opinion and that article 67, paragraph 2, of the Constitution should be considered
in conjunction with article 83, paragraph 1, which explicitly guaranteed freedom of
speech. She noted that, in ratifYing the Covenant and publishing it in the
Official Gazette and several other national publications, Poland had undertaken to
respect it and to do all that was necessary to guarantee and protect in its
entirety the rights embodied in it; that in practice, although Polish citizens were
unable to invoke the Covenant as such in order to demonstrate that a specific rule
of law was null and void because it ran counter to the Covenant, nevertheless the
rights laid down in the Covenant were given effect to in Poland through the medium
of domestic law; that the Public Prosecutor General had the right to challenge
general legislative acts that were not in conformity with the law and to request
local administrative bodies to take the necessary action in that respect; and that
the social control committees were particularly important so far as protection of
the rights of citizens were concerned. Referring to other comments, the
representative pointed out that, in the intervals between sessions of Parliament,
the Council of State was empowered to issue decrees having the force of law, but
they subsequently had to receive parliamentary approval; that the judges were
subject to the law and, subsequently, were not required to rule on the
compatibility of the laws with the Constitution. However, they did have the right
to determine whether executive and other judicial orders and laws were consonant
with the Constitution and were able to refrain from giving effect to an order
emanating from a body of lesser rank if it was not in accordance with the law.

63. Replying to questions on equality between men and women, the representative
stated that Polish women often held responsible posts in enterprises, education,
Parliament, the judiciary and local gov~rnment bodies; that two members of each of
the Council of State and the Council of Ministers were women; that women accounted
for 17 per cent of the lai~ers, 33 per cent of the prosecutors and about
49 per cent of the judges: and that many women occupied high positions in the
hierarchy of the political parties.

64. As regards article 6 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out that the
existence, in both urban and rural areas, of many consultation services for future
mothers and of free medical and other care for pregnant women and infants had
resulted in a decline in the infant mortality rate which, in 1978, was less than
23 per thousand; that the death penalty could be imposed on persons who organized
or directed the seizure of goods of high value to the detriment of a unit of the
socialized economy and provoked serious disturbances in the functioning of the
national economy; and that since the Penal Code had come into force on
1 January 1970, the death penalty had never been imposed on those grounds. The
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Polish Gover-rmerrb did not plan ~ and had not found it necessary, to modify the
Penal Code in force.

65. Replying to questions under articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant~ she stated that
penalties were carried out in a humane manner and with respect for human dignity;
that the penitentiary judge and the Public Prosecutor were responsible for
supervising the serving of the sentence; that heads of districts were required to
visit prison establishments in order to inspect conditions of detention and~ where
necessary, they could take appropriate action; that convicted persons and detainees
had the right to appeal should they be subjected to treatment contrary to the
principles expressed in the Penal Code; that in the event of the death of a person
in custody there was a very thorough inquest into the circumstances of the death
and that a person sentenced to deprivation of liberty had the right to communi.cate
with persons outside and, in particular, to maintain contact with his family by
visits and correspondence.

66. In connexion with article 9 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out
that the period during which someone could be remanded in custody by decision of
the Public Prosecutor could not exceed three months. However, if the preparatory
proceedings could not be completed within thex period, the prosecutor had the right
-to extend the detention to six months and the court to a longer period, as required
in order to complete enquiries.

67. Regarding article 12, she stressed that Polish law did not restrict the
individual's freedom to choose his place of residence; that exceptions to that rule
concerned military areas important for national defence or border areas; that the
economic reasons mentioned in the report related to the allocation of experts to
the various regions throughout the country in accordance with the needs of the
economy; that any Polish citizen had the right to leave Poland; and that exceptions
to that principle represented only 0.6 per cent of cases.

68. Replying to questions relating to article 14 of the Covenant, the
representative stated th~t the courts acted with the participation of the people,
through people's assessors elected by People's Councils; that the Councils ele~ted

the members of the boards, which dealt with less serious offences, from among the
citizens living and working in a particular place who had full civic rights, were
24 years of age and were capable of acting in that capacity; that t.he boards'
proceedings were public; and that the establishment of professional and social
administrations was another special device for enabling society to participate in
the activities of the courts. She gave a detailed account of the procedure for the
appointment of judges and of the provisions guaranteeing their independence and
pointed out that a judge could be removed from office if he no longer gave the
necessary guarantees for the proper discharge of his duties, but that there had
only been one case of dismissal in the past 10 years and no judge had been removed
from office since 1977;. that a judge could be relieved. of his duties by the
Minister of Justice for reasons which she enumerated or by a decision of the
disciplinary court; and that during the past 10 years there had been only three
such decisions. As to the procedure applicable to offences of the "hoo.Lfgan "
type~ she stated that this concerned only persons caught in the act or immediately
ther'=!after, that in the courts dealing with such cases there was a permanent legal
service which provided to accused persons the services of a lawyer, and that the
system of exemption from payment of costs was widely applied. Replying to other
questions, she stated that secret hearings were the exception, and in such cases
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two persons appointed by each of the parties, as well as persons admitted pursuant
to a decision of the president of the court, were present; that the right of the
accused to communicate directly with his counsel without other persons being
present was limited only in exceptional cases during the initial stage of the
investigation; that the verdict was pronounced in public~ although the judge might
make an exception to that principle in criminal cases where a State secret was
involved; that judgement could be pronounced by default only in the instances
specified by law and that, should the person concerned avail himself of the right
to a new hearing, the judgement pronounced was not executed and the case was tried
again.

69. In connexion with article 18 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out
that it was prohibited in the Polish People's RepUblic either to compel someone to
take part in religious ceremonies or to restrict participation in such ceremonies;
that since 1961, religious education had been entirely the responsibility of the
Church, acting under the supervision of the Minister of Education; that there were
several reli.gious publications put out by religious organizations; and that parents
were free to decide on a religious education for their children.

70. Commenting on questions asked under article 19 of the Covenant, she stated
that during the period 1977-1979 only four persons had been sentenced for the
offence of insulting the Polish State or disseminating information injurious to its
interests;, that the Central Office for the Control of the Press, Publications and
Public Entertainment granted newspaper publication permits and decided whether a
particular publication would or would not be subject to control; that~ under an
order of the Council of Ministers, no blame was attached to a person acting in good
faith "rithin the limits of the law and on the basis of accurate information; that
attempts to stifle criticism were inadmissible: and that persons failing to act
withiu the spirit of the relevant provisions laid themselves open to severe
disciplinary penalties.

71. Replying to a question under article 21 of the Covenant, the representative
stated that no permission was required for meetings which did not involve
disturbance of public order and which were held at the initiative of existing
organizations.

72. As regards article 22 of the Covenant~ she indicated that there were three
categories of social organizations in Poland: simple associations, declared
associations and associations of higher public utility; that each category of
organization was subject to different rules; that the Polish Red Cross, the
National Defence League and the Association of Polish Jurists were examples of
organizations of higher public utility; and that nearly all artists belonged to an
artistic association, whatever their political opinions.

73. In relation to article 23 of the Covenant, the representative stated that
mixed marriages were not prohibited by Polish law and did not automatically involve
a change of nationality; that a foreign woman who married a Polish national
acquired Polish nationality if, in the three mo~ths following the date of her
marriage, she made the necessary statement before a competent body and if that body
decided to grant her request; and that the child born of a mixed marriage acquired
Polish c~tizenship unless his parents decided otherwise. As regards the questions
on abortion, she pointed out that a pregnancy could only be terminated on medical
recommendation or when the living conditions of the pregnant woman were difficult
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or if there was a well-founded presumption that the pregnancy was the consequence
of an offence ~ and that the decision to terminate a pregnancy was that of the woman
alone and the husband's consent was not required. In the case of a minor girl,
permission was required from the parents, guardians or guardi&nship court.
Explaining the facilities enjoyed by working mothers, she pointed out that the
Polish system ~ranted a mother the right to three years of unpaid leave to look
after her young child, that a woman who availed herself of this right did not lose
her social insurance and pension entitlements, that an employer was obliged to
guarantee her return to w'ork in the same post at the same establishment, but that
she could use day nursery facilities and continue to work. Replying to comments
concerning divorce, she stressed that in the socialist ethic, the interests of the
child occupied a high place and that even at the judgement stage those interests
must nearly alw'ays take precedence over those of the parents.

74. As regards article 25, the representative stressed that members of the Polish
United Workers' Party did not have a more privileged social role to play than
members of other parties, or citizens who did not belong to any party, but that the
members' duties at the professional and socio-political levels were more important:
that there were no restrictions in Poland on the recruitment of persons who held
particular political opinions; that trade unions took part in the preparation of
.social and economic plans at all levels; that some of the social organizations
played a very important role in running the economy through their extensive
participation in the managemen~ of socialized enterprises; and that the residents'
self-managing committees took decisions as regards the development of the region,
exercised control over the quality and conditions of life and dealt with matters
referred to them by the }iunicipal Council.

75. Commenting on questions raised under article 27 of the Covenant, she stated
that instruction was provided in the mother tongue of the national minorities
during primary and secondary education; that such instruction was arranged at the
written request of the parents, provided that there were at least seven pupils;
that two faculties had been created at the University of Warsaw to ensure the
teaching of minority languages; that educational establishments provided the
minorities with libraries and newspapers; and that there were radio and television
programmes disseminating information on the cultural and social activity of the
minorities.

Sweden

76. The Committee considered the supplementary report submitted by Sweden
(CCPR/C/l/Add.42), containing replies to the questions raised during the
consideration of the initial report (CCPR/C/l/Add.9 and Corr.l), 4/ at its 188th
and 189th meetings, on 23 October 1979 (CCPR/C/SR.188 and 189). -

77. The Committee began its consideration of the supplementary report with the
question of the implementation of the Covenant in Sweden. Some members of the
Committee agreed that reflecting the relevant provisions of the Covenant in

4/ The initial report of Sweden was considered by the Committee at its 52nd
and 53rd meetings en 18 and 19 January 1978, see CCPR/C/SR.52 and 53 and Official
Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session, Supplement No. 40
(A/33/40), paras. 68-94.
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79. Hembers of the Committee asked several questions concerning the rights enjoyed
by aliens in Sweden in the light of the principle of' non-discrimination embodied in
article 2 ~ paragraph l, of the Covenant. Questions were asked as to whether aliens
enjoyed the rights enshrined in the Covenant to the same extent as Swedish
nationals i incl.uding their rights before legal bodies without having to make
deposits in the nature of' the cautio judicatum solvi; why certain rights provided
for in the Freedom of the Press Act were not recognized for aliens; "'That would be

dcmestic l~gislation, as Sweden did, was in keeping with the Covenant. Other
members wondered whether, from the standpoint of the individual, it was not
preferable for the provisions to be incorporated directly into domestic
legislation. They asked whether there was any particular reason for not
incorporating the Covenant directly into Swedish legislation and whether la~~ could
be declared null and void if found by the courts to be in conflict with the
Covenant. Noting that the setting up in Sweden of a Parliamentary Commission to
consider the authority of courts to examine the constitutionality of laws suggested
that there mie;ht be some doubt in the matter, one member wondered whether there
was any foundation for this doubt and asked whether there had been· cases in which a
la..t had been declared unconstitutional by a Swedish court. It was also asked if
the Ombudsman could give an opinion on whether the rights set forth in the Covenant
were respected in the legislation and practice of the State and if Swedish
legislation enabled an individual to appeal against an administrative decision in
all circumstances.

11117
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78. The representative of Sweden replied that the choice to implement the Covenant
by reflecting its relevant proviaions in the legislation rather than by directly
enacting the Covenant into a special law mirrored Swedish legal tradition regarding
the relationship between treaties and domestic laws; that, although the system of'
direct implementation would make it possible to challenge the conformity of Swedish
legislation with the Covenant and not merely with the Constitution, the present
system made it easier for the courts and administrative authorities to app1y
domestic laws which gave effect to the provisions of the Covenant. If a provision
of S..red.i sh law was difficult to interpret, the court would interpret it in the
manner most in keeping with the treaty which such a law reflected. He added that,
to his knowledge, there had never been a case of direct conflict between a domestic
laY1 and the Covenant in Sweden; that should such a conflict arise, domestic law
would prevail and hence it would be the task of the Government to bring domestic
Law into line with Swedish international undertakings. As to the right of the
courts to examine the constitutionality of laws, he indicated that, according to
Swedish legal theory, the courts had the right to refuse to apply a law considered.
to be manifestly in conflict with the Constitution but there had never been a case
to that effect. However, the bill submitted to Parliament pursuant to the
Parliamentary Commission is report, referred to in the discussion, would make
specific provisions in this matter. Replying to another question, he stated that
the Ombudsman was not competent to deal yTith violations of the Covenant as such
since his duties were to supervise the implementation of' Swedish legislation but
that it was not impossible that, in his reports to Parliament, he might draw
attention to the possible inconsistency of Swedish legislation with the Covenant or
even adopt a definite position in that respect. As to the question of appeal to
administrative courts, he indicated that the legislative texts provided that
appeals should be made to a particular administrative court and that if there was
no possibility of appeal, a superior administrative agency or the Government itsel.f"
would settle the matter.
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the position of an alien whose right under article l2~ paragraph 2, of the Covenant
was violated; what was the situation regarding the right of an alien ~ expelled with
immediate effect in pursuance of a decision, to have his case review"ed by the
competent authority, as provided for in article 13 of the Covenant: whether an alien
sentenced to one year's imprisonment could be expelled from Sweden·despite having
a~ready been resident there for five years~ whether an alien who married a Swedish
national acquired Swedish nationality ipso facto; and whether, in the case of
divorce~ the naturalized Swedish spouse could be expelled.

80. Commenting on the questions summarized in the preceding paragraph, the
representative stated that in accordance with the Constitution foreigners enjoyed
fundamental rights on an equal footing with Swedish nationals and that this
principle applied to nearly all human rights with the exception of the right to
remain in Sweden and the right to vote; that only aliens resident outside Sweden
had to deposit the cautio judicatum solvi ~ unless an agreement had been signed
between tpeir country and Sweden; that the rights laid down in the Freedom of the
Press Act were gu~ranteed to nationals under the Constitution and applied to aliens
under conditions of equality except that, in the latter case, they could be limited
by legislative provision; that the right to leave Sweden was guaranteed to S'\vedes
and that there was no reason why it should be refused to aliens; that expulsion
'decisions affecting aliens could always be the subject of an appeal which could go
to the highest court, the lodging of the appeal having a suspensive effect; that?
in practice~ an alien could not be expelled even if he had committed a serious
offence~ provided that he had resided in Sweden for five years~ except in certain
specific cases and for very special reasons; that an alien could normally acquire
Swedish nationality if he had been resident in the country for not less than five
years but that the required period was reduced in the event of a marriage with a
SvTedish national; and that a person who had acquired Swedish nationality by marriage
could not be deprived of it as a result of a divorce or otherwise and could in no
case be expelled.

81. Referring to the equal rights of men and women provided for in article 3 of the
Covenant, in conjunction with article 26 which required the adoption of positive
measures to prevent discrimination, some members of the Committee asked if the new
Act on equal treatment of men and women provided for affirmative action with respect
to sexual equality, including social, economic and administrative measures and what
budgetary resources were earmarked for the training of women.

82. The representative pointed out that the new Act had made it unlawful, on the
ground of discrimination, to provide less favourable conditions of employment to one
sex than to another in respect of the same or equal work; that the Act covered
equality in employment, training and working conditions and provided a judicial
remedy in case of complaint. He referred the Committee to the very full and
detailed accounts of his Government's action contained in its reports submitted
Under the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination which required, as in the case of article 26 of the Covenant,
positive action against descrimination.

83. With reference to articles 9, 10 and 14 of the Covenant, it was asked whether
the Police Board mentioned in the supplementary report qualified, for the purposes
of article 9, paragraph 4, as a tribunal with all the necessary guarantees as to its
composition and procedures and, if not, whether its decisions could be subject to an
appeal to a judicial body; how compensation for a person unlawfully arrested or
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detained could be obtained and whether a foreigner held in custody on the basis of
an expulsion order which was sUbsequently annulled would be entitled to
compensation. Referring to the possibility of rejecting counsel for the accused,
one member asked how often that rule was actually applied. The question was also
asked as to what was the general trend of Swedish legislation with regard to the
treatment of offenders.
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84. The representative indicated that the Police Board's powers were confined to
the taking of persons into provisional custody for a maximum of one or two days~

that thereafter, it was for special bodies to take appropriate action, and that
such action was subject to appeal to an administrative court or to another
comparable body providing all the necessary guarantees as to its composition and
procedure; that ~ under the Tort Act, the State was generally held responsible for
wrongful acts committed by public bodies in Bweden and that the amount of
compensation due in such cases was decided by a court; and that the correct
procedure for a foreign victim of such a v~ongful act would be to sue the State
before an ordinary court~ asking for compensation. As to the possibility of
rejecting counsel for the accused, he stated that the relevant provision was
applied only in very exceptional cases when the behaviour of counsel made it
impossible to conduct proceedings in a reasonable way. He also pointed out that
the objective of the Swedish penal system was primarily social rehabilitation in
the spirit of article 10, paragraph 3, of the Covenant.

85. One member asked how restrictions to freedom of expression on the ground of .
the "economic well-being of the people" or of the "natLonaf, economy'", as mentioned
in the supplementary report~ could fall within the restrictions permissible under
article 19, paragraph 3~ of the Covenant.

86. The representative of Sweden stated that the term "in the interest of the
national economy" was not an adequate translation of the Swedish term, whose exact
meaning was ';in order to provide for the needs of the people I;; and that what the
legislators had in mind was the eventuality of war or some other emergency
situation, in which special measures had to be taken to provide for the basic
economic needs of the people.

87. Concern was expressed regarding the Swedish act on anti-social behaviour and
the possible harmful consequences in other countries if that act were taken as a
model. It was suggested that since the act had apparently never been applied in
practice its repeal shculd be considered. The representative of Sweden said that
he would take the matter up with the appropriate authorities in his country.
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Mongolia

88. The Committee considered the initial report (CCPR/C/l/Add.38) submitted by the
Government of Mongolia at its 197th~ 198th and 202nd meetings held on 19 and 21 March
1980 (CCPR/C/SR.197~ 198 and 202).

89. The report was introduced by the representative of Mongolia who stated that
civil and political rights recognized in the Covenant were enshrined in the
Mongolian Constitution and in other laws; that the provisions of the Covenant were
reflected in a number of legislative acts which were adopted following the
ratification by his country of the Covenant; and that efforts were constantly being
made to improve the legal basis of the central and local bodies, in particular, to
strengthen the political, economic and legal guarantees of human rights and of the
socialist democracy. He gave a detailed account of the achievements in his country
following the 1921 revolution, particularly with regard to the rights of women and
detained'and accused persons.

90. Members of the Committee expressed appreciation for the valuable supplementary
information provided by the representative of Mongolia in his introduction to the
report. Some members, however, expressed the wish to have further information on

. the actual situation of human rights in Mongolia.

91. General questions were asked as to whether treaties ratified by Mongolia
automatically received the force of law or whether it was necessary to incorporate
them in the domestic law of Mongolia; whether the Covenant had been pub.H shed in the
Official Gazette and in the press or other information media; and whether copies of
it were available in libraries or elsewhere in languages which the inhabitant's of
Mongolia could understand and study.

92. With reference to article 2 of the Covenant, members of the Committee asked
whether the omission of reference to political opinion from the non-discrimination
clause in the relevant article of the Mongolian Constitution meant that citizens did
not enjoy equal rights in the expression of political opinions; why, in guaranteeing
the equality of rights to all citizens, the Constitution made no mention of
foreigners whose rights must also receive equal protection under the Covenant; what
was the legal status of the Covenant within Mongolia's legal and administrative
systems; what were the legislative or other measures adopted to give- effect to the
rights recognized in the Covenant; whether the Covenant could be invoked before the
jUdicial and administrative bodies for alleged violations of its provisions; and what
recourse was available to the individual whose rights had been infringed and whether
he had access to a court or to the local Hural. In this connexion, more information
was requested on the possibility of sUbmitting complaints to the authorities provided
for in the Constitution, on the right to appeal as a means of judicial remedy; on the
role of the Procurator; and on the systems of popular and State control referred to
in the introduction of 'the representative of Mongolia.

93. Commenting on article 6 of the Covenant, members thought that some of the
expressions used in the report in this respect were vague and called for explanation
and that the death penalty was rather an extreme penalty to apply to some of the
fairly wide range of crimes listed in the report. A request was made for
information on how frequently that penalty had been imposed in recent years and for
what crimes and whether any reconsideration had been given to its abolition. Noting
that the death penalty did not apply to women, some members expressed the hope that
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men too would benefit from such a humanitarian exclusion and not be discriminated
against.

94. With reference to articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, questions were asked on
what safeguards were provided against ill-treatment or harassment by the pol~ce

or other authorities, whether there was any procedure for investigating complaints
against such treatment, 'Whether persons independent of the prison staff could visit
prisons, inspect them and hear any complaints made by inmates, who was responsible
for the supervision of penal establishments and to what extent the treatment of
prisoners in Mongolia was designed to contribute to their reformation and social
rehabilitation. An explanation was requested of the statement in "the report to
the effect that not only convicted persons but also persons under preliminary
investigation could be placed in corrective labour institutions, a measure which,
if practised, would be in contradiction with article 14, paragraph 2, of the
Covenant.

95. In connexion with article 8 of the Covenant, reference was made to the
statement 'in the report that Mongolia was party to international legal instruments
prohibiting slavery and it was asked whether there were specific provisions in
Mongolian legislation prohibiting slavery and forced labour and what practices,
if any, did exist in that respect.

96. Regarding article 9 of the Covenant, it was noted that the report referred
to arrest and detention in respect to criminal proceedings but that article 9
referred to all types of deprivation of liberty including the deprivation of
liberty for reasons of physical and mental health and it was asked what laws
there were in that respect ~~d what guarantees existed to prevent arbitrary
detention. Ques tions were also asked on whether, under Mongolian law, anyone who
was arrested should be informed, at the time of arrest, of the reasons for his
arrest and should be promptly informed of any charges against him; what was the
extent of the Procurator's authority and in what cases a person might be
detained for more than 24 hOUl1 S ; whether anyone who was deprived of his liberty
by arrest or detention could apply to a court to have the lawfulness of his
detention determined and his release ordered if the detention was not lawful;
and whether anyone who was the victim of unlawful arrest or detention had a right
to compensation and, if so, what form such compensation took and what limits
were placed on it.

97. Information was requested on the law and practice governing the rights
provided for in articles 12 and 13 of the Covenant concerning, inter alia, the
right of everyone to leave any country, including his own and the'right of
aliens lawfully residing in the territory ofa State party not to be arbitrarily
expelled there from.

98. More information was requested on the implementation of article 14 of the
Covenant in Mongolia, particularly on the guarantees by means of 'Which the
independence and impartiality of the judiciary was protected as well as on the
guarantees to which everyone was entitled in the determination of any criminal
charge against him. It was noted that there seemed to be some conflict in the
Mongolian Constitution between the reference to "permanent" judges and the
reference to two-year terms for judges and assessors. Questions were asked on
how courts operated in Mongo.l La , what conditions were there for the nomination
or election of judges, whether lawyers were accessible and whether their presence
was required in all criminal and civil cases and whether the powers of the police
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and of magistra~es were separate. Noting that hearings in camera might be ordered
to protect "state secrets ll

, one member asked for an explanation of this term,
what it covered and who decided whether any particular matter amounted to or
involved a State secret.

99. In connexion with article 18 of the Ccvenarrt , it was asked what pz'ovasaons
guaranteed the freedom of thought and what recourse citizens had if they felt
that their right to that freedom had been violated; whether the freedom of
religion and of religious propaganda was protected; and whether there were specific
provisions ensuring education of children in the light of article 18, paragraph 4.

100. With regard to the rights provided for in articles 19 and 21 of the Covenant,
it was noted that the provision in the Mongolian Constitution, according to which
the law guaranteed the freedom of speech, press and assembly to citizens of the
Republic "in conformity "ivith the interests of the working people and in order
to strengthen the socialist State system of the Republic li 3 could be interpreted
and applied very restrictively in order to justify the imposition of serious
limits to the exercise of those freedoms, particularly in the political fields.
Questions were asked on what restrictions could be imposed in Mongolia on the
exercise of those freedoms; to what extent a Mongolian citizen was free to
canvass his opinions or ideas and to criticize the regime; and whether the
Government exercised strict control over the dissemination of information through
the mass media.

101. Commenting on a statement in the report, concerning article 20 of the
Covenant, that the propagation of ideas of "chauvinism" and "nationalism" is
prohibited by law, one member pointed out that in view of the vague character of
these two terms, such prohibition might give rise to abuse and asked whether
these two concepts were specifically defined and who had the authority in Mongolia
to decide whether or not any particular remark or act amounted to propagation of
ideas of "chauvinism" and "nationalism".

102. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the humane action
of the Mongolian Government in granting an amnesty to delinquent minors, on the
occasion of the Year of the Child, was noted with satisfaction. It was also
noted that in Mongolia, women received special benefits during their pregnancy
and until the child was six months old and it was asked whether Mongolian
legislation enabled such assistance to be prolonged until the children were
old enough to attend school; whether there were day nurseries where working
mothers could leave their children; and whether in general the legal provisions
in force ensured adequate protection for the family and children, without
distinction between legitimate children and those born out of wedlock.

103. With reference to article 25 in conjunction with article 22 of the Covenant,
it was asked what the procedure was for joining the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party, how many members it had, what the Party's role was in
relation to other State bodies, to what extent it controlled the decisions
taken by other bodies and whether its members enjoyed any privileged position
contrary to the provisions of article 2, paragraph 1, of the Covenant; and what
economic and political role did trade unions play in Mongolia and whether they
proposed laws· or participated in any other way in the law-making process. In
this connexion information was requested on the role of the Procurator of the
Republic in the conduct of public affairs in If.ongolia. The question was also
asked how Mongolia had managed to eliminate illiteracy and give everybody a real
possibility to participate in public life.
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104. As regards article 27 of the Covenant, information was requested on the
minorities living in Mongolia and the extent to which they enjoyed the rights
provided for in that article.

105. Commenting on the questions raised by the members of the Committee, the
representative of the State party pointed out that normally international treaties
to which the Mongolian People's Republic was party were implemented not directly,
but through legislation; that, in some instances , individual provisions of
international agreements and treaties were directly reflected in the Mongolian
Constitution; and that the Covenant had been translated into the Mongolian
language and printed in the Official Bulletin of the Government and that copies of
the translation were available in libraries".

106. Replying to questions raised under article 2 of the Covenant, he stated that
there were no laws in his country which restricted the equality of citizens in
economic, political, social or cultural life; that the general civil rights of
foreigners permanently residing in Mongolia were no different from the rights
afforded to Mongolian citizens and were not subject to any kind of discrimination;
and that they were not entitled to participate in elections for State bodies or to
be judges but that they were exempt from military service. He pointed out that
citizens could refer to provisions of the Covenant in their complaints or
statements to State bodies or courts; that the means for the protection of civil
and political rights found full expression in all Mongolian Laws;' that any citizen
who considered that his rights had been infringed was fully entitled to submit a
complaint to the judicial, prosecuting and other State bodies and to pub.Lfe '
organizations; that an official was obliged to provide a specific answer within
one week or one month, depending on the complexity of the case, to any person who
submitted a complaint or statement regarding a decision which that official had
taken; and that the Procurator supervised compliance with and implementation of the
laws in the field of the legal protection of citizens and thus to receive .
complaints against the officials who failed to reply in time to the complainants.
In this connexion he stated that the criminal- and civil-procedural codes of
Mongolia provided for the right of each individual involved in a court hearing to
appeal against the court's decision to a higher court.

107. As regards article 6 of the Covenant, the representative explained the meaning
of some of the expressions used in this context in the report which were
considered by some members to be rather vague and stated that, under Mongolian law,
the death penalty was an exceptional measure imposed for a number of particularly
heinous crimes; that the imposition of this penalty was not obligatory for the
courts; that in all cases provision was made for alternative punishment; that over
the last 10 years, with the exception of certain cases of premeditated murder with
aggravating circumstances and of large-scale misappropriation of socialist
property, there had been no cases of the imposition of the death penalty; and that
the number of times the death penalty was imposed amounted to an average of three
a year. He pointed out that the exemption of women from the death penalty was made
because women as mothers required particularly humane treatment and also because
the exemption was a significant step towards its complete abolition and thus
entailed no discrimination on the grounds of sex. A draft law to repeal the death
penalty for theft and robbery had recently been submitted for consideration by the
Presidium of the Great National Hural.

108. Replying to questions raised under articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that torture was prohibited by law; that no cases had been
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recorded of the submission of complaints by citizens of cruel treatment or the use
of torture against them by individuals carrying out inquiries ~ preliminary
investigations or court hearings; that the prosecuting bodies were responsible for
ensuring legality in places of detention; that the administration of such places
had to transmit to the Public Prosecutor within 24 hours any complaints addressed
to him by a prisoner; that the Public Prosecutor~ who had to visit these places
regularly~ was empowered~ if he found any violation of the laws in the treatment of
accused persons~ to initiate criminal proceedings against the individuals
responsible or take steps to subject them to disciplinary action; and that a
supervisory commission consisting of representatives of pUblic organizations was
attached to the Executive Board of the local organ of power whose members had the
right to visit places of detention without any restriction ard to talk to the
prisoners.

109. Responding to questions regarding article 8 of the Covenant~ the
represent~tive reiterated the statement in the report concerning the ratification
by his country of the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the
Slave Trade and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery and stressed that
slavery as such never existed in the history of Mongolia.

~10. Commenting on article 9 of the Covenant, he stated that, according to the
Criminal Code~ arrests carried out by investigators without prior authorization by
a court or by the Public Prosecutor were punishable by the deprivation of liber~y

for up to two years; that knowingly unjustified arrest carried out for mercenary or
other persona~ motives was punishable by the deprivation of liberty for a period of
between three and seven years; that an official was obliged to inform an arrested
person immediately of the reason for his arrest; and that the law prohibited the
prosecution or arrest of an individual on the grounds of political belief which did
not involve any socially dangerous activity. In the event of unjustified or
illegal arrest, any material damage had to be fully compensated. Compensation for
moral damage was ensured by means of a public proclamation through the information
media to the effect that the person who had been arrested was innocent.

Ill. Responding to requests for more information on the implementation of articles
12 and 13 of the Covenarrt , the representative stated that within his country there
were no restrictions en f~eedom of movement or choice of residence but that
because of the rapid development of urbanization, there was a system establishing
certain guidelines for the rational distribution of the population in large towns;
and that Mongolian citizens had the full right to travel abroad. The legal status
of foreigners residing permanently within the territory of the Mongolian People's
Republic was regulated by a decree of the Council of Ministers~ while that of
persons living temporarily within the territory was regulated on the basis of the
relevant treaties.

112. As regards article l4 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out that
there were three categories of courts in Mongolia: the peoples' courts, whose
judges were elected by universal, direct and equal suffrage by secret ballot for a
term of three years; the Aimak and city courts~ whose judges were elected by the
Aimak and city Hurals of people's deputies; and the Supreme Court, whose j'.:Ldges

, were elected by the Great National Hural for a term o-P four years; and that any
citizen who reached the age of 23 years and had completed higher J.egal education
could become a judge. There was also a system of military courts as well as a
special "Commission on Labour Disputes". Court hearings or trials were held in- ..
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116. As regards the rights of children under article 24 of the Covenant, he pointea
out that the authorities had been generally successful in establis~ing a systefu of
free education, child-care centres and nurseries. Children's rights were broadly
protected by various laws.

114. With regard to articles 19 and 21 the Covenant, the representative
stressed that Mongolian legislation di~ 'O~ provide for any limitations on one's
right to hold or express any opinion or ~~ eek, receive and disseminate any kind
of information; but that the law did not. allow the abuse of that freedoJ.ll., the
undermining of the reputation of other persons or the dissemination of ideas and
concepts which were directed against State security, pUblic order, or the health or
morals of the population. Under Mongolian law there was no limitation or
prohibition on the holding of peaceful meetings provided that t.l1ey did not conflict
with the interests of State security or with the maintenance of pUblic order.

113. Commenting on article 18 of the Covenant~ he stated that believers and
non-believers were equal under the Mongolian law; that the law :p~aced no
prohibition on religious propaganda; and that religion was separate from the. State.

115. Replying to a question concerning article 20 of the Covenant, he st~ted that
propaganda advocating nationalism and chauvinism was prohibited :oecause such ideas
were considered reactionary, since they incited hatred between peoples and races
and attempted to justify nationalistic exclusiveness and domination.

camera only after the court had firs~ established that the relevant case involved
State secrets; that the accused was provided with an interpreter if he did not
speak the Mongolian language; that he had the right to be informed of the nature
and cause of the charge against him, to acquaint himself with all the documents of
the case and to request the attendance of witnesses on his behalf; and. that no one
could be considered guilty of committing a crime and SUbject to criminal punishment
other than by a court verdict.

il7. In reply to questions raised under article 25 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that~ being the only party in Mongolia, the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party was the motive power of society and the State; that any citizen
could join it on condition that he accepted its programme and charter; that the
current membership was almost 70,000; that Party members enjoyed no special
privileges; that decisions taken by the P~rty did not haye the force of law; and
that its power lay in its authority, prestige and influence. The Procurator of the
Republic was responsible for superv~sion of the strict execution of laws by
Ministries, by State, regional and local bodies and enterprises and by individuals.
The Great National Rural, by Constitutional amendment, had recently extended the
right to initiate legislation to the Procurator of the RepUblic and also to the
Central Council of Mongolian Trade Unions and the Central Committee of the
Revolutionary Union of Mongolian Youth.

118. As regards articlEl 27 of the Covenant, he stated that the Mongolian people were
of a single ethnic origin; that there was a national minority of Kazakhs living in
an administrative unit in one of the 18 Aimaks and constituted 0.2 per cent of the
population; that, in their Aimak, they had newflpapers in their own language and had
their own radio station; that they maintained their traditions and way of life
without any restric~ion and had equal rights in all spheres of public .and political
life; but that in all primary and secondary schools, teaching was in the national
language.
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Iraq

119. The Committee considered the initial report (CCPR/C/l/Add.45) submitted by the
Government of Iraq at its 199th, 200th, 203rd and 204th meetings held on 20 and
24 March 1980 (cCPR/c/SR.199, 200, 203 and 204).

120. The report was introduced by the representative of the State party who
stressed two particular points: firstly, that Iraq granted to the nationals of
other Arab countries all the rights enj oyed by its own nationals, with very few
exceptions; and secondly, that since the submission of its report, Iraq had adopted
the law concerning the National Council and the law concerni.ng the Legislative
Council of the Autonomous Kurdistan Region, both of which had been promulgated on
16 March 1980, 'together with the amendment to the "Law of Personal Status ll

•

Another point of interest was the entry into force on 17 January 1980 of a new law
on judicial organizations, which had replaced law No. 26 of 1963, referred to in
the report. He pointed out that the establishment of a National Council, sharing
legislative powers with the Revolutionary Command Council, was an important step
tow'ards the building of a democratic society. The texts of the Bills concerning
the National Council and the Legislative Council had been officially submitted to
the people for a period of 45 days, so that they could study, through the
information media, the principles on which the Bills were based and the provisions
they contained.

121. Members of the Committee expressed their appreciation for the exemplary way in
which the report was prepared and for the additional documentation and information
provided by the representative of the State party. In this connexion, it was asked
whether the Government of Iraq would consider publishing the report for the benefit
of its citizens ~ whether the Covenant had been pub.Idshed in languages that the .
people understood, whether its text was readily available in public libraries or
elsewhere and whether the Government had any plans to organize meetings to enable
administrators and judges to discuss its various provisions.

122. Commenting on part one of the report concerning the general legal framework
for the protection of human rights in Eraq, members of the Committee asked whether
a permanent instrument would be adopted soon to replace the existing "interim
constitution", promulgated in 1970; since the provisions of the Covenant were part
of international law and binding on Iraq, what was the status of the Covenant in
relation to the Constitution; whether its provisions overrode other legislative
provisions adopted either before or after the Covenant was incorporated into
domestic law; and whether the courts had made any rulings in respect of differences
of' interpretation between the provisions of the Covenant and those of the
Constitution and domestic legislation. It was also asked whether the "Law for the
Reformation of the Legal Systeml1 would reform the system gradually or would give
immediate effect to newly established rtues and institutions. Reference was made to
a statement in the report that the enjoyment of the rights proclaimed in the
Covenant was subject~ inter alia, to "the compatibility of such enjoyment with the
ideological principles and foundations of the political system and its prevailing
plans and programmes'l ~ and it was pointed out that that was not compatible with the
Covenant and could be used to apply harsh measures in contradiction with its
provisions.

123. With reference to the statement in part one of the report that the judicial
system of Iraq was built on the principle of a single 3 rather than dual,
jurisdiction, it was asked whether that meant that the administration normally
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acted under the supervision of' the courts. Additional inf'ormation was requested on
the competence of' shari'a courts and the relationship between shari'a and
general law.

124. With regard to article 1, paragraph 2, of' the Covenant, ref'erence was made to
the commitment of' Iraq, as ref'lected in the report, to the establishment of' a new
international economic order as well as to the adoption of' lteasures, including
nationalization, with a view to achieving sovereignty over and disposal of' its
natural wealth and resources and it was asked how Iraq envisaged the promotion of'
human rights on both the national and international levels through·that commitment.

125. In connexion with article 2 of'the Covenant, it was noted that" the relevant
article in the Iraqi Constitution made no mention of' the f'act that the rights had
to be guaranteed without distinction of' political opinion and the question was
asked whether that Constitution allowed discrimination against individuals because
of' their political ideas. The :f'act that the Covenant had been incorporated in the
Iraqi legaJ. system invited many questions f'rom the members of the Committee: Had
the provisions of' the Covenant been invoked bef'ore the courts and administrative
bodies? Could they be invoked in preventive as well as in enf'orcement proceedings?
What was the number of cases in which the courts had made specif'ic pronouncement in
proceedings involving the Covenant? Could the rep?esentative give some examples of'
such pronouncements or decisions? Referring to a statement in the report that the
injured party was entitled to claim compensation f'or any harm caused to him by the
person responsible f'or the violations of' his human rights, one member asked
whether the State would undertake to pay such compensation if the person
responsible were one of' its of'ficials.

126. As regards artic}~ 3 of' the Covenant, inf'ormation was requested on the
measures taken to ensure equal rights and duties f'or men and women in public of'f'ice
as well as on the political role of' women, their percentage in the membership of'
the Ba'ath Party and on the kind of' posts they could. hold in the political,
economic and social spheres.

127. With ref'erence to article 4 of' the Covenant, it was noted that no state of'
emergency had been declared in Iraq since the Covenant had entered into f'orce in
1976, and it was asked whether any emergency measures, or measures which could now
be classif'ied as such, or legislation adopted bef'ore that date, were still being
applied and whether a de f'~cto state of' emergency still existed in Iraq.

128. As regards article 6 of' the Covenant, it was stressed that the right to lif'e
was an inherent right since creation and that it covered more than the deprivation
of' lif'e by means of' the death penalty. Inf'ormation was requested on measures taken
to increase the expectation of' li.f'e and reduce the inf'ant mortality rate. Noting
that the report did not specify the "most serious crimes" punishable by death, some
members of' the Committee expressed their concern at the possible imposition, under
the Penal Code, of' the death penalty f'or certain non-violent of'f'ences, such as
donb1e membership in political parties, political activity in the army and the
ref'usal of' an individual to divulge his previous political activities, and asked
whether, how and under what circumstances such activities had been so punished; how
m~ny people had been executed over the past two'years and f'or what crimes; and
which courts could impose the death penalty and how f'ar their procedures conf'ormed
to the provisions of' article 14 of' the Covenant.
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130. With reference to article 8, paragraph 3, of the Covenant, it was noted that
Iraq had signed conventions prohibiting forced or compulsory labour and that the
report spoke of work as a ilsacred duty", and it was asked what precise legal
duties flowed from that statement, whether the relevant section of the Penal Code
making public service employees liable, under certain conditions, to imprisonment
and forced labour if they stopped work , was applicable to judges and whether the
youth training schemes involved forced labour.

131. As regards article 9 of the Covenant, information was requested on any
administrative procedures and social institutions authorized by law to detain
individuals on the grounds of mental illness, drug or alcohol intoxication or
vagrancy, on the nature of the laws which applied in such cases and on the
guarantees protecting the individuals concerned. It was also asked whether any
persons were being detained without trial for political reasons and, if so, on what
authority; what were the circumstances defined by law "in which a person could be
arrested or detained without a war-rant,"; what authorities were empowered to order
the arrest or detention of persons in those circumstances; what was the maximum
length of detention pending trail; whether the detainee had the right to appeal for
a redurtion of the length of preventive detention and if his family was promptly
notified of his detention; and whether the legal counsel of the accused was allowed
to be present during interrogations to see that any confession was obtained by fair
means.
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132. COl1lRlenting on article 12 of the Covenant, one member asked what were the "cases
defined by the law" in which an Iraqi citizen could be subject to restrictions
imposed on his liberty of movement or on his freedom to choose his place of
residence within the country. It was also asked in what circumstances might a
passport or other travel document be refused and whether Iraqi legislation provided
for the possibility of introducing an appeal before the courts by any citizen who
had been prevented ·by the administration from leaving his country.

129. Commenting on articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, members of the Committee
noted that the Iraqi Constitution prohibited the exercise of any form of physical
or psychological torture~ but that the report did not specify what safeguards or
mechanisms there were to ensure the respect of that prohibition by the police and
security services. Questions were asked as to what authorities a prisoner could
apply in cases of alleged torture or maltreatment, whether an enquiry was
automatically carried out thereon, what procedures were used to investigate the
matter and bring the offenders to justice, what punishment existed for an
investigator who resorted to torture or to cruel and degrading treatment in the
process of investigation, and whether Iraqi legislation prohibited reliance on
evidence extorted by torture and other illegal means. In this connexion, reference
was made to a statement in the report that, except for those who had committed
criminal offences against the safety of the State, the rights of the people or the
honour of alleFiance to the Homeland, it was necessary to protect offenders from the
cruelty of punishment, and it was pointed out that the exclusion of such offenders
was incompatible w·ith the requirements of the Covenant. It was also asked what was
the precise nature of the special places of detention which were not covered by the
provisions of the PriGons Administration Law referred to in the report; whether there
\(ere any provisions for the supervision uf penal establisp~ents to ensure that
prisoners were treated humanely and whether independent persons or bodies were allowed
to visit penal establisr~ents from time to time to inspect them and to interview
detained persons. Information was requested on the ~ractical experience obtained in
,implementing the Iraqi policy of rehabilitation of ex-prisoners into society.
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133. In connexion with ar~icle 14 of the Covenant, information was requested on the
judicial system in Iraq, particularly on the types of disputes and criminal cases
excluded from the jurisdiction of civil and criminal courts respectively; on the
procedure and criteria followed for appointing judges, their terms of tenure and
the disciplinary system which applied to them and on whether the judiciary was open
to women; on the composition and competence of the Revolutionary Court and whether
there were any other special courts established on an ad hoc or permanent basis; on
the "cases specified by law" which the Revolutionary Court decided and the laws
which served as the basis for sentences passed by this and other special courts and
on the guarantees of their independence from the Executive and of their
impartiality; on the remedies available for an individual who felt that a verdict
of a special court was unjust and on whether the procedures of the special courts
were in conformity with the provisions of the Covenant.

134. With regard to article 17 of the Covenant, it was noted that under the Iraqi
Constitution persons were protected against arbitrary or unlawful interference in
their privacy, family, home or correspondence, and it was asked what specific cases
justified violation of that privacy "under the exigencies of justice and public
security", as stated in the report, and what were the powers of the police and
security services in this respect.

135. In relation to article 18 of the Covenant, it was asked whether there were any
restrictions on freedom of thought and what impact, if any, emergency measur~s had
on that freedom. Noting that, under the Constitution, Islam was the State religion,
members asked for an explanation of the practical consequences of that provision,
particularly, whether it implied that Islam had a privileged position over other
religions, whether persons professing Islam had not only political but social
privileges, what was the legal situation of other religions in Iraq and whether
persons had been arrested and punished in recent years for participation in
religious meetings and, if so, how the Iraqi Governrrent could justify such measures
in view of its obligations under the Covenant. The question was also asked whether
individuals who did not wish to participate in religious education were obliged to
do so.

136. In connexion with articles 19, 21 and 22 of the Covenant, it was noted that the
right to freedom of opinion was an absolute and unqualified right which could not be
restricted except within the terms of article 4 of the Covenant, and the question
was asked whether the exercise of that right was subject to restrictions or
reservations in Iraq. It was also noted that the right to freedom of expression and
the rights of assembly and of association appeared to be subject to considerable
restrictions, expecially of a political nature, and it was asked what in fact were
the rights of the individual in Iraq in that field, and to what extent was the
dissemination of information through the media and the press subject to control.
Referring to article 26 of the Constitution, under which the State endeavoured to
provide the means required for practicing freedoms "whiCh are compatible with the
nationalist and progressive line of the Revolution", and noting that in the report
of another socialist co~~try the propagation of ideas of chauvinism and nationalism
was prohibited by law, one member requested an explanation of the concept of "the
nationalist line" in order to avoid any confusion in that regard. Noting that the
report mentioned other political parties than the Ba'ath Party and that the
Covenant not only provided for freedom of association but also set forth a general
prohibition of discrimination, some members asked how many political parties
existed in Iraq and what was their position vis-a.-vis the IiLeading Partyil.
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Information was requested on the conditions required for forming trade unions and
on their role in the management of enterprises and the political life of the
country.

137. As regards articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, it was noted that a wife was
required to accompany her husband at home or in travel, and it was asked what was
the reason for this requirement and whether a reverse provision existed and if the
courts would be in a position to rule in favour of the Covenant if the Covenant was
invoked against that provision. Information was requested on "marriages which took
place outside the courts" referred to in the report; on whether men and women had
the 1-1ame rights to divorce; on the meaning of the statement in the report to the
effect that, after the dissolution of marriage, a nursing mother should not be
married to a man unrelated to the child; and on the legal status of an illegitimate
child in Iraq.

138. In connexion with article 25 of the Covenant, information was requested on the
Revolut~onary Command Council, in particular on the way in which its membership was
chosen, on its political structure, on the role it played in the Government and on
its relation to the llLeading Party"; on the National and Progressive Front, its
nature and role; on whether citizens were free to engage in political activity and
to SUbscribe to varying political ideologies without being victims of some aspect

. of criminal law; on the composition and functions of the People's Councils; on
popular organizati0ns and their contribution to the establishment of direct
democracy; on the conditions under which the election of the new National Council
would take place and on its powers; on whether the condition of literacy for
candidates to the Legislative Council of the Kurdish Region was applied to
candidates for the National Council; and on whether the members of these Councils
would be chosen solely from among the members of the National and Progressive Front
or whether persons representing other political trends could be elected.

139. With regard to article 27 of the Covenant, it was noted that Iraq had embarked
on a course of granting full autonomy to the Kurdistan Region and on recognizing
the cultural rights of other ethnic minorities. Requests were made for additional
information on the minorities existing in Iraq; on the Legislative Council to be
established in Kurdistan; and on how and by whom judicial courts in the Kurd':'stan
Region were constituted. It was also asked what were the effects on the social and
cultural life of people of steps taken to modernize the regions where minorities
were living and whether an~ particular difficulties had been encountered.

140. Commenting on questions raised by members of the Committee, the representative
pointed out that, in accordance with a law promulgated in 1977 concerning
ratificE;l.tion of treaties, the Covenant was published in the Official Gazette and in
the official collection of treaties conc.l.uded by his country; that, like any other
international instrum.ent duly concluded and ratified by law, the Covenant became an
integral part of the national legal system on the same footing as national laws,
but that it could not acquire a status equal or superior to that of the
Constitution. ASf',to the "Law for the Reformation of the Legal System", he stated
that the law laid down basic principles and proclaimed the objectives of
legislative reforms and that it did not consist of rules which were immediately
applicable but proclaimed a Short-term, medium-term and long-term legislative
programme.

141. The representative stated that, in Iraq, there was no administrative
jurisdiction existing side by side with the "ordinary jurisdiction" and that the
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competence of the courts extended to all natural or juridical per-sons , iIlclulling
public authorities; however, the President of the Republic, members of the
Revolutionary Command Council and judges enjoyed immunity from the la:w unless the
competent authorities ruled otherwise. "Shari'a", which meant, according to
context, Islamic Code, was one of the sources of law to which the judge had to
refer when the statutes in force were inadequate, in particular with respect to the
laws concerning personal status, which must be in conformity with the "Shari' all.

142. Replying to questions raised under article 1, paragraph 2, of the Covenant,
the representative gave a detailed description of his country's poiicies with
regard to the establishment of a new international economic order as well as to the
building of socialism in Iraq, with a view to promoting human rights on both the
national and international levels •

143. In connexion with article 2 of the Covenant, he stressed that since the
Covenant simply stated general principles and fundamental rights, its provisions
could not suffice to guarantee these rights and remedy their violations, but had to
be supplemented by other legal provisions specifying the procedure and sanctions
relevant to its application, as was the case for the Constitution or any other law
laying down general principles. Provisions of the Covenant could be invoked before
a court; but the court could do no more than take notice of the fact and would not
be able to hand down any civil or penal judgement, except on the basis of the
country's Civil Code or Penal Code. He also pointed out that the courts were not
competen~ to annul administrative acts or to declare a law illegal, their 
competence being limited to declining to apply it.

144. As regards questions raised under article 3 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that the central thrust of his Government's policy with
regard to women was to release them from the economic, social and legislative
obstacles which prevented their participation equally with men in all spheres and
activities and in carrying out the comprehensive national plans for economic and
social development. Iraqi women had their General Union which enabled them to
co-ordinate and organize women's activities so as to strengthen democratic progress
in the country.

145. Replying to questions raised under article 6 of the Covenant, he pointed out
that Iraq was making a determined effort to lower infant mortality and that the
figure for infant mortality was now 69 deaths per thousand. He stressed that the
only crimes for which the death penalty was imposed were spying, crimes against the
security of the State, crimes relating to drug trafficking, crimes of homicide with
aggravating circumstances and crimed against the national econo~•.

146. In relation to article 10 of the Covenant, he stated that the "place of
detention", referred to in the report, was that part of the prison establishment,
commissariat or any other place under police authority allocated to such purpose~

As to the Iraqi policy of rehabilitation of ex-prisoners, he pointed out that any
prisoner who had served his sentence had the right to resume the employment he had
had before his imprisonment, but that if he was a civil servant, the Stat~ was not
obliged to appoint him to the same post he had previously occupied. The Iraqi
authorities had no difficulty in applying that' policy because there was no
unemployment in Iraq.

147. Replying to questions raised under article 14 of the Covenant, the
representative referred toa new law enacted in 1979 the purpose of which was to
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ullow the ~l:1t/.1.bJ.ishment Q.t' a legal m~chiuery capable of supervising respect for the
luw w-hil~ tal\ing intQ- aocount r~yo.J.,u.tionary ideals~. and in which the courts would
l.le. inde:pend~nt and subJ~o:t -to. no power except that of the law. He stressed that
per-acna.L status an<L Labour coursa could in no way be regarded as courtrs o f
e,'l\oeptional jurisdiotiQ-{.l o.ut that they were ordinary courts having competience in
Pill'tiO'Ll1al~ sphe-res; ~,n,Q: tha.t the Revolu.tiQnary court , which was competrerrt tro rule
o.nly in CaSeS Q-..f state- seouri"tiy" oontrc;l;oand:l c;l;Tms-deaJ.ing::t and drug trafficking as
\~ell as on eOQnQ-JUio and fiso~l violc;l;tfons" was: not a truly exceptzione.L cour-c
b.~oau~~ it ap.plieQ. the Penal Qo.de- and followed the Code Qf Criminal Procedure. The
~"'9-urt I,tiff~e~ from. th~ \»"dinary oourt:l however-, in 'that its findings were final
Md n"t sup.J~-t. to' app~. There was no recourse except in the case of a death
sl?n:~~q~ whioh oO'ulQ; 'be reviewed:l on r~u.est:l by the President Qf the Republic.
'n~~ Rij}vQJ..utioo.al'Y CQ-urt oousisteo. of three members:o. 'two of whom had to be jurists
~md th~ Pu.bJ.ic Proaeoubor, and i"ts indePendence was safeguarded in the same way as
t.hat Vi' th9 \Atdiuc;l;ry oour"ts. As to the recruitment of judges:t he stated that
~~~~Q.t'l,ling to- th~ la.w q.1~ 1976 est~~li~hing th~ Institute of J'udges~. only the
g.l,'aQ:\!ac·~'i1 01" this I:nati"ti'Ut.~ oQ-Uld beccme ju.dges; that admissi.on to the Institute
'il[a.~ op~~ inter alia.." to hOldE;trs o-f' a law degree~ whQ w.ere married and who had
wYJ'l\~l,1 in a. i~<;,U .Qapaoity or had been praQticing barrist:ers for at least three
x~'s; th~t wb.~~a in 19'18: th~re- ha.d been no women among the first 40 graduates of
th~ Instit.ut~. "tih~r~ w~r~ thre~ women. among the 110 judges whQ had graduat:ed the
'following y~a.r; aJld tha."ti ju~e~ were- appointed by presid-ential decrees. The ~oun~il

Q-,r "Tustio~ Qy.uld:l. inter alia,. t~rmina.t"Et th~ career of a Judge or transfer hint to
<moth~ ~t. Th~ CQ:mmit.te~ oa tl:te .JUdicature CQuld impose disciplinary measures:
against jUd~~ wh<> had cqwmftited ~rror~. Both the CouncU or Justice and the
Committef;t on ~ Ju.dicature were bodies established by law within the Ministry of
"Tustice.

1415. As re.g,a.rds articl~ 13 Qf' tl~, Co.venant~ the representative stated that TsJam
\\~s lithe r~ligion. Qf "th~ StateU

Q~cau~ more. than go per- cent of the people were:
a,vQWeQ. Moslems. IsJ:~ g..Qverned not only the spiritual. life of man but alJro his
temporal ~:.:c.~.st~~" thus 8Ir.Ql.JP,ting to- a. kind. af univer-sal law CQverf-ng a.lI. aspects
0;( hu.m~n., oivil, ~CQnQmic: anli SQQiaJ. r~la.tiQns-; however-~ that did: not mean. that
>I<)s Lems \X(}re- in ap.y way; p.rivileged. as. against non-Moslems, and. the Constitution.
glJa:r~nt~~Q; eq,u9J,ity befQre the law, lIwi t hout discriminatiQn as to relig±onlr

• ffe
alsQ CQ:rJJ"irm~R- t~t r~*igiou$.: instru.ct.ion was: obligatory in Iraq for EITe:...-rybody'
~~~Q:rq.ing to his own r~li~on.

149. Rep.l,;ying to qH,,~i:;icms u.ndEt~ ~ticles- 19 and 22 of the QQvenant~ he pai,n:t;ed. out:
t;h~t f::fe~Q.Qm of opiuiol'.l wa.l:?- glJ.aranteeo.., but that should not bee int:erore:ted. as.
'1l~nin.G a.'qsolut~ ~~Q:,Qm_ of Qpinion~ in view of 'the requirements of pUblic arde-r-,
p<.~Q.lic: ffiQra,ls anQ:, th~ ~e~d,Qm Qf others which mus:-t be prQte.cted~ if necessary~ by
?!'Ql:).ibiting, C:~:t.·"Qain activities.. He stated. that any grQup of at least 50 workers
'Id thin. a givEtIJ Province ca1JJ,d. furm a union:t if they belonged to one, of the
P.J:'Q:i:"~~iop-s esta.q.lisb:AA,und~r th.elaw; that the. law prep:er-ibed. canditions for the
esti;l.!).li$hm~nt of traiie 11p.iQllS;; a~d th~t. on~ the. JYIinistJ?-Y' of Laho1:.U.."" and:. SOcial.
_-\n'~'l,.irs h~(l~~ infQrme.d. ~d· had give.n, its. approva;l, the new; tra.de union was:
a,1.1Q:\f~q. tQ Q~J:,;a'te... Trac1~ unio~~ he-ma,intaine.d,. SQught to deyeclop the· po1.itical.~
3Qdal" c1JJ.t'i.'lrq,l an~. :pJ.:Qt'e~s:iQn~,J" awaren.~ o::fwo::r."ke:r:s:c and.. wer~ considered an.
inrpQrti;;1.nt !U<;l.nif'e~tat:iQnQt' t~ PJ;.'a.G:tica..l. eXE1':l:ci.se andaf:firmation. of popular
"tli,S',- d'aGY • Th~ re'pre:~~ntatiye: s:tire,ss-e.d. tha.t the !~!"ee.dQm. to esta.blish political..
paJ'-C-:.L~. If.al;i gual'<:ul.t~~4 unQ,~r: the Con~titution; that the official. parties- currerrtly'
~1j:isci!lg in Iraq \{ec-r:e- the Ar~q. &!.-' ath SQc.ialist Party., the CO"mmunist. Party, the
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Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Kurdish Revolutionary Party, all of which were
members of the National and Progress Front in which the Ba'ath Party played a
guiding role •

150. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the representative
stated, in reply to a question as to why a wife was required to accompany her
husband, that one could not speak of an equality between men and women that went so
far as to sanction the dissolution of the unity of the family. He confirmed that
the right to divorce was in fact guaranteed to each of the spouses in the specific
instances listed in his Government's report but that previously, through a false
interpretation of the Shari'a, in most cases only the husband had.had the right to
divorce. The mother of an infant could, after the dissolution of her marriage,
marry a man not related to the infant but in such a case she lost her right to
custody.

151. Replying to questions under article 25 of the Covenant, the representative
pointed out that according to new amendments to the Constitution, all members of
the Regional Command of the Ba' ath Party became members of the Revolutionary
Command Council. One of the principal duties of the Revolutionary Command Council
was to elect a President who, as a result, became President of the Republic, its
other duties being as defined in the Constitution. The law of the Leading Party
had bound all institutions to observe the political report adopted by the Eighth
Regional Congress and had given the report a legal character and the role of a
basic law. He explained the functions and role of the People's Councils which
performed economic, social and cultural functions and activities at the local
levels. The popular organizations were the framework in which the various sectors
of the population could group together to co-ordinate their activities. Both the
Popular Councils and the Popular Organizations represented a form of popular
democracy which enriched the aemocratic experience in Iraq. As to the National
Council, he stated that its members were to be elected by direct universal suffrage
and would represent the various political, economic and social sectors of the
population; that any Iraqi citizen, male or female, of more than 25 years of age,
of good character and able to read and write, was eligible for membership of the
Council. He stressed that the criterion of literacy was applied to candidates for
election to both the National Council and the Legislative Council of the Kurdistan
Region. In this connexi.on , he drew attention to the fact that primary education
was compulsory and that a national campaign for the elimination of illiteracy had
been launched in 1978 with encouraging results.

152. As regards the questions raised concerning minorities in Iraq, the
representative referred the members of the Committee to his Government's report
(CERD/C/50/Add.l) submitted under the International Convention on the Elimin~~ion
of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, which was made available to Committee
members. Referring to the Legislative Council for the Autonomous Kurdistan Region,
he pointed out that the Council, which would represent the whole population of
Kurdistan, would have the power to legislate on any matter within the competence of
the local authorities, such as education, housing, transport and communication,
culture, youth or economic and social affairs. The judicial organization in the
Region, however, fell within the competence of the central authority and was the
same in Kurdistan as in the rest of Iraq.

153. The representative informed the Committee that his Government would reply in
writing to certain questions raised under articles 2, 6 and 12 of the Covenant and
would also be ready to supply the Committee with further information in writing as
necessary.
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159. Cfffltttl€'titl-t:W on a:tt.i.cle 1 of the covenent , some members n(;t,~>'i thht ;:,i'1 .d.r~ht t,(';;
~~lf-dttt~ff6f·nat:{6n ~as> not. ~1>resslY' eua.:tante-erl in am! or t;:l~ r:ftM1M an r·.:t'uJi('(:~f;

and ·that it ~ffi§ ti6'i ~(:ffi ti1ent.ione-cl in the laifs of .adtish C'ol'qt;,;hi a gm.r1 ('~U~I'jIt!C.

l{()f'tj itffm:tlMttf® was i"e'qu:ested on any s-pec:'i.t'ie g1:.Utr"an:tees 'f,hltt tt.YJ be it. e·.;-d:;'tNi(;',(>
to ~n§up~ P€)'§Pe'ef" f~ thttt ti·pht and OtlJ t,he pos1t16T.l: of of,he C'at.d'M1i,(£1''f r;;":)-q~ytrJ:t(ip'·{~t

r~f1,urdifjp; -tbe rl@t (jf §t'aeSis1.o"?r,.-,. 'With itip~c'1al r'efeT'e'(lC'~ t6' thJe- :t'N.:'~:tl·t r]e(;'1~16'tl 1t~.i

hold U l'&f&Temltif/i l.tM l'il:.lieb'e·~ ~tl'()j the p'os:itiibHi-ty foY' t,h~ It.ld1tJll''1,t; ~("t~ l;~kfn:")1j ~!E; -,fell
to h~ld §twh a j"§'fel"@,(]utw,

160. A!!i f'~gfjTd§ art1eJle- 2: off th~ C(jIye'J!1i~rtt :lit W'ss: noted that ']i}(}Uti C'~l (1pitl!101~i'

pror~:l1;;f, I-ttngm-wft ~~(Jj Sloejt.Jj.] ~6'in: ~~:F~ no-~ ttMom-g -tf1'e- pr6h.l'IY:[ter] V"(fr..l'O"'1!S; "f6"t'
di~~rimit'l~tioo ~1o'jjJedJ ].llil tIT~ (Ja1\Ia&~an Sf11 ut' ]l(x.eh-'t-§ or 111 th:e- rfur,:.a~ Fdlu,ht.s: Ac:-t~

It Waf$ ~:k~d ~1br §6fJ1~ ~§ tm'd! eOOe3i;J than+,. 'f1e:(] 1i'A~!@' enacted afteT' the CO"ifeTlf.f.trt had
entered intO' ftffee fllil- Te-§}lle'et 61' eaw&t8J.y had! s1.1Cf.l\ ~ rtal'1'c,TN' p't'ohihitioh of'
discrimitmtio1it. ]"?efemn'~ to ~a].l!'-" §t.ant.~nle'lJ1m:g; ].11: tM r-er-6l"t" rliembe-:ts asked
whether the e6~rt~ rJl~ ~lTe~'r dlee:ll.a1fe:& ami'J{ ]la"'''' 6-"1' OOl<'ida :Lnope-t<at,f(l'e' beca>1:l:se its
provisions; were eo~t.r'~ t.o trvos:e: 61' the- ~~I).'&d-ijj$J11 ;-tiiJl of Rights" "Thet-her th~
~unigter of: Just.fee tliMi a.l1fe:~V hM 6eC'8:§i6w to c11'atoP the attenticm ()f the Hous ... I)f"
Commons; to t.he ifite6nSlis:-te-ncy ot 8:. ~i].].. 'Wf:iI:t~\ t.l1'<!:' prc-v:1s1ons: of" the Carradie.n Bill ef
Rightg and ]I6\.,f tha:t :<o/s'tem Yfcwke-d'.l' et~ ii..11e: t&det'"al and p!'ovincial levels-
-.mien provi~iong; took p,1feeeaenee :.IIw t:l1lJe e'iJ'fert>'lt 61 c.cntradiction bet.ween the
provisicrng: of' -the COvenant a;ndj t~e o£ ~~r1e:fal legLslaticm- ~A'hether a -pre.ctice
contrary to the C'ovett:antf;. migJh;t; be ~§i1§;le ~d whethe11 t11er-e ioJ'$S in Cl1t1adian
jurisprl'ldence a gene?M rW.e Gt' w~:f0n: thex. l16rtlUuly thE:' "balance Sh6uld be
tipped in favottt" of the iJlldi~l'!g; :l1'~s:. Ques.tions iofe1:"e also asked on
wether the Canadian. G5venmremrtt ~M d'emcnstr8';te that a person 1'1ho simply claimed
to have been the net-m of a wi6J:liaitt~n: 6't the Covenant alway-s had a remedy open to.
him; whether rem:edies aw~]e~~~ o.:ti''icials. were sUb,ject to 'Procedural
restrietians" s:uch as time-:li:fumu:tts;:: iv:ftet:b:~ it f.r:as open tOe the G01Te-!'nrIlent to claim.
that an official. had 0ee1lll ~illI'g ~ide the perf'drm:£tl1Ce of' his duties i'Then the aet
complained of took pI.ac:e u t:J::£e p.~orted. exerc.ise- of' of':ficial :functions' and
whether" in the e"Verrt: of a ~]iic; g:ecvan.t: being insol.vent ~_ the plaintiff could
appeal. to~V7e Q;E ~aI.. c:cu1.'ts:.

ThJL. CammEl!ILting on. CErt;:[c:]e ::1 of t:h:e: CdVenant~ members of" tUA' Committee appreciated
that consi.~bJ1.e~ ha:!. beE![ made in l.e.gislative instruments to ensure
equal:it.'Wb~ IllE'lm~ wcme:rr:~1!~ed inf'orn:ract;ion on the aetual situation in
tf:nis respect e1!rd. on. i!l!re raJle of women. in: politfual..., economic., social and other
spEIeres o:f life a:I!Id on~ there was any policy of' encourag-ement concerning
feminist argcm;iz:eti<JmS_ Referring: to a atatement in the s.eetion of' the report
concenring 8askat~ and. to 1!eI.evant Acts of that Province~ one meIriber obserVed.
the e:rlstem:ee of ~e::::IL dilrt:En:c:ti..on. in favour- of ;;-1omen and. inquired.-"i-That
~:idiera:.ti.(!J:l)!S rra.~ ~e.d. the C"anad£an. authorities to enact provisions, to that
ef'f'ecit.

I62'. W'ith~ t:o: a...7"i!i.cle 6 of the C"cvenant,. members s-ought information. on the
effourts 'tilI!t.d.e-rta:kenl to, Jredu.ce infant mortality'} especially in rural areas? on the
me8iSu::tresu~ iw Iim-r:i; the use of firearms by police -forces:~ on the-: extent to
-.:Eell!l cs.~ was aillJ:..mred: to cause bodily harm to an apprentice or servant so as
~ it<r1J :IPJl!lt. IlI::iis, I:Uec ir:t clanger or:- to be likely. to. injure hi.& health permanen:tl:y-~ as
m.eJ.ll1ti~ :Ut ~E:te" !1'epOi!t:~ and: on any legislation in Canada concerning" termination. of!
p:l!egp:.~.. It: w:as rmiJed. with sa:b.isfa,ctiou _that the death penalty- had, in prac:ti.ce:~

~ S;"tit$~e.d ir.b 8'anada~.
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163. In cQnn~~ion with article 9 o~ th~ Covenant, it was asked whether the clause
on due prcceas of la.w, apPe~ring in the Canadian Bill of Rights, was applicable in
th<'.~ cas.e of depriva.tJon of libe.:rty for m~dical~ psychiatric, educative or pUblic
sf,:;;;1.1rity :r:'~a.sous: and how the right not to be unlawfullY deprive.d. o:f liberty was
"'I"':?i\~Q'\:ie\l in practice.. Reference wa.s made to the. question raised in the report as
t c \vheth(::lr Ca.nacJia.u law, w1::dch Pel'mitted a pers:on arre.s-te.d under a warrant to be
3.),'r?S i;.e(i without in:t'orminlii him about the contents of' the warrant, sufficiently
c~q"(llplie(i 'idth a.l.~ticle 9, para~raI?h 2, of the Covenant. The opinion was: expre~;;:sed

tJ:Ul,C. this. did not s.atisfY article 9, paragraph. 2, which required. that anyone who
'ifas. ar~esteQ. sb;ould be informed, not n~Cess.arily in detail.. but at- Teaat in
S\lPstauge II of the r eaacna for his.., arrest. It was- noted. that the right to stand
td~ within a r~s.,9u<;l.Q-le· time. was, not recognized in Canadian law and. a request
was, ma,(te for an expl~ation of' that omis.$i.on a.Q.d, for- L"'1forma.tion on, Canadian
ju.r:i,$pr1"ld~!1ce in thi~, rel?peg". Information was- also sought on, the: implementation
in O~nada of tl:t~ right to GQmpeua-ation for- the: victims- of unlawful axrest- or
do;ten.tion., -

16h. Ce:mmex;l:t:;ing on aJ,.'ticle 10 of' the COvenall:t" members: of the Co:mm:Lttee asked. how
we. cha,b~~!1' ot the d,is...9._i~lina.ry boards,~ referred t-o in the report, were appointed;
whetheIo" a. detaine~ cond~~d tio solitary confin-ement 5 which was a specf.at, kind. of'
impr:i,sqnmeIJ.t ~ c<;>1,,11<1 apJ;le~ a~<;ti~Sct rulings.- given by- the..-boazds.; whe:ther tha"e were
sll~cif'ic mqnitoriug oe- ins...peGting: oqdies., vrb.:ic4. etls~~ res,pe.ct for the- relevant
1egisJ.atiQn b-y the'pris...q-n authorities;,,;. an<i.w~ether-there- was: an,v law:" providing: that
a. priss;>ner S.flould, S;~1iWe his, s~ntenG"e in ~. e~taoli$'hme.nt not too remote from: his
hQllte ..

165·, ivith refere!1ce to- article 13 of' tl;le CQvenf.bD;t'i it was: asked whetiher a:rry
P!'Qkeqtion. wa.~zprovide~to an individual ho~din~ ~residencep~ issued by the
Y!ini$j;.r-x of Etp.ploYIni';P.t and Immi~ra:ti(m whe.re-. ';h.at permi.-t had. expired or 'VT"a£
CI;lUQellE:d" .' '"

16~,_. As, rega~d,s-. ax'tiGl~ 14 of' the Go-venant s ll'.€;tre- information was, requeB'ted. on how
J\l-,dg~$ .. ivt;:rR; ... appointed, aI;l.~ their. inde.pendencl<'> ~ar!anteed; on the- cire'L1I!!S:t:aIrc:e5' in.
T'''l:1~C~, CQWZ'4. P:t'Q.q~E;qi:-n€i~w~E; h~lQc in.· CaIII.€l'l'a.: ~d 01]; the prae:tieaL s:igniJ:~±cance o:f
t.1:l-R ris4;t o:t:e,(~Q.n~tobepr~~~d igp~eni; Ullti:t p-rE!"ed guilty aeco:r:ding: to
Ga,n-~£8:all .. lq,'X. Q~es;~iQ!ls. ..... we:x;e. '. a~~q,. on ~vb;e:the.t'.. a..11. .... a~c"U$;E:,.<l person .. waS'. entit-led: "trr
b~. in~~~m~,d.p+:QIQ,ptly aI;l.<j,in. detail ina lang:l:lagE} whiel1 heunaerstan-d&.~of the-nature
~~~. C~\W>,~ 0:t:tl1e,.cl1~geag,~n$,thiJna if h~ S120$e neither-of the two- off±eiaL
It;tr1&-~fH~~R,.. of .Ca.u?<C!,;;t:, ~..l;lethe:x;th~ewe~e any le&-islative provis-:ions:. designed to
e~w::~'tp;a,;tt the.a9G,U.~eq,b€;triedwitJ+outundue·del.ay and, if so, whei;h~ these
p~q'l:t~ions. a~R1,i..eQ.e9.-y,~+ly; toaJ,.,l c<;l.te&c0ri~ of off''e:nces-.:. how equality in:- the
a1>J.lit.y tqQb.:t~ail'l, leg,if+ r~res~t.g.:t.ion wg.~ enSJJreQ; whe·ther it· wag, neeess:m:y- ta
haYe' a 1~~~~~ iI+or:d,e,r: to prQC#ecior to have, access, to the courts;. ancL whether
evi.d~n~e o"ti:tained "b-y i11egl;lJ. illet;hqd!=h: even. if it was, relevant e- w:as admissible. It
wa~n(;)'~,~~ t1;t~t. ~~q,~ p:I:'.Q:v:i<:1.~p.,QnJ.y fcg ex.gra.tie. compen&a<tion in the event of a
mii.sc,*rJ;'ia~~ or: jlJf?:-~Q"t"TJ:Jce,r~§.:cQ~.e1lR~t:i,o.l1~· a~cqrdillg to th~ Covenan.t~ was
"l'¥1d~to:t:y. R~~€p('~;...,,ng..tq- as~~t~m.~n..t in .t4§. reI'Qrt that. the rule- -1that a .person
nli:tinp't 09 cqI:\v-ic~~4tw:i-qe,~ fo.3':, tl1e,: SiRlIl.er offencema;y" how~yer,. not apply if
Pa.rlLam~nt:. 89 p:r:qY$q.~s:.'1 all,i tQtl1~.PO~f?io>iJ,ity: that, under the Juvenile. De.linquents
4.9t;> cQnviqt~(t j~Ye,A:t+es, in .on..e cQtJ.pt co:uJ,.d be ord,ered to stand tr-ial inanothe-r
\.~6\.n:'t, m~m~1.'s, as},-e,-4. to. whGlit extent. th~t situ~t:i;Qn,.w~s.. cQnsi9-tent with artiele14,.:
n~agl~aph 7~. of' tl1e CoY~na.nt. .
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170. In respect of article 19 of' the Covenant? more information was requeste Jrl

the application in Canada or a national broadcasting policy which would det.ermi.r
not only ~ho should. have access to broadcast::'ng but also the rights and obligat~

of those who had applied for and obtained broadcasting licences; on wh[~t

constituted "b.Lasphemous libeln under the Criminal Code and whether that term had
received jUdicial in'terpretat ion "0 on whether any act conflicting with the interests
of the State would be deemed, to be seditious' and on whether decisions concerning
film censorship could be contested.

169. Commenting on article 18 of the Covenant, members of the Cornrriittee asked
~hether atheist propaganda ~as authorized in Canada : whether the emphas Is on the
religious instead of the secular character of Sunday as well as the requirement
imposed upon teachers in Nova Scotia and Ontario to inculcate in children the
principles of Christianity or Judeo-Christian morality did not ini;roduce a
discriminatory element; whether there was any policy to promote harmony between
the religions in Canada; and whether conscientious objectors were punished or -boll
by law to perform national service and? if so? what kind of service.

168. In connexion with article 17 of the Covenant, it was asked whether tcle/hone
tapping was strictly controlled j Who could authorize the interception of tele-ph0tle
communicationss whether such authorization could be for a specific period and. if
so; what formalities were required. One member asked to What extent force coul.d
be exercised. by thE; occupant of a dwelling to re~ist a search conducted by a poli
officer ~ithout a ~arrant.

167. As x-egards article 15 of the Covenarrt , members of the Committee po i.nt.ed out
that the absence in Canadian law of any provision expressly prohibitin~ Parlia~pnt

from enacting retroactive legislation made one conclude that such possibility could
not be totally excluded and wondered whether any retroactive law had been enacv-d
recently and whether legal prohibition was envisaged in this respect.
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l7l. In connexion with article 20 of the Covenant, some members of the Committee
pointed out that, according to the report, ·the Canadian Government's position did
not seem to be in conformity with the Covenant since it was not possible to mai.rrt.a.ir
that war propaganda was lawfUl for individuals and organizations but not for the
Government and request.ed clarification of that position. They asked whet.her , in
the absence of any law prohibiting such propaganda, there was any p:"'ocedure to
which a citizen could resort if he felt that the Government 'was disseminating
pro,paganda in favour of war.

172. 1Irith reference to article 2l of the Covenant, it was noted that, in CaL._ .1-, it
was, a punishable offence to participate in an "un.Lawf'ul," assembly and questions were
asked on whether that expression was defined by law; whether the right of assembly
was a regul.ated right and~ if eo, whether it was necessary to obtain authorization
before holding meetings ~ and whether the organizers of such a meeting could appeal
against a refusal. of permission to hold a meeting.

lT3~ Commenting on articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, members of the Committee
express:ed surprise sit the fact that, in the Province of Quebec, the marriageable
age had been es.tablished at l4 years for a man and l~~ years :Oar a woman, 'That age,
they main:tained" appeared to be rather low for genuine consent to be assumed,
partic"ular-ly' on the part of the woman. It was asked whether that provision was
adopted in the' context of a population policy or was based on biological f'act.s :
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whether it was truly in the spirit of the Covenant; and whether it was not in
contradiction with the prohibition by law of sexual relations before the age of
16 years. Information was requested on the status of adulterine children~ on
whether they could claim the protection of their parents, on the extent to which a
child Vs right to a name was affected by the fact that he was an adulterine child
and on the administrative and legal procedures for legitimizing natural children.

174. As regards article 25 of the Covenant~ it was asked whether trade unions could
play a political role in Canada, for example~ by advocating amendments to existing
Laws or the adoption of new laws and whether any political parties were outlawed;
what conditions had to be fulfilled by candidates for a seat in the Benabe ; whether
all citizens had equal access to the Senate or to propose candidates for it, and
whether the Governor General was empowered to remove a member of the Senate· from
office; and whether the conditions for authorizing Government employees to stand
as candidates in the federal, provincial or territorial elections were compatible
with the letter and spirit of the Covenant. Questions were also asked on why the
prohibition of discrimination based on political opinion was not expressly provided
for in the Public Service Employment Act and whether there had been instances of
persons not being appointed to posts in the public service for reasons relating to
their political opinions.

175. With reference to article 26 in conjunction with article 2 of the Covenant, it
was noted that the interpretation of these two articles in the report seemed tJO
limited, in that under the Covenant r~ghts must not only be respected but ensured
and all persons were entitled not only to equality before tl:1e lalv but to equal
protection under the law. Considering the statement in the report that a person
could not be discriIilinated against on ar..y of the grounds, mentioned in the Covenant
but not n the Canadian Bill of Rights unless such discrimination was permitted by
statute, one member pointed out that inasmuch as there appeared to be the
possibility of discrimination authorized by law~ more information was needed about
the application of this rule and on the extent to which it was consistent with the
Covenant.

176. As regards article 27 in conjunction with article 2 of the Covenant, it was
stressed that States parties under-eo not only to apply the provisions of the
Covenant but also to give effect to the rights recognized therein by taking other
measures. Members of the Committee requested more information on general Canadian
policy on indigenous inhabitants, particularly the Indians and Eskimos in Canada;
on whether Canada sought to strengthen ethnic identity or +'0 assimilate minorities
into the general population; on the measures adopted and applied i:::l securing their
rig}lts under the Covenant; on the solution reached, if any, to the threat posed to
Indians and Eskimos by the spread of industrialization and modernization into the
areas they had traditionally inhabited; how did the system of internal autonomy
granted to the Indian tribes operate in practice; and whether there had been any
exchange of information and experience between Canada and other countries which
had Eski""'1.o populations and whether any steps had been taken, concerning the
preservation of their cultural identity and integration into society as a whole.
In seeking that information, some members of the Committee observed that Indians
were referred to in rather pejorative terms and cited what appeared to them as
signs of distinction between Indians and Canadian citizens: what was the'reason
for the enactment of special legislation relating to Indians when no such
legislation existed for the other ethnic minorities living in Canada and what were
the principles on which the Indian Act was cased; were the freedoms provided for in
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article 12 of the Covenant enjoyed equally by Indians and other Canadian citizens;
what would be the legal status of an Indian woman whose name had been struck off
the Indian register and whom the Governor General in Council refused to enfranchise
and whether there was any possibility of appeal against that decision; and why an
Indian child who failed to attend school or had been either expelled or suspended
was deemed to be a juvenile delinquent whereas other Canadian children were hot
deemed as such under similar circumstances. Questions were also asked concerning
Canadian experience in absorbing into Canadian society immigrant groups of refugees
whom she had admitted in considerable numbers.

177. Commenting on the questions raised by members of the Committe~, the
representative of Canada emphasized that even if at the present time some of the
provisions of Canadian legislation were not entirely in conformity with those of
the Covenant, he was confident that Canada had not only acceded to the Optiona.l
Protocol but was one of the few States parties to the Covenant to have made a
declaration that it recognized the Committee's competence to receive and consider
communications in which a State pal:'"ty claimed that another State party was not
fulfilling its obligations unde the Covenant.

178. The Canadian delegation had taken note of the observations made by various
members of the Committee concerning a number of provisions in Canadian legislation
relating to human rights. Some, for example, had noted that the prohibited groun<'ls
for discrimination set forth in various Canadian laws did not correspond exactly
to those 'specified in articles 2 aud 26 of the Covenant; others had stressed the
fact that no Canadian law expressly prohibited propaganda for war. Others had
said that, in their view, some provisions of the War Measures Act were contrary to
article 4 of the Covenant, which dealt with measures that a State party might take
at a time of pUblic emergency which threatened the life of the nation; it had been
said, too, that certain provincial laws governing education were not, perhaps,
fully in conformity with article 18 of the Covenant, which guaranteed the right to
freedom of religion, and that, in accordance with article 14, paragraph 6, of the
Covenant, the Canadian authorities should establish a system of compensation for
persons wrongly convicted. Some members of the Committee had thought it
regrettable that Canadian law lacked any constitutional or statutory provision
expressly prohibiting Parliament from enacting a retroactive law, since the
principle of non-retroactivity of laws was set forth in article 15 of the Covenant;
others, lastly, had considered that the fact that a person could be arrested
without being informed of the reasons for the arrest was at variance with the
requirements of arti.cle 9, paragraph 2, of the Covenant. All those observations
would be brought to the attention of the appropriate Canadian authorities.

179. The representative explained the mechanisms which existed in Canada to provide
for a co-ordinated apprL ~h to the implementation of the Covenant at the different
levels of Government: !'lamely, the vertical mechanisms within a ministry or
department, whether at the federal or provincial level; and the horizontal
mechanisms which existed between ministries or departments, particularly between
the federal and the provincial governments. He incdcated that each minister was
responsible for administering his or her mandated area, subject to general
administrative policy guidelines established?y the Government, many of which were
relevant to the Covenant and that a great many programmes set up by Government
ministries and departments were designed specifically to promote the kind of
objectives reflected in the Covenant, even though the programmes might not have
been established as a direct result of the Covenant. Co-ordination was also
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t$O. The ~nresentative stated 'Ghat since the Ganadian Parliament and the
~:l:;·<.willcial legislative assemb-lies: I:ra.d not~ amended the legislation in accor-dance
~~i.t:h.t:h6'" y:t'Q:visions of" the Covenant": th.e Canadian courts could no"t directly a'Pply
~ht.~ p:t'Ovisions oi'" that instnwent which di.ff~ :from existing Canadian law) but
~tau wh~n it was necess~-ta interpret damestic lsvs whose meaning was ambi~uous,

~Ltt"·y cou.J:.d t"et"'E'!'" to thE< COV'E'n:a.nt as part" of' international Lasr.

L;d..J.,. l'~~.P+iV.q~!f;, G~Q 'l,"l..t;~<t.~o.o~ .. :t'aj.s.,eti l,1t~...:i~J<"~t.i~li;' 3 of ""Cbe Cov~ar:'t .. th.e
i,:";l?;:jj;~~~~H~~W·tJ~t..i %Rft.J·..~..tt.!~t· S-pt.';o.'ia-l ~:rv:i ce§-c h~Q.. been s~t up' ',;Et ana.l~ "the:~

tl"';~?:~f~lf~hi).;.l...L' pQ.4iR;l..t:~~ ~,g4. P.t·Q:~'r~~i;l, OR "th.ISt. ~~a;t>"Us- 01' m~ andWQI!l.~rl an9... that.
rt','hcl, i~~:-~'~~"i~~+l ilf..\\S V~:'QY~~l,<:-~¥. g,Q~I#l:i:uu~rt.S:" w'ere: t:r;ring..tQI'O$~eJ:' .. eq~ity- c'fs*,a.ttl~:L

'.~}',\:i!l~Hi i~X:Y''';~·;\W;S,t,l.t~; $\;-~l,'Xic'~~,... H~ g:~v~ $,,\'1 a~"",""QU,.U:t:. oi: th~.p9~tion.o.f1\-rQ"l1;l.en·ip. thee
\1c'·-l_'i.,·~i;<·:"f '''J,')~l:'<; "",:'::"1: - :,1-i'l,'i' ~'l'-<~~:,o"" ..... l ~:u:,·....~t--~m,," ~:t-l'ld..-"",·i--'" tf\.'~·i::r-,- -i"'\.le in-t:.,-o• .0-" C'!"on.."7'\m;-,:~,.. "",-.rl'-~l"""\.Oig~l};;-';f;"',"k', "·) .iT,",··.. !'.""", .,.,\'.).,,,"' \..: <;Y- -...,.~".,. ';' ,"'.1<.•"'1::: "" _.t ." "" "GC ~ ~t a..Q;U. .........

\'~e-l'<'i:st)d tln'o'tl~h the Commissions on ffuman Rights, 'tvhich tVere responsible !~,t thE"
'f~d,E:'r!'\l awl the prQvinoisJ. level f"or enf'or-cementr ut' the Human Ri~hts Acts er Codes
(-mu ~'lhi~:t ift..~~ a.1J.N responsible far promoting human rights in thei:r respectiv~ ..·rt'p.A.S

<.;-:\." "'''':r:lf.)~ti:.~m~~,> ~umdling complaints and encouragfng' rt::search, publications,
tm;~:t'~::l.tion and education Qf' human ritrhts. The purpose of' the Inte'rde'Partmental
'Iu.m~nt Hi~~b:ts Committee, whose authority derived nom the Cabinet, 'tvas to co-ordinate
~\"t~:t'sJ. :ooli~y on human rights matters and to review the 't'i'ay- in which the various
~~IfE>rl.'u.l'J:ent "l.e-pal."'tments Irere ~-D:g it. ffe stressed that co-ordination in a
1;'<.'"tl\.llral. sY'st:?!ll might not be simple, but it was c.ertainly an essF'ntial ingredient of'
SlJ.C'Ce-SS~\ll implementation Qf' policies- and programmes on human rights.

!;.~~". .~ !~~~ tiJ:~ CQ!l~tts- mad.e:~ al:: ci.clec Z of the Covenant ~ the
~~~~:#q-q'"j$ftt"::i:Y~PQ:\.J~i.~1: OQt- that- a:: rtt.un:he-.::- of provincial lam; ~xpres:s:l:rprohib:i:ted
isi:;..~,:~·:'~:;'~i-}f9;H:9;t)- :::tt~- po:lj:t-i.cM_~~.. !t~ cL"tcd. several juc:liciaL dee:i.si.omr in 4hich
tt·K.t ';t:;N"\f*~)i,l~ q-:f:, tiJ:.::''' C~t.kQi~ Bin.. oz- R"i:gh:t:s- h.ad takeR. pree:eEtence-~ thos:e a:f
..c.l~'>:l:~·~:~~ l].¥Vi$:o:. .~ t'Q" t1k~ n:tQ!'l;it'Or-:t~ :re-].~ of the-i\~ Gf J"~...:ce in
4'A'~~ht';~''iiil~1i~':Oi)::.l~ a:t~ :t~lilat-iQ~'\-re!."~ in l:QItf'orrni:t,y o:vith the· Ganmllarr. Bill
,<p'" ~~:~~1~:j"%, b'i' \.i;i,:':~~. tt];ec \.'"fl..~.:. cri>' art: ~~sj:;- to a hiT T ,m±.c.h: had. beer pu:t;: bef'o:r:e:
:.tl~"t" ~~~~t:(-. 'iJ..;t;;1~t~ p~}i~ t\~~1l~'t."i9l;'l'_ )e' 5Ti..'1:iste-l"· and: ::>ca.t:ed: tha±::"' the: rlfn±ater-

.. • • '" '... . h . . .h .' ~,:r ~. .,.,.... ,..j.. .... l.... +4-. B~TT f' p:;;-~
:h~, ~(~~~*~~;i''t'; t;f~i;: ,,"':~~·rU·9R '(rla-"\,' 'C"'l~~ ~(!~~nt \ro~ c:on!..!..:L",<.· ':.zrt;.a. L.il.e: . T w... ~u..gu.t..li

t;q) 'N~-:tN-j:r~\ "~~"'1\>.;"{:B:c ~~~': 'Cfl~I;' it- hail: Stl.b~tJ.~nt:l.y' b~ roodi.fied ac.~~ Ete-:
'F('?'\0'l.~~~~l ~~1m-,; it,; ''''~ i.¥-tl;?Q~.qJ.p;l.§"c t-q .s:.~&1l~' C&t:eg~r-::i:s:a.l.ly-that-a l~ ~--:mu:ld.

i;t..:.f. ~~X(~~·:L\~t,)..1:-t·· in- q~9l-"~~- IQ:3;' ~1[ep~-1>l:~e-agh of the' Cttvena..n:"t::-- and: tha:u-" in c~

~tt;.\!!,tl",i;'t~~ '.II.lr.Ir,1$.\'~8·l~P;~ biV GQ:V~J('f1~fl:'t, e~9'ye~:i:t'l· th~, COtL.~ of tire'ir etnp1.oym.en:t~

tf'f\4l1 q(h}·,h·;v:";:t~.kWl\t~t: ~"'\' t.h-e-, en:w:l'OMe~c€,)"lB;ii. O~~S1.l.~ an.d.. it· th;e~:foI.:e'did.nat-~
'¥1:~i. ";1J!..~.lR:y,ti";;l w;~~, in.~v..lvep;t. <:U.1f~. "that< iJ:!; su~h· a:: ce:~tr tll.e- GO'V~' wm.dd. ha.3re'·to

D.;";"'; 4i1v; :"1~~'i<l1.~~~i. ,,'J0t<:\in...:;'d~~~_".!..-/ ~_'N._;: .,--r,;, ':}." -, \., "',', ;',' ,.

isi. HE-plying to qu..estions rais'ed cmder ax tlcl..e- L of' the- Covenarrt , "the
W"~~s~ntati~re stawd th:srt; 't.mile- the Consti.:tu:ti.an. made nzovt.sf.on :for the addition
~r-- crea:cion (li" new t'Et:r-r-itories a.n:Q prov±n.CES", it made no provision :for the
~~V($ra.ru~e- oi" provinces: '. te:-rri:tor±es- or peoples from Canada or £'or major variations
~tt~htti:t". con~"t?i"t'tt't'iortCil.S'ta.'t1m'. Such:.~ would ha:iR=. to be the sub,jec.t of'
~Qn:~~j,:t~u.~iQnal. 3!U.endnten:t. C'o~ the a.ttL..~e of the Governmerrt of' Canada
1~:U.'lh:. ~{~~x.'i:.l W t-h~'r !'€"I""erend:.1::mt in: l~U.ebec~ he main::tain....ad that his: Government
\:'''I.;m~i;;de-~,,-'t tJ:l&.t- fu€< -'ob-jectii'" ind.ependear....stel' of i:;he C-overnmerrt: of' Quebec but in
,t"U..~1::e:j-~C'n ~. p'Q':ti.t-i_~ un:i:c-Y" o-f C'anada:. 1nz that:" in: cOl:I:formi.ty with international
t~'tN-,: ~1:.~ 1(~ art i;.rt~!'n:sJ.... rr.."8i~- which' fe:ll. ex~l:rl~ .Lehin the mttional
~'jl~~NS} QJ:: ~&~.
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spheres of li.f~ t!:tilJ :;t,M,~_~itth!JJ. t.ll(- F'Nleral GC)Verrlment and th", pr(.Jrif(~i<a

GOifettl1fJents ~t1(:ont'M'.t~d! fJlumen ' s (Jr~Hnizations to achieve their oh;jl"'ctives by
cont:dhti1;:it1~ t.o t,he tundirlp. of' rN';h~;rch? seminars, conferences anr1 st,u::ies and b7
(~:rs.trHnl~ J'itlancit:rl ~dd t.(J V',')lntlttu':! WOTrlen IS organizations. As re-p,ards tr',E

pt'()\li~ions of the r('lp.va.nt, Ac·ts of tbi':' Pro'Vince of Saskatchewan, considerUi by some
mettiherS to be aiscriminatCir:v it! favour of women, he stressed that these :provisions
he-d been enacted tfJ8·'lJY y~ars earlier to safeguard the economic position of ~·r0men

and tha:t it airl not sr-em that the time had come to rescind them.

181.. 1n connexfon vtith ar t i e Le 6 of the Covenant, the representative stated that a
peace officer vras liA::ble hy la:t·1 for any excessive use of force and _that his
persona:l le~al HabUit:1 oh1i g~d him to restrict the use of firearms to the
defence of his OvYn life tJ-r that of another per-s on ; that the Criminal Code irriposed a
sente1J:ce of inrprisonment, for li fE' on ar(y0rtP procuring an abortion: and that a woman
V1ho proour'ed , or cried to procure , an abortion for hereel-I" was liable to hro· years I

:I.t!IP:t'isonment, unless the abortion had been authorized by a special Committee ~,:rhich

had cotlsidel'ed that the continuation of the pregnancy would endanger' her life or
her health.

185. I:tl relat.ion to article 9 of the Covenant) the representative explained that a
peace- officer could J' w'ithout a warrant J' arrest a person v,rho had committed a
cri.minal act or appeared t.,o have committed one , who was in the course of commi.ttin~

a criminal act or '(.rho "tas liable t o a ,;rarrant of arres-t y. provided that he had
reason to believe t,hat the public interest could not be otherw.i..se saf'eguarCIerl and
that:)' if he did not arrest that person? the latter would not appear in court. The
jugtice of the peace could y if he had reason to believe that it was necessary in
the public interest to do so before summoning the paTty concerned to appear) issue
a \o1'arrant for his arrest on informa:tion supplied by any person who had reason to
belie'l'f€ that someone had committed a criminaili act. The justice of' the peace must
not hwever sign an open i.arrant and the Vtarrant mus,t give the name or the
descripti.on of the suspect.ed person, state the offence and order that the person
concerned should be arrested and brought be:foCi!'e a justice of the peace. He pointed
out that under federal 1a'\. the accused was us;ually released pending trial; and
tha.t,_ both at the federal and at the provincial level ~ any person arrested or held
in custody must be brought promptl}!" before the competent court and if necessary
could resort to habeas corpus if improperly deprived of' his liberty.

1.86, As regards article 10 of the Covenant ~ the representative stressed the
independent nature of the post of the chairman of the disciplinary board and stated
that he was appointed from among the membe-f's of the legal. profession. The Supreme
Court of Canada had. recognized t.ha.t discip.linary boards were obliged to act fairly
and had laid down that their decisions wer'e subject to control by the judiciary in
eaaes where- such boards had failed to respect that principle.

Ifr7, Replying to. a. <lues.tion raised under article 13 of the Covenant ~ he stated tI1a.t
the l\.1inis:ter of Emp.lo.yment and Immigration had full discretion to cancel permits
for admission to Canada. issued by his. Ministry; that such permits were issued,
main:ly on humani:tarian grounds, to persons who sought to enter the country wit-hom
ha.irlng qualifi.ed. for admission or who could not qualify; that they were issued. on
a. t.emporary: basis so as. t.o enable such persons to enter for a special. purpose or to
give: tfu::.em: time t:o: <pralify' far admission if' they could; and that persons wishing to
erter the c.oun::t:I'y' under such conditions i'Tere informed that without such permi.ssion
their pres.en.c.e in Canada wo.uld be considered unlawful .
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188. Regarding article 14 of the Covenant~ the representative explained the
pr-ocedure for the appointment of judges and pointed out that no person is eligible
to be SO appointed, neither at the federal nor 9rovincial level, unless he was a
barristt'::' or advocatie of at least 10 years standing at the bar of any province or
territory; that legal ability and experience ,yere two important factors in the
appointment of judges, but that human qualities such as generosity, the ability to
listen, integrity and an impeccable personal life were also taken into
consideration. He stressed that~ until proved guilty, an accused person remained
innocent and that his reputation in the eyes of the law remained intact ~ that every
accused person or witness had the right to the services of an interpreter; and
that, follmring a Supreme Court decision) the courts could no longer rely upon the
theory of abuse of' process to suspend proceedings which mi~ht cause prejudice to an
accused owing to undue delay in the conduct of the prosecution's case.

139. Rep1yin& to questions raised under article 17 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that a judge other than a "magistrate ll could, at the request
of the Solicitor-General, at the federal level, or of the Attorney-General~ at the
urovincial level, or of their agents, authorize the interception of private
communications provided that he was sure that it would enable the administration
of justice to be best served, that other methods of investigation had failed or had
little chance of success and that the matter was so urgent that it would not be
'practicable to carry out the investigation using other methods only. The
authorization had) inter alia, to show the offence necessitating the interception,
the type of private communication which could be intercepted and the period for
which it we-s valid. Illegal interception was a crime punishable with five years I

imprisol'..:Jl.ent, but that evidence obtained therefrom did not for that reason become
inadmissible, unless the judge or the presiding magistrate considered that to
admit it would tarnish the image of justice. The Solicitor-General of Canada
cou,ld ig,su,e a warrant authorizing the interception or seizure of any communication
if' he was convinced) on the basis of evidence given under oath, that such
interception or seizure was necessary in order to forestall or divert subversive
activity directed against Canada or prejudicial to Canadian security.

190. In connexi.on with article 18 of the Covenant, the representative stated that
:freedom of' religion was guaranteed by law; that the advocacy of atheism could not
be consider-ed to be b.Lasphemoue libel if it was expressed in good faith and in
decent; language: that persons whose day of worship was other than Sunday could not
be required to work on that clay and their employers were obliged to observe that
rule, unless they could prove that its application would cause undue hardship to
their business; and that the problem of conscientious objection did not arise in
p1;'actice since tihere was no compulsory milital;'y service in Canada.

191. As regards article 19 of the Covenant, the representative stated that freedom
of expression was restricted only by the provisions of the Criminal Code which
p;rohibits defamation and sedition, it being understood that sedition was confined
to the advocacy of' unlawful use of force to bring about a change of Government.

192. Replying to questions raised under articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the
representa;tive stated that, although marriageable age in Quebec \Vas: 14 for a man
and 12 fQr a. woman, the consent of the father- Or the mother was essential. until the
age of 18; and that, aocordang to a bill currently under consideration 'vy the
Na.tional Assembly of Quebec, the minimum age for marriage would be raised to 18 for
both sexes, but persons of at least 16 years of age could obtain permission from
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the court if they applied for it. As to the status of natural chf.Ldr'en , he pointed
out that they had the same rights as legitimate chd Ldr'en , except in the case of
ab intestat inheritances, which were handed over to the legitimate heirs in the
order established by law, but that a parent could favour his illegitimate child in
his will; that parents must support, provide for and bring up their natural
children' and that natural children were made legitimate by the subsequent marriage
of their father and mother and in that case they had the same rights as if they had
been born of that marriage. If the draft reform under consideration was adopted,
natural children would in future be placed on a completely equal footing with
legitimate children.

193. As regards article 25 of the Covenant~ the representative stated that trade
unions could play a political role in Canada as they indeed did in the 1979 general
federal election when the Canadian Labour Congress supported one of the political
parties ~ that they could advocate new law's or changes in existing laws: and that
their representatives met yearly with federal, provincial and municipal executives
to present resolutions to put into effect the decisions taken at their annual
meetings. He stressed that no political party was outlawed in Canada; that
everyone was free to join any political party or none; and that with the exception
of public servants who, in certain jurisdictions, might have to leave their
employment for the purpos e , any adult Canadian citizen could be a candidate for a
public office.

.
194. Responding to comments made under article 26 in conjunction with article 2 of
the Covenant~ the representative pointed out that it was possible for Parliament-to
enact discriminatory legislation as in the case of pension schemes that made
special provision for married pension-holders. The point which the Canadian
Government had wished to make in its r-epor-t , however-, was that the laws must be
applied equally to everyone unless Parliament deliberately and publicly provided
for distinctions of that nature.

195. Replying to the questions and comments raised by members of the Committee
under article 27 in conjunction with article 2 of the Covenant~ the representative
gave a brief history of the development of the status of Indians in Canada in the
light of the special relationship that had existed between them and the Canadian
authorities following the adoption of the Constitution of 1867 which brought them
under the exclusive authority of the Parliament of Canada. Over the years, various
bodies had been established to enable representatives of the T.""1dians and
representatives of the Government to exchange views on various aspects of
Government policy and to review proposed changes to the Indian Act.
Enfranchisement had been a simple formality confirming that Indians who left the
reserve were no longer entitled to the various rights and privileges accorded to
Indians in the reserve by the Indian Act but could now be registered on electoral
lists. The present situation was that, as long as a person remained a registered
Indian, he had most of the rights of non-Indians, in particular the right to vote,
and was also entitled to tax exemptions. Under the Immigration Act of 1976,
persons registered as Indians, whether holders of Canadian citizenship or not, had
the same right of entry and residence in Canada as Canadian citizens. Indians
were free to leave the reserve at all times .. Reserves were created as territory
over which Indians had exclusive rights and they were not places where Indians
were obliged to live. The representative stressed t:b'3.t the Indians participated in
the same social security system as the rest of the population; that the Government
had financed Indian cultural and educational centres; that a number of programmes
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had been established over the years to foster the social and economic development
of Indian communities; and that with regard to Indian territorial claims~ the
Canadian Government had announced in 1973 that it would negotiate with all natives
in areas where original title to land had not been extinguished.

196. The representative pointed out that there was no special act governing Eskimos
in Canada and that, according to the Supreme Court of Canada , theJr came under
federal jurisdiction. Unlike the Indians, +.he Eskimos of Canada had not pressed
for special legislation governing their situation, but they had, together with
Indians and Metis~ recently been invited to participate in federal meetings to
discuss possible constitutional changes for the better protection of native rights.
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Senegal

197. The Committee considered the initial report (CCPR/c/6/Add.2) submitted by the
Government of Senegal at its 213th, 214th and 217th meetings held on 31 March ~nd

2 April 1980 (CCPR/C/SR.213, 214, 217).

198. The report was introduced by the representative of the State party who stated
that Senegal applied the precepts set forth in the Covenant; that human rights were
scrupulously respected in Senegal and the need to safeguard them was reflected in
the Constitution, in positive law and in jUdicial decisions; that any restrictions
imposed on those precepts were of an exceptional nature stipulated by law and could
be regarded as safety measures in order to protect the established institutions with
which Senegalese nationals and aliens were obliged to comply; that the judiciary
was totally independent and was specially vigilant in matters concerning the
respect and protection of individual freedoms; and that lawyers represented a
valuable arm of justice in ensuring the protection of individuals in all matters
and at all stages of proceedings. He also informed the Committee that associations
led by jurists had been set up with a view to increasing public awareness of human
rights by holding conferences, symposia and seminars, by publishing articles or by
participating in radio or television broadcasts and that, by doing so, such
associations were helping the population to achieve a better understanding of
fundamental concepts relating to human rights.

199. Members of the Committee expressed their satisfaction at the compre~ensiveness

of the'report and at the achievements of Senegal in the field of human rights and
praised the legal system which was entrusted to protect them. Information was ,:
however, requested on the actual progress made in the enjoyment of human rights in
Senegal and on any factors and difficulties, if any, affecting the implementation
of the Covenant as required by article 40 thereof.

200. With regard to article 1 of the Covenant, questions were asked as to whether
Senegal had any provisions guaranteeing the right to self-determination of peoples
within its own boundaries; whether, on the one hand, Senegal did not consider that
intervention by the use of arms in the affairs of another State, so as to interfere
with their right to self-determination, constituted a breach of the United Nations
Charter and the spirit and letter of the Covenant; whether, on the other hand,
being a party to the International Covenant on the Suppression and Punishment of
the Crime of Apartheid, Senegal recognized that the existence of the apartheid
regime was a serious threat to the right of self-determination of African peoples
and whether Senegal took the view that economic, military and other assistance to
the apartheid regime was likewise incompatible with the obligations arising under
article 1 of the Covenant; and how Senegal perceived the link between the
establishment of a new international economic order t~ ~he right of peoples to
self-determination.

201. As regards article 2 of the Covenant, it was noted that the report specified
fewer grounds on the basis of which discrimination in Senegal was prohibited than
did the Covenant and it was asked whether there were any provisions prohibiting
discrimination on such important grounds as language, political opinion, property
and "other status"; and to what extent the application of the provisions of the
Covenant was ensured to all those Who lived in Senegal, including resident aliens.
Noting that the provisions of the Covenant had not been incorporated into Senegalese
domestic law, it was asked Whether the Covenant had been ratified by law and, if so,
whether the Covenant had been published in the different languages spoken in
Senegal; whether its provisions had been, or could be, invoked before the jUdicial
and administrative authorities; whether court decisions could be directly based on
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the provisions o~ the Covenant and thus override, i~ need be, other domestic
legislation; and whether any provisions o~ internal law had already been declared
inapplicable on the grounds that it was incompatible with an international treaty.
Members o~ the Committee also asked whether the Supreme Court had already had
occasion to declare a provision o~ international law null and void on the grounds
that it was in con~lict with the Constitution. In this connexion, members wondered
whether the general reservation appearing in the Constitution concerning the
reciprocal application o~ treaties or agreements applied in the case o~ multilateral
treaties, such as the Covenant. Re~erring to an article in the Constitution which
mentioned "fundamental guarantees granted to civil and military o~ficers in the
service o~ the State", one member asked what those guarantees were, whether they
a~~orded to civil and military o~~icers any kind o~ immunity in regard to possible
violations o~ the rights of private individuals and whether they were consistent
with the provisions o~ article 2, paragraph 3 (a), o~ the Covenant. In~ormation was
requested on the administrative or legal procedures to which an individual could
resort if he ~elt that his rights had been violated and on whether such an
individual had to submit a case to the court before it could act.

202. In relation to article 3 o~ the Covenant, it was asked what specific measures
had been taken in Senegal to ensure the equal right o~ men and women to the
enjoyment o~ the rights set forth in the Covenant; what was the percentage o~ women
in the Civil Service, the judiciary and the liberal pro~essions, what role was
played by them in the political and social li~e of the country; and what was the
legal capacity o~ women, especially in respect of the conclusion of contracts.

203. Commenting on article 4 o~ the Covenant, one member asked whether there were
di~~erences o~ degree in such emergency situations as Iist at e of siege", "state of
emergency" and Iiper i od of political crisis" which were frequently mentioned in the
report; what bodies were responsible in each case and whether the rights ~rom which
there could be no derogation, pursuant to article 4, paragraph 2, o~ the Covenant,
were expressly guaranteed by the Constitution or by some other Senegalese
legislative text.

204. In connexion with article 6 of the Covenant, in~ormation was requested on the
results achieved by Senegal in its ef'f'or-ts to reduce infant mortality, fight
epidemic diseases and improve the level o~ health and quality o~ li~e o~ the people.
Explanations were also sought on the "particularly serious crimes ll

~or which the
death penalty could be imposed, of the number o~ times the death penalty had been
pronoun~ed over the last five years, of the crimes for which it had been pronounced
and of the statement in the report that i~ a minor above the age of 13 incurred the
death penalty, he would be sentenced ~rom 10 to 20 years' imprisonment where the
circ~m1stances of the case and the personality o~ the offender so warranted. It was
also asked Whether the statement in the report that a pregnant woman sentenced to
death did not suffer the penalty meant that she was sentenced but not executed and
whether any consideration had been given to the abolition of the death penalty in
Senegal.

205. In respect of articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, some members of the Committee
noted the absence in the Penal Code of any provisions for the punishment of torture
and inhuman treatment. They asked what rules there were to ensure that individuals
were not physically ill-treated by the police and what provedures existed for
investigating complaints in this respect and for dealing with the persons
responsible, whether the law authorized solitary confinement and corporal punishment
and, if so, in what circumstances these penalties could be imposed and for what type
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of' crime or of'f'ence; and whether penalties laid down in the Penal Code f'or
of'f'icials of' the prison service who overstepped their rights had in recent years
been imposed.

206. With regard to article 9 of' the Covenant, inf'ormation was requested on the
nature of' the "arrest ill execution of' an order to take into custodyli and of' the
"deprivation of liberty in application of certain precautionary measures",
mentioned in the report; on whether such arrests or measures included detention f'or
political reasons; and on whether a person held by a penal police of'f'icer was
inf'ormed of' the reasons f'or his arrest. Questions were also asked as to what was
the average and maximum length of' detention in custody pending tri.al, whether there
were guarantees against unlawf'ul detention or against its unnecessary prolongation;
and what procedure was applicable f'or the conf'inement of' mentally deranged persons
and what guarantees it af'f'orded to the individual concerned. Some members
expressed surprise at the doubling of' the period f'or which a person could be held
by the police "during a political crisis or during the execution of international
undertakings ll and sought clarif'ication of' such measures.

207. Commenting on article 12 of' the Covenant, members of the Committee noted that
the right to freedom of' movement might be much more restricted in Senegal than the
Covenant anticipated and asked in what way the repatriation deposit, that each
Senegalese citizen leaving the country was required to pay into the Treasury,
protected Senegalese workers, and whether this requirement did not give rise to
inequality on the basis of' wealth; whether citizens whcse applications f'or
passports or exit visas were rejected enjoyed any judicial protection; and what
percentage of' the population travelled abroad. Noting also that acquired
nationality could be withdrawn within 15 years of' its acquisition if' the person
concerned "behaved in a manner incompatible with Senegalese status", members asked
f'or clarif'ication of' this provision and wondered whether that punishment was not
tantamount to discrimination against naturalized Senegalese, in violation of'
article 2 of' the Covenant, and whether the individuals whose nationality was
withdrawn had any right to appeal and, if' so, to what body.

208. In connexion with article 13 of' the Covenant, it was asked what was meant by
the "general cdnduct and actions" and by the "serious and evident interf'erence" of'
an alien which justif'ied his expulsion f'rom Senegal; which judicial or
administrative body was competent in reviewing the expulsion order; and whether all
the provisions of' article 13 of' the Covenant were observed by Senegal.

209. As regards article 14 of' the Covenant, it was pointed out that the separation
of' powers and the appointment of' prof'essional and irremovable judges were not in
themselves suf'f'icient guarantees f'or the establishment of' an independent jUdiciary;
that the irremovability of' judges could be seen as a kind of' discrimination and
privilege vis-a-vis other prof'essions on grounds of' social status and could thus be
dangerous to the establishment of' a democratic society. It was asked what
prof'essional and moral criteria governed the appointment of judges in Senegal and
whether a decision to transf'er any judge would be taken by the administration or by
some special body. Questions were also asked concerning the High Court of' Justice
ref'erred to in Chapter VIII of' the Constitution which had jurisdiction to try
members of' the Government or their accomplices'f'or alleged of'fences. Since this
Court, though presided over by a prof'essional Judge, appeared to be composed
largely of' members of' the National Assembly elected f'rom among themselves, the
question arose as to whether, because of' its highly political character, it could
not be a dangerous instrument f'or dealing with cases of' this nature. It was asked
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why it was considered desirable to take particular cases outside the jurisdiction
of the ordinary courts; whether the procedures of the High Court complied in all
respects with article 14 of the Covenant; and whether a person convicted by it had
a right of appeal to a higher tribunal. It was also asked whether a Security Court
still existed in Senegal and 5 if so~ what was its composition and jurisdiction;
whether its procedures complied with the requirement of the Covenant and how many
cases it had considered during the period since the Covenant had entered into force

·f'or Senegal. Members also asked which bodies had the jurisdiction to judge labour
disputes; whether there was administrative jurisdiction in Senegal; and whether the
victim of a miscarriage of justice who had already suffered punishment was
explicitly entitled to compensation in existing law.

210. With respect to article 17 of the Covenant~ it was noted that measures
affecting the inviolability of the home might be taken in order to Ilpr ot ect young
people in danger" and clarification of this expression was requested. Members
asked what were the legal provisions which restricted the principle of
inviolability of correspondence and of postal and telegraphic communications and in
what circumstances and cases they could be applied; what was meant by "insult and
calumny" Which were mentioned in the report as punishable offences and whether the
"insult" was punishable if directed against an individual or only against a public
official.

211. In relation to article 18 of the Covenant, it was asked whether the religion
of the majority had been elevated to the status of the state religion and how far
freedom of religion was effectively respected in connexion with government
institutions and employment.

212. As regards article 19 of the Covenant, information was requested on the laws
and regulations which limited the freedom of expression in Senegal; what controls
existed, particularly with regard to publications and the press, and whether the
powers enjoyed by the two press commissions established under the Press Act of 1979
were justified in terms of article 19, paragraph 3, of the Covenant.

213. In connexion with article 20 of the Covenant, it was asked whether there was a
law yrhich prohibited war propaganda, and Whether someone engaging in such
propaganda could be prosecuted. Some members, wondering about the nature of the
acts which constituted the offence of "regionalist propaganda il and of uttering
II s edi t i ous shouts or chants il

5 doubted whether Senegal could invoke article 20 of
the Covenant to penalize such acts which did not necessarily constitute an
incitement to national, racial or religious hatred or a form of propaganda for war.
One member also wondered whether such a provision was even consistent with
articles 19 and 27 of the Covenant •

214. Commenting on article 22 of the Covenant~ members asked Whether the right to
form associations in Senegal was conditional upon prior registration and if S05 on
what grounds such registration could be refused; whether there was any right of
appeal to the Court from the decisions of the executive power in this respect; and
whether the provision for the dissolution by the administrative authority of
occupational organizations without previous submission to the courts, could not be
seen as being in conflict with the Covenant. Noting with interest that the
Constitution provided ~or the establishment of four political parties in Senegal,
members asked what precise legislation governed the formation of political parties~

how that four-party system worked in practice, and whether the other political
groupings, including the Rasscmblement national democratique and the Coordination
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de l'opposition senegalaise unie~ were considered illegal and, if so, on what
grounds.

215. With regard to articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, clarification was requested
of the "ser-Ious reasons 11 for which the age limit of marriage could be lvaived by the
President of the Republic and questions were asked as to the number of waivers on
account of age granted in recent years; what was the meaning of the term "marriage
property system" and whether there were different customs in different parts of the
country in that matter; what was the legal meaning a11 :1 implications of the
provision that made the husband the head of the famil~ and whether this was
consistent with the principle of equality of rights and responsibilities of spouses
set forth in the Covenant; whether Senegalese law provided for complete equality
between men and women as far as the transfer of nationality to children was
concerned; what was the legal status and the rights of children "born out of
~edlock; whether the concept of an adulterine child existed in Senegalese law and,
if so, what was the legal status of such a child; and whether adoption existed in
Senegal and 9 if so, whether adopted children had the same rights as legitimate
children.

216. In connexion with article 25 of the Covenant, information was sought on the
composition, competence and powers of the institutions conducting public affairs
and on the professional and moral conditions Which had to be met by candidates for
public posts and what were the grounds covered by the prohibition of disc~imination

in the conditions of access to public service.

217. In relation to article 26 of the Covenant, it was asked what the Senegalese
Government had done in practice to ensure that all persons were entitled without
any discrimination to the equal protection of the law, in particular against acts
of discrimination committed by private individuals.

218. As regards article 27 of the Covenant, it was asked wha~ minorities existed in
Senegal and what was their size, and what measures had been . 1ken to ensure their
development and to protect or promote their culture.

219. Commenting on questions raised by members of the Committee under article 1 of
the Covenant, the representative of the State party stated that his country was
dedicated to the principle of the right of the peoples to self-determination and
that interference with the right of the people of any other State to self
determination ccnstituted an inadmissible assault on the freedom of peoples and a
serious violation of international law; that apartheid was a crime against humanity
which ran counter to the right of peoples to seif-determination; and that Senegal
was sparing no efforts to achieve the elimination of that racist and colonialist
system of government and would continue to give assistance to peoples suffering
under that inhuman ideology. He stressed that there was a connexion between the
new international economic order and the right of peoples to self-determination in
that the present unjust international economic order was a consequence of the
system of exploitation established by colonialism; and that it was therefore
necessary to replace it by one Which was more just and based on respect for the
right of each State fully to exercise permanen~ sovereignty over its natural
resources and freely to disp0se of them and on respect for the right to
development.

220. Replying to a question raised under article 2, paragraph 1, of the Covenant,
the representative pointed out that aliens, to the extent that they had been
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legally admitted to the territory of Senegal, had the right, on the same basis as
Senegalese citizens, "freely to form associations or groupings", freely to travel
and reside in any part of Senegal, that they were not subjected to any arbitrary
action and had the benefit of many safeguards.

221. As regards the status of the Covenant in Senegal's internal law, he stated
that, being an international treaty, the Covenant had been duly ratified by the
Head of State by virtue of a law enacted by the National assembly; that it had been
published in the official journal and that, accordingly, the Covenant prevailed
over the other laws of the State; that any constitutional provisiun which was
contrary to the Covenant led consequently to a revision of the Constitution; and
that the person concerned would first have to consult Senegalese law and only if he
failed to find appropriate provisions could he invoke the Covenant in the courts.

222. In rela~ion to article 3 of the Covenant, the representative explained the
flagrant injustices under Which women in bis country had lived for a long time and
which, since independence, had been remedied. The general policy of his Government
ivaS based on the principle of absolute equality between men and women and the
latter were now to be found active in all fields of economic, social and political
life, including membership in the Cabinet of Ministers, the National Assembly,
trade unions, the magistracy, public administration (one fifth of the total number
of civil servants) and the diplomatic service. As to the legal capacity of women,
he pointed out that a woman could exercise any profession but that if she was
married she could not engage in commerce, which often entailed considerable
responsibilities, if faced with her husband's objection. However, the Justice of
the Peace could authorize a woman to override her husband's objection if his
opposition was not justified by the interests of the family.

223. With regard to article 4 of the Covenant, the representative stated that the
state of emergency was proclaimed in cases of danger arising from serious
disturbances of public order or from events amounting to a public disaster and., in
these cases, the competent agency was the civil authority; th~t a state of siege
was proclaimed in the case of imminent danger to the internal or external security
of the State and was within the competence of the military authorities; and that
both situations were governed by the Constitution and by specific laws.

224. Replying to questions raised under article 6 of the Covenant, he pointed out
that a great deal had been achieved in the domain of public health; that there was
a sharp decrease in infant mortality and that certain laws in force made it
possible to combat venereal disease, prostitution and drug abuse. As to the crimes
punishable by death, he stated that, since the promulgation of the Penal Code,
offences such as the misappropriation of public funds, assault and battery
resulting in death, and rape had now become misdemeanours and thus referred to
summary jurisdiction; that a few criminal cases were still brought before the
Assize Court; that since the ratification of the Covenant, the death penalty had
not been carried out in Senegal and that only two persons had been sentenced to
death since 1963. Pregnant women sentenced to death could not be executed before
giving birth. He also informed the Committee that Senegal did not envisage, for
the time being, the abolition of the death penalty.

225. As regards articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, the representative stressed that
torture and inhuman treatment were absolutely prohibited in Senegal and that there
was no exception to that rule. He informed the Committee that in 1964 a police
inspector had been prosecuted for such violent acts and convicted.
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226. In connexion with article 9 of the Covenant, he maintained that security
measures involving deprivation of liberty were administrative measures intended to
protect such indiviauals as dangerous alcoholics, lepers and drug addicts and that
in any case there were no political prisoners in Senegal at the present time. He
pointed out that an accusAd person under an arrest warrant could beheld up to" 
48 hours; that custody pending trial ordered by the examining judge was not the
rule and that normally the accused was released pending trial; that the
magistrates' court received a complete list of persons in custody every three
months and had to decide whether the proceedings should be expedited; and that the
Chief State Counsel, too, had to be kept informed about the progress of proceedings
concerning persons in custody.

227. In relation to article 12 of the Covenant, the representative stated that the
~epatriation deposit required for leaving the country was simply to ensure that a
worker who went abroad would be able to return to his country in the event of
difficulty; that such a deposit was not substantial and in no way involved
discrimination on the basis of wealth; that it was not compulsory since an exit
visa could be issued upon presentation of a return ticket; and that the purpose of
the exit visas was basically one of administrative policy designed to serve the
purpose of the deposit and that it was not to prevent some categories of citizens,
and in particular political opponents, from leaving the country. He stressed that
a naturalized citizen could not be stripped of Senegalese nationality except in
exceptional cases or where he committed a very serious offence resulting ~n a
sentence of more than five years' imprisonment and that since the withdrawal
measure was taken by decree, there was the possibility of appeal.

228. Replyi~~ to questions raised under article 13 of the Covenant, the
represer-tative stressed that the Minister of the Interior could issue an expulsion
order only in the case of ali€ns who had illegally entered Senegalese territory or
who had manifestly interfered in Senegal's internal affairs; that the mere fact of
an alien being sentenced by the Senegalese courts for a crime did not necessarily
lead to expulsion; and that an alien who was the subject of an expulsion order was
able to contest the order and take the case to the Supreme Court and could request
the assistance of a lawyer for that purpose.

229. With regard to article 14 of the Covenant, he pointed out that the High Court
of Justice tried members of the Government accused of offences; that the Court of
State Security dealt with political offences; and that each of these special courts
was presided over by a senior judge. He informed the Committee that the right of
defence was guaranteed; that defence counsel was obligatory for minors and invalids
as in the Assize Court; that legal assistance was available to persons without
sufficient means; that in cases of miscarriage of justice, the Supreme Court may
review the Judgement at the request of either the victim or the Privy Seal
according to the case; and that, once miscarriage of justice was established,
damages could be awarded to the victim.

230. Replying to questions concerning article 17 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that the inviolability of the home was a hallowed principle
which could only be waived when the physical or moral safety of young people
demanded it; that during a state of emergency the secrecy of correspondence could
be suspended under conditions laid down in the Penal Code; that a judge could order
the correspondence of an accused person to be opened if he considered it necessary
in order to determine the truth; and that no restriction could be placed upon the
inviolability of correspondence, telephonic and telegraphic communications, except



in accordance with the law. He stressed that "insult and calumny" were offences
under the Penal Code and punishable in all cases without discrimination.

231. In connexion with article 18 of the Covenant, he stated that Senegal was a
land of tolerance which had always upheld and defended the freedom of everyone to
choose his religion and to practice it without hindrance.

232. As regards article 19 of the Covenant, he stressed that the restrictions
imposed in SeLegal on ~he freedom of expression were consistent with those
stipulated in the Covenant; that the restrictions imposed on publications were
designed basically to prevent some individuals from discrediting others; that the
Press Act established a code of ethics for journalists; that the National Press
Commission kept watch on the performance of the press; that the Control Commission
was respQnsible for auditing the accounts; and that if a uouranlist had his press
credentials revoked, he could appeal to the Supreme Court against the decision.

233. In relation to article 20 of the Covenant, the representative stated that the
Penal Code contained provisions prohibiting propaganda in favour of war; that in
the irrcerests of national unity, all propaganda in favour of secession was
strictly prohibited by the Constitution; that the "seditious" character of some
associations cOlild be determined only on the basis of the definitions given in the
law and that it was for the courts to rule on specific cases; and that his country
'would scrupulously respect article 20 of the Covenant.

234. Replying to questions raised under article 22 of the Covenant, he stated that
the freedom of association was guaranteed by the Constitution and that the Code of
Civil and Commercial Obligations laid down the basic rules; that it was possible to
form an association by making 1.1 prior dec.Larat.Lon and :n=gisterin~ ,,11th the i .irris t , T

of the Interior; that this Ministry could refuse registration only on statutory
grounds; and that there was the possibility of appeal against the refusal before
the Supreme Court. Trade unions could be formed freely according to the conditions
laid down in the Labour Code and the only requirement was the depositing of the
statute of the trade union concerned with the mayor 9 the labour inspector and the
Chief State Counsel. The procedUre for disbanding a trade union was governed by
law' and was a judicial procedure. As to po:!.itical parties, he pointed out that the
multi-party system was recognized by the Constitution and that political groupings
that were not recognized, such as the RND, were also free to express their
opinions, like the major political parties.

235. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the representative
pointed out that the matrimonial system in Senegal was that of the separation of
property. He maintained that that system seemed the most appropriate in a country
where polygamy was still widely practised and the system of legal community of
property could give rise to difficulties if some of the women in a household worked
and others did not. Nevertheless, the spouses could opt for the system of
community of property if they wished. He stressed that the fact that, under the
Family Code, the husband was considered to be the head of the family in no way
infringed the principle of equality between men and women; that it was essential
that there should be a head of the family; and that if the husband was incapable
of assuming his responsibilities, he could be deprived of that role as well as of
paternal authority, and the authority could be vested in his wife. He also pointed
out that there was no discrimination in the question of transfer of nationality to
children and that children of persons holding Senegalese nationality, whether by
affiliation, by marriage or by decision of the administrative authorities, had
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Senegalese nationality. As to the questions concerning natural and adulterine
children, he stated that if a natural child was acknowJ.p.nged by his father, his
status would be the same as that of a legitimate child. An adulterine child cuuld
be acknowledged by his f~ther sUbject to the consent of the wife; and if so
acknowledged, he would have the same status as a legitimate child. Adoption was
governea by the Family Code according to which there must be good reasons to
believe that it was for the benefit of the child in question. In the case of "full
adoption" the child had the same status as thl.. other children in the fa.mily~

whereas in the case of "sdmpf,e adoption" he had only inheritance rights.

236. Replying to questions under article 25 of the Covenant, the representative
stressed that recruitment for employment in the civil service was ca~ried out
entirely according to objective criteria and that there was no discrimination based
on sex, opinion or any other consideration and that vacant appointments at
different levels of the public service were nearly always filled by examination or
competition.

237. In connexion with a question raised under article 26 of the Covenant, he
stated that all forms of discrimination were forbidden and nO person could take
adV&ltage of his birth or any other factor in order to obtain privileges and that
the principle of equality before the law was based on the need to protect human
rights against any possible violations, whether by individuals or by the State.

238. As regards article 27 of the Covenant, he stated that there was complete
national integration in Senegal and different ethnic groups lived in perfect
harmony; that there were no problems of minorities in Senegal; that although
85 per cent of the population was Moslem, Senegal had a Christian Head of State;
that there were several national languages but one of them was common to
85 per cent of the population~ and that linguistic pluralism was not a cause of
division or of discrimination.
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Colombia

239. At its 221st, 222nd, 223rd and 226th meetings, on 15, 16 and 17 July 1980, the
Committee considered the initial report (CCPR/C/l/Add.50) submitted by Colombia
(CCPR/C/SR.22l, 222~ 223 and 226).

240. The report was introduced by the representative of the State party who stated
that it was a source of satisfaction for him that civil and political rights as well
as economic and social rights were guaranteed by Colombia's Constitution, codes
and laws and that Colombia was doing its utmost to implement those rights in the
context of the difficulties inherent in the conditions of a developing country. Be
pointed out that his country had a long legal tradition; that it recognized and
defended the right to self-determination; and that equal rights for men and women
in Colombia were guaranteed under the Constitution and other laws of Colombia.

241. The representative stressed that the recent enactment by his Government of a
security statute (Estatuto de seguridad), following certain acts of terrorism, did
not contain any tldraconian measures of repression!!; that it had a clear legal basis,
since it was the respoLJibility of the State to protect and preserve law and pUblic
order; and that his Goverl1J!lent had continued to safeguard all the rights enshrined

,in the Ccvenant within the strictest framework of legality. He recognized that the
state-of-siege had been in force in his country fo~ many years but that it had been
modified on several occasions and was now fully regulated by law and governed by
the Constitution; and that it was directed only against those who wanted to destroy
democracy in Colombia by terrorism. He stated that, unlike martial law, the
state-of-siege in Colombia was applied under strict controls and that it did not
affect the furlctioning of the Congress nor the independence of the judiciary, nor
did it prevent the holding of free elections. The press remainp.d free, with
censorship operating only in cases of irresponsible writings; strikes were permitted
except when they were subversive; and the rights to fair trial and to freedom from
torture and arbitrary arrest were ensured despite the fact that, under the security
statute, the armed forces assumed certain functions on a temporary basis and that
the penalties for certain offences had been increased. He admitted that certain
abuses had occurred but that they were being rectified; that there had been some
justified complaints regarding delays in judicial proceedings but that every effort
was being made to speed up the administration of justice. He informed the
Committee that, to indicate its voluntary' submission to international opinion, his
Government would invite observers from the Organization of American States to attend
certain trials.

242. The representative informed the Committee that the state-of-siege would be
lifted soon; that a bill introducing an amnesty would be presented to Congress in
the next few days; and that judicial reforms would be adopted.

243. Members of the Committee expressed appreciation for the additional information
provided by the representative of the State party in his introductory statement and
;'elc01l.::d'the news that the Colombian Government intended to lift the state-of-siege
in the near future. Members observed, however, that, as Colombia was living under
a state-of-siege, this raised serious questions relevant to the implementation of
the Covenant and in particular as regards the application of article 4.

244. With reference to article 1 of the Covenant and to the introductory statement
by the representative of Colombia, it was pointed out that Colombia had maintained
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a praiseworthy tradition in its support for the struggle of peoples against
colonialism and for the right of peoples to self-determination. However, it was
wondered how the establishment of Colombia's embassy in Jerusalem could be
reconciled with this traditional support and with decisions of the United Nations
with particular reference to the right of the Palestinian people to
self-determination.

245. In connexion with article 2 of the Covenant, it was noted that the Covenant
formed part of Colombian internal legislation and it was asked what its position
was in relation to the Constitution and other laws; whether the prQvisions of the
Covenant wer-e ever invoked before the courts and, if so, whether examples could be
provided; and whether there was any authority which could apply the provisions of
the Covenant if internal legislation conflicted with it. Noting that one of the
measures taken pursuant to the state-of-siege was the extension of military criminal
jurisdiction, of which a usual feature was the meting out of summary justice which
did not accord to the individual the normal guarantees of the due process of law,
members of the Committee asked why the Government of Colombia considered that the
ordinary courts could not deal satisfactorily with cases which had been transferred
to the military courts, wh~G were the special features of the procedure of the
military courts, and how they were justified under the Covenant. The representative
of Colombia was also asked what positive measures had been taken by the Colombian
Government to prevent Officials from committing breaches of human rivftts and secondly
to ensure, as required under article 2 of the Covenant, that any person wh<1'se rights
or freedoins had been violated, sbould have an effective remedy, notwithstanding that
the violations had been committed by persons acting in an official capacity. It was
also asked to what extent Colombia derogated from the provisions of article 2,
paragraph 3 (a), and to what extent measures had been enacted to render military
tribunals amenable to civilian control.

246. As regards article 3 of the Covenant, members of the Committee realized that
legislative measures had 'been taken to ensure equal enjoyment of rights by men and
women. However, equal rights for women were not achieved solely by legislation but
by changes in social conditions and in social behaviour towards women. More
information was sought on the participation of women in the political and social
life in the country; on the percentage of -:;heir representation in Congress, the
municipal councils, pUblic admind st.rat.Lon , universities and schools; and on whether
the principle "equal pay for equal work" applied equally to men and women. It was
also asked whether a woman enjoyed the right to abortion without the permission of
her husband; what effects marriage had on the nationality of a woman. Noting that
the safeguarding of women's rights assumed increasing importance under a state-of
siege, and that article 23 of the Covenant provided that the family was entitled to
protection by society and the State, questions were asked on the measures taken by
the State to ensure that this fundamental group unit of society did not suffer harm;
considering that the mRjority of detainees under the state-of-siege would be men Who
were traditionally the bread-winners of the family.

247. In connexion with article 4 of the Covenant, members of the Committee were not
clear, from the report and the introductory statement, whether it was the claim of'
Colombia that it had derogated from any of the Covenant rights, particularly as a
state-of-siege appeared to have existed in Colombia for more than 30 years in various
forms. They recalled, however, that any State party availing itself of' the right of
derogation, was required to inform the other States parties of the provisions of' tile
Covenant from which it had derogated,the extent of the derogations and the necessity
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for the derogations 9 and requesLt=il expl R1H:I.LlnnR vn why LllOSC ~'<::qlli l't::lJlt:::!l"Ls had nut
oeen complied with, since a number of measures, including particularly the
disquieting extension of milit.ary jurisdiction 9 affecting a number of Cov enarrt
rights, appeared to have bt:::en taken.

248. With reference to article 6 of the Covenant, members commended Colombia for
abolishing the death penalty but noted that certain legislation had been passed
giving the 8ecurity services immunity in respect of deaths arising from operations
to suppress certain crimes. Such legislation appeared to remove the guarantee that
a person should not be arbitrarily deprived o? his life and it seemed difficult to
reconcile this with article 6 of the Covenant and with the respect for life which
Colombia appeared to be showing by the abolition of the death penalty. It was
stressed that the question of infant mortality was closely connected with the right
to life, as this right did not merely mean a chance not to be killed but the
necessity for providing appropriate social and economlC conditions for survival.
Noting that infant mortality Was a serious problem in most Latin American countries,
it was asked what had been done to reduce it in Colombi~ and with what results.

249. As regards articles 79 9 and 10 of the Covenant, information was r~quested on
~ny provisions in force in Colombia which regulated medical or scientific
experimentation. Noting that a per-sot. suspected of attempting to disturb the
public peace in Colombia, in time of peace 9 could be held in preventive detention
for up to ten days, members of the Committee wondered what justifications could be
given for such detention and asked whether the guarantees set out in the report,
including the right to habeas corpus, were still in force under the state-of-siege;
how many persons had been detained during the last year under the wide powers of
arrest and detention accorded to the security services and witn what justifica~ion;

whether there was any judicial control over the exercise of those powers; whether
persons in preventive detention were allowed access to lawyers~ whether their
families were informed about their situation; how many people, if any, had died
in such detention including how ~any had died from injuries which were
self-inflicted or inflicted by others; and whether victims of unlawful arrest or
detention had an enforceable right to compensation. It was also asked whether there
were, in Colombia 9 safeguards against deprivation of liberty for other than criminal
reasons, for instance, medical reasons. Referring to the possibility of arrested
persons to be released on bail, one member wondered whether the application of the
system of bail, in a country such as Colombia where there were many poor people,
could give effect to the principle of equal justice for all as provided for in
article 26 of the Covenant. The question was also asked under what conditions a
prisoner could be kept in solitary confinement.

250. In connexion with article 12 of the Covenant, one member asked whether certain
regions of the country were placed under a special regime of control and, if so,
what restrictions were imposed on the right to liberty of movement and residence in
those re~ions, on what grounds and whether the restrictions and their extent were
specified by law.

251. As regards article 14 of the Covenant, members of the Committee expressed
concern at the effect of the state-of-siege on the application of the principles
and guarantees of fair trial embodied in that article. Noting that the military
courts played a major role in the actual situation in Colombia, members asked how
these courts were composed, how their independence and impartiality were guaranteed,
whether their rules of procedure were the same as those applicable in ordinary
courts, and whether the accused had enough time to prepare his defence and to be
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effectively assisted by a lawyer of his choice. It was also asked why the law
stipulated ",;hat a minor 'was not allowed to be present at court hearings conc.erning
his case and whether that; provision was compatible with article 14 of the Covenant.
Stressing the principle t,hat everyone char-ged with a criminal offence had the right
to be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law, one member wondered
what justification there could be for requiring from a suspected criminal, against
whom no evidence was established, to deposit a financial guarnntee or else face
preventive detention.

252. In relati.on to article 17 of the Covenant, it (Yas noted that the Colombian
Constitution allowed the interception by the competent authorities of personal
mail and documents in certain circumstances and that the police were empowered to
enter private resid~nces by force by virtue of a warrant issued by the competent
authorities. It wa$ asked who, under the present situation iIl Colombia, supervised
such measures and verified their legality and whether any person who was subjected
to such measures had any recourse to legal remedies in case an abuse of authority
was committed. It was also asked whether telephone tapping was authorized Ul'der
Colombian law and, if so, under what circumstances and subject to what conditions.

253. In connexion with article 18 of the Covenant, it was noted that, under the
Constitution, acts contrary to Christian morality or subversive of DUblic order
committed under the pretext of worsr~':p were punishable by law. It was pointed out
that such a provision might turn out to be contrary to the Covenant inasmuch as
Moslem,.Jewish or other religions have rules that might be seen to be contrary to
Christian morality. It was asked how activities which were "corrtz-ary to Christian
moralityVl or subversive were defined. In this connexion it was also asked whether
Colombian law recognized the right to conscientious objection.

254. Commenting on article 19 of tihe Covenant, members of the Committee noted that,
under the Constitution~ freec?m of the press was guaranteed except tor attacks
against personal honour, the social order or the public peace. They pointed out,
however, that this provision could be used to restrict public discussion of social
and political issues and requested information on what in practice constituted
"attacks against the social order or the public peace". Members also noted that,
according to Colombian law, ilsubversive propaganda" was an offence punishable by' up
to five years' imprisonment. They requested clarification on the meaning of '~hat

term and whether any criticism of the Government could be construed as such. It
was alE':o asked whether, according to the Peuaf Code of Colombia, any person who by
negligence had published or disseminated false information could be sentenced to
up to six years in prison. Clarification was also sought on the term "sedition"
used in the Penal Code and on whether actual violence, as distinct from incitement,
was not a necessary element of the offence.

255. With ~eference to article 20 of the Covenant which requires that propaganda
for war should be prohibited by law, it appeared from the report that no specific
legal provisions existed in Colombia in this regard. Clarification was requested
on the absence of these provisions in the light of another statement in the report
to the effect that the Covenant was an integral part of internal legislation.

256. As regards articles 21 and 22 of the Covenant, questions were asked as to
whether the right of peaceful assembl;y- was in fact enjoyed under the present
circumstances in Colombia. It was also asked whether people professing extremist
or leftist ideologies could freely enjoy the right of peaceful assembly or
establish trade unions or.political and other organizations.
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259. Commenting on article 27 of the Covenant, members of the Committee enquired
Why the indigenous groups, or Indians, referred to in the report could not be
regarded as an ethnic minority when it was generally known that American Indians
constituted a linguistic, ethnic and, sometimes, even a religious minority; why
they did not have juridical personality and why they were represented by Government
officials and not by representatives of their ovm choice. Information was
requested on the situation of this community, on their participation in the life of
the country, on the educational and medical facilities at their disposal, on
whether they enjoyed the right to elect and to be elected to public office, on
whether they were consulted on the question of drafting a national Indian Statute
and under what conditions the Indians could enjoy the right to self-determinaticn
or the fundamental rights of minorities in accordance with articles 1 and 21 of the
Covenant.

261. As regards questions raised under article 2 of the Covenant, he pointed out
that the Covenant was ratified by the Congress and incorporated by law in national
legislation; that, according to Colombian constitutional law, all legal provisions
emanated from the Constitution; and that all rights, obligations and guarantees
provided for in the Covenant had their equivalent in the Constitution, with only
some linguistic and other minor differences. Two eminent bodies, the Supreme Court
of Justice and the State Council, were in charge of ensuring the conformity of all

260. Replying to questions raised by members of the Committee, the representative
of the State party observed that Colombia was putting great emphasis, in its
economic and social programmes, on the poorest sector of the country and the
largest proportion of the national budget was earmarked for social purposes aimed
at ameliorating conditions in employment, housing, education, health and social
security. Colombia's policy was one of respect for the self-determination of
others and solidarity.with peoples in their struggle against foreign domination.

257. In relation to articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, information was requested
on whether the courts accorded equal treatment to demands for divorce by men and
women; and why an adopted son was not free to marry 1dthout the consent of the
adoptive father and mother before the age of 21 whereas other children over 18 were
free to do so without such consent. Information was also sought on the measures
taken by the Colombian authorities to alleviate the hardships suffered by, and to
protect, the many homeless children generally reported to be roaming the streets
of Bogota.

258. As regards article 25 of the Covenant, it was noted that candidates for
election particularly to the Sen~te, Presidency of the RepUblic and judges, were
subject to many conditions. Information was requested on how those conditions,
which might make it very difficult for ordinary people to aspire to such offices,
could be reconciled with the right to equal access to public office as prescribed
in the Covenant; on the legal elements of the political crimes referred to in the
report in this connexion; and on the number of political parties in Colombia and
on the legal conditions governing their formation. One member, referring to the
fact that Colombian law recognized the possibility of acquiring Colombian
nationality by adoption, asked whether there was not a contraventiop- of articles 2
and 25 of the Covenant (IInat i onal origin11 and "bf.r-th"}, in that the Constitution

. required that a person be a "Colombian by birthfl in order to qualify for election
as a Senator (article 94), as President (article 115), or as State Councillor
(article 139) or for appointment as a judge of the Supreme Court (article 150).
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decrees with the Constitution. Certain articles of the Security StaTute had been
declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court and removed from the text of that
Statute now in force. ::lome lawyers were instrumental in achieving this result
when they invoked the Covenant before the Court in this respect. Any citizen had
recourse to this Court against any law and the Court had the power to declare it
null and void. The rights embodied in the Covenant were'guaranteed by the fac-t
that they had been incor~orated in the internal legislation of Colombia and
reflected in its Constitution. As to the military penal justice, he stressed that
it was sanctioned by the Constitution as a means to deal with possible threats to
the security of the State; and that it was permanent~ not ad hoc. A:LI rights of
the accused under the military coU!'ts were guaranteed a.s they were in civil courts.
Non-military cases were brought before the military COl~ts because Colombia believed
that "slow justice was no justice". The public outcry at the increase in crime and
the inability ef the regular courts to function adequately had led the Government
to delegate prosecution of certain categories of crimes to the military courts.
All cases sUbmitted to these courts were reviewable and open to appeal to the
Supreme Court. The Procurator General was in charge of supervising and, if need be~

punishing officials in charge of public functions and an Ombudsman would soon
undertake cases involving human rights violations.

262. With regard to equality between men and women~ the representative explained
that there were still inequalities between the sexes, and that women still h~d to
struggle for equality despite the fact that laws guaranteed equality. Voluntary
abortion was still punishable under the existing criminal code and public opinion
in Colombia on this matter was divided.

263. As regards the questions raised under article 4 of the Covenant, he ~ointed

out that in the democracy that exists in Colombia~ -che Government was, in geueral 3

responsible for its acts and not for those of its predecessor. He stressed,
however, that the present Government did not violate any article of the Covenant;
that both the Supreme Court and the Council of State were able to operate
independently under the state-of-siege; that Congress was open and functioning
normally; that political parties and trade unions remained authorized and active;
that the state-of-siege today was not the same as 32 years ago; and that it was now
legal, transitory and limited in scope.

264. Replying to questions raised under articles 7~ 9 and 10 of the Covenant 3 the
representative stressed that arbitrary arrest and detention were made impossible by
virtue of an entire system of legal guarantees which were designed to eliminate
such abnormal acts and to punish the perpetrators of such violations of the law.
Unlike other countries~ Colombia had no preventive state-of-siege. Whenever pUblic
order was thought to be threatened it was possible to detain suspects on Government
orders and without judicial authorization, but this was only possible after prior
consultation with the Council of State. Such persons could be detained
incommunicado for up to ten days if the maintenance of pUblic order so required.
Preventive detention could be extended for up to 120 days by law which also provided
penalties against officials responsible for arbitrary ar~est or detention. The
independence of administrative jurisdiction guaranteed all citizens the possibility
of obtaining compensation when and if they were victims of an abuse of power.
Release on bail was provided for in the interest of the accused and the amount of
the deposit was always negligible and always fixed with due regard to the financial
situation of the persons concerned. He stressed that he was not aware of any
persons detained in psychological clinics in his country.
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265. As regards £l,rticle 12 of the Covenant. he indicated that no armed
organizations existed in Colombia and therefore no restrictions were imposed on
the right to liberty of movement or residence. However, a regime of safe-conduct
existed in certain regions with the purpose of securing the protection of
villagers who were sometimes sUbjected to reprisals from certain groups.

266. In connexion with article 14 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out
that like civilian judges, members of the military courts were tota.~ly impartial;
that minors were not allowed to attend the court hearings at which their cases
Ivere under consideration because of their incapacity to act except through their
representatives who alw~s attended such hearings, and that this measure was
intended to defend minors against publicity harmful to their case; and that the
law provided for compensation for people who were unlawfully imprisoned.

267. As regards article 17, he pointed out that the law guaranteed the right to
privacy which was universally respected in Colombia. Interception of mail was
strictly limited and was only resorted to for obtaining judicial evidence.
Telephone tapping was totally prohibited.

268. Replying to questions raised under article 18 he stressed that the
Constitution guaranteed freedom of conscience for all; that Colombia was I Catholic
State inspired by the principles of Catholicism but that it respected the right to
atheism and was not concerned with other religious convictions. He was not aware
of any case of violation of Christian morality in his country or of any case in
which the provisions concerning the violation of Christian morality had been
invoked.

269. In relation to article 19 of the Covenant, the representative stated that, at
the beginning of the state-of-siege, no censorship was imposed on the press.
However, certain restrictions on the mass media and on the right of public meetings
and demonstrations during the period which preceded the last elections were imposed
in view of the fact that certain meetings and demonstrations had resulted in mass
violence. Similar restrictions were imposed during the period that followed the
taking of hostages at the embassy of the Dominican Republic with a view to limiting
the exploitation of sensational aspects of the event and to protecting the lives of
the diplomats concerned. !7Subversive propagandaTl had not been defined in Colombian
legislation. As to ;;sedition ll

, he pointed out that it involved not only criticism
of the authorities, but also the taking up of arms against the authorities. There
were no political crimes nor crimes of opinion in Colombia. Nobody could be sued
for his ideology, conviction or opposition to the regime.
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270. As regards article 20 of the Covenant, he indicated that his country had
never known a state of war and that war was never a national preoccupation.
Propaganda in favour of war or advocacy of national, racial or religious hatred
was never practised in his country, but this did not mean that the requirements of
article 20 of the Covenant should be overlooked.

271. As regards articles 21 and 22 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out
that the law in force prohibited violent meetings and the competent authorities
had accordingly no intention of allowing any meeting which was not likely to be
peaceful. The right to freedom of association was guaranteed and several trade
unions were active including one of Marxist tendencies. However, trade unions
were not allowed to indulge in politics which was the natural field of political
parties. No labour right was affected under the state-of-siege but subvers.ive
strikes as well as strikes in important services were forbidden as, in the view of
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the Government, the general public interest of the majority should prevail over
that of the minority.

272. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the representative
indicated that there were no specific legal measures designed to protect the
institution of the family. The reason why an adopted child was not free to marry
until he was 21 was to protect him from any pressure that may be exerted by the
adoptive family to marry sooner. The Colombian Government was taking steps to help
the abandoned ana. helpless street children, a problem very common in the developing
countries. .

273. In relation to article 25 of the Covenant, the representative stressed that
there was no restriction based on race, sex or religion for the enjoyment of the
right of access to pUblic office. However, it was only wise to require Colombian
nationality acquired by birth as a condition for accession to the post of the
President of the Republic or to the post of a judge. Naturalized Colombians were
entitled to be members of Congress.

274. Replying to questions under article 27 of the Covenant, he admitted that the
question of minorities was a complicated one for Colombia and that a good many of
the Spanish institutions had been better and had offered the indigenous population
better protection than did the independent Republican institutions. He gave' a
detailed historical and sociological account of the problem as it had existed since
the colonial era. Out of 25 million inhabitants, 200,000 to 300,000 were indigenous
population. These people were not considered to be a minority group. Hotrever-, a
juridical statute had been enacted with a view to strengthening -the institutions
in charge of preserving the cultural integrity of the indigenous population but
which at the same time was designed to encourage their participation as an int'1gral
part of society. Colombia was aware of the various problems concerning the life
of the indigenous population and was seeking to correct historical mistakes and to
deal with land claims which date back to the conquest of the country.
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Suriname

275. At its 223rd~ 224th and 227th meetings, held on 16 and 18 July 1980
(CCPR/C/SR.223~ 224 and 227), the Committee considered the initial report
(cCPR/c/4/Add.4) submitted by the Government of Suriname.

276. The report was introduc':!d by the representative of the State party who ~ after
giving a historical account of his country's struggle against colonial rule and
under-development, stated that a change in the political sphere had taken place in
his country on 25 February 1980 as a result of a coup d 'etat on that day and the
establishment of the National Military Council ~ which had completely taken over the
political~ civil and military poweT. On 15 March 1980 the President of the
Republic had reassigned executive power to a civilian government, thus creating
greater confidence in a better future among the majority of the population.
However , the National r·iilitary Council continued to function alongside the civilian
Government. At present the country was ruled by the Government inaugurated on
15 March 1980 and was strongly supported by the National Military Council which
participated in the administration through two cabinet ministers.

277. The representative of Suriname pointed out that his Government recognized that
it had not been formed in accordance with the rules laid down in the Constitution~

which stipulated that a Government should be formed by means of elections. But,
because of the present situation and the fact that national security still required
an increased measure of alertness~ the country had to be ruled in close
consultation with the National Military Council. One of the first acts of the new
Government was to extend the term of Parliament for one year in order to prepare
the holding of national elections probably in October 1982, a date by which the
Government expected to have laid solid grounds for a new democratic government.
He stressed, however, that elections would be held only if the Government was
completely convinced that it was absolutely impossible for the country to return to
the conditions existing before the coup of February 1980. He quoted the Government
declaration of 1 May 1980 in wh~ch details of national objectives and a programme
of' work were given. In this declaration the Government has declared that renewal
of the political, social, economic and educational systems was required to ensure
that the' nation would be ruled accord.ing to the best democratic trad.itions; that a
Committee woul.d be appointed to study the amendments to be made to the present
Constitution; that the electoral system would be revised; that the composition of
Parliament would be based on the principle of proportional representation; and that
the entire population of Suriname would have the opportunity of participating in
public affairs.

278. The representative also indicated that on 3 July 1980 the Prime Minister of
Suriname informed the former colonial power that it no longer valued her
guardianship and that it wished to be recognized as an equal partner. Independence
was finally achieving 'greater meaning for the country.

279. Members of the Committee expressed their appreciation for the additional
inf'ormation provided by the representative of the State party and expressed great
interest in the resolution of Suriname, a country which had recently undergone
major political changes, to plan an ambitious development programme in all walks of
life with a view to enhancing the situation of human rights for its population.
Members of'the Committee also commended the readiness of Suriname, so soon after the
recent fundamental political change, to engage in a fruitful dialogue with the
Committee as shown by the presence of its representative at this session. .
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280. Members of the Committee noted that the report had been transmitted by a
Government that had been repudiated and overthrown and that the report might not,
in many respects, re~lect the present situation in Suriname. Since it was not
possible to predict w'hat form the Constitution woul.d take, members of the Co~ittee

thought that perhaps the role which the Committee might best play was to highlight
same matters which the Committee set up to draft amendments to the Constitution
might usefully consider with regard to the implementation of the provisions of the
Covenant. The Government of Suriname was advised to consider the appointment of a
special committee to examine the provisions of the Covenant with a vie"{v to enabling
it to fulfil to the best of its ability the commitments entered into· by Suriname
under the Covenant. Since Suriname was in the throes of evolution, the Committee
should be kept informed of any difficulties encountered in the course of building
a new society and of the way in which it may have proved possible to solve them.
They expressed the wish in this regard that a n~w report be submitted at a future
date containing information on the measures taken to implement the rights provided
for in the Covenant in the new political context.

281. It was noted that Suriname was a very young country, having achieved
independence only in 1975. By and large, colonial povers left their colonies only
reluctantly and tried to maintain their influence over their former colonies
through various means. That fact had to be taken into consideration when examining
the human rights situation in Suriname. However, members of the Committee
expressed the hope that Suriname recognized that, though the enjoyment of a number
of rights were bound to be affected by the degree of development or under
development of a country, nevertheless most basic human rights recognized in the
Covenant were required to be protected and ensured in all circumstances,
particularly as derogations under article 4 of the Covenant were subject to strict
and specific limitations.

282. With reference to the statements in the report to the effect that, under the
legal system of Suriname, international agreements did not directly acquire
force of law, that the Surinamese legislation in the field covered by a certain
international agreement was brought into harmony 'tvith that agreement and that legal
regulations would not be applicable if their application was incompatible with
provisions of treaties adhered to by Buz-Lname , members of the Committee asked what
position the Covenant had in the present legal system, and whether any person who
considered that his rights under the Covenant had been violated could invoke its
provisions before the courts and, if that was not the case, what remedies were
available for him in this respect. It was also asked whether the Constitutional
Court referred to in the Constitution had ever existed and, if so, which cases it
had been called upon to decide; whether there were any administrative tribunals
still in existence and. if so, what powers they had; whether the jUdiciary had
juriSdiction in disputes between individuals and the State in both civil and
criminal matters; whether a judge trying a case would still have the right,
stipulated in the Constitution. to declare illegal the application of a law which
proved to be contrary to the provisions of article 1 of the Constitution~ and what
guarantees provided for in the Constitution were still available to citizens.

283. With reference to article 3 of the Covenarrt , members of the Committee
expressed their appreciation for the new Government's commitment to the realization
of full equality between men and women. The Constitution forbade discrimination on
the basis of sex but that did not apparently reflect the true situation of women
whose position in Suriname was still inferior to that of men. They expressed the
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hope that Suriname would find it possible to take measures to ensure that women
achieve equality with men.

284. In connexion with article 4 of the Covenant, members of the Committee asked
whether the Surinamese parliament had pronounced on the continuation of the state
of emergency recently declared in the country. Information was requested on the
decree of 20 .May 1980 which seemed to have conferred on the Government
extraordinary legislative powers to derogate from the Constitution but according to
which the Government was apparently not authorized to promulgate decrees or
regulations that affected fundamental rights. The representative was requested
specifically to confirm that that decree did not infringe any of the provisions of
articles 6 to 27 of the Covenant with particular reference to the rights provided
for in articles 18, 19, 21 and 22 of the Covenant. He was also requested to
indicate which of the constitutional provisions had been suspended following the
coup d' etat •

285. As regards article 6, information was requested on the steps taken to put into
effect the public health insurance scheme for civil servants and for the
economically disadvantaged as promised in the Government declaration of 1 May 1980.
Members of the Committee commended the fact that the death penalty had not been
~xercised for a very long time. However, it was asked whether Suriname had given
any consideration to abolishing the death penalty. Clarification was requested
concerning the "major crimes" which would warrant imposition of capital punishment.
Since the law stated that a pregnant woman could not be executed, it was asked
whether she could be executed once she had given birth.

286. As regards articles 7 and 10 of the Covenant, it was observed that the report
made almost no reference to the machinery established to ensure respect for the
provisions of the Covenant with regard to torture and other inhuman treatment as
well as to the obligation to respect the inherent dignity of a person even when
deprived of his liberty for any crime that he may have committed. It was asked
what was the present position in 'that respect and whether action could be taken
against members of the police or of prison administrations in the event that they
abuse their authority.

287. Commenting on article 9 of the Covenant, members of the Committee expressed
concern at the excessive length of the period of detention preceding an appearance
before the courts as stated in the report and wondered what the present position
was and whether there was any system of bail in Suriname.

288. In relation to article 14 in conjunction with article 2, paragraph 3, of the
Covenant, members noted that, in its declaration of 1 May 1980, the Government was
planning to set up special courts to try members of the previous administration
charged with corruption and they enquired about the particular reasons which had
prompted the Government -t o decide that the normal judicial process was not
appropriate, whether the Government intended to entrust the same body with the task
of investigation and trial and, if so, whether the guarantees of fair trial an
accused person possesses in normal judicial proceedings would still be available to
him. In this connexion, it was asked whether the measures envisaged for the
special courts were in effect derogations under article 4 of the Covenant and, if
so, whether the Government envisaged complying with the strict and specific
requirements of article 4 of the Covenant. As regards the jUdiciary, it was asked
who appointed the judges, on what conditions, what their qualifications were, .
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what the duration of their term was and how the Government guaranteed their
independence. Referring to an article in the Constitution stipulating that
everyone was entitled to legal aid, one member asked whether there was any specific
law on that matter.

289. Commenting on article 19 of the Covenant, members requested clarification on
the statement in the Government declaration of 1 May 1980 to the effect that the
press and mass media would have an important role to play in the country f s renewal
process and that the Government considered it essential that a certain measure of
organization in accordance with national standards should be effected within the
Surinamese press. Was the Government planning to give all the social classes the
opportunity to express themselves through the communication media? It was also
asked whether censorship had been established for the mass communication media and,
if so, for how long it was meant to continue.

290. As regards article 22 of the Covenant, information was requested on any
measures that may have been adopted under the new Government concerning freedom of
association, particularly trade union rights and freedoms.

291. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, it was noted, according
to the Government declaration of 1 May 1980, that previously a married woman did
not enjoy the same rights as her husband who could easily repudiate her.
Clarification was asked on the measures which the Governrr~nt planned to take to
remedy the situation. It was also asked who was consider~d to be the head of the
family, the husband, the wife or the two parents equally. Could a woman, afte:r
bearing a certain number of children, terminate a subsequent pregnancy without
committins a crime? Information was requested concerning the legal position of
"nat.ura.l," children as compared with that of children born in wedlock. Was it
possible for a natural child to have his paternity recognized? Did he have
inheritance rights and, if so, how did those rights differ from tpose of legitimate
children? As the Constitution stated that children "acquired the nationality of
their parents at birth!', what happened in the case of a mixed marriage? Did the
child acquire the nationality of the father alone, which would imply discrimination
against the rights of the mother?

292. with reference to article 25 of the Covenant, clarification was requested on
the statement of the representative in his introduction to the report regarding
the Government's intention to hold elections only if it was "completely convinced ll

that it was absolutely impossible to return to the conditions that existed before
25 February 1980. It was pointed out that, since there could be no absolute
guarantee of the fulfilment of such requirement, the only conclusion that could be
drawn was the postponement of elections indefinitely. It was also observed that
the Government intended to promulgate a new law on political parties and it was
asked in what respects the new law was intended to restrict freedom to establish
political parties in the country.

293. Commenting on article 27 of the Covenant, members of the Committee asked what
the ethnic minorities were: whether they were protected pursuant to any particular
law; what provisions the new Government intended to enact tOl?nable minorities to
preserve their own culture while participating on an equal footing with the rest
of the population in the country's political life; and how land claims were being
dealt with. As Suriname was made up of various entities drawn from different
cultural backgrounds, it was hoped that the present Government would decide not to
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allow itself to be swayed , when carrying out its policy, by any considerations of
a racial kind, in keeping with the provisions of articles 26 and 27 of the
Covenant.

294. Replying to questions raised by the members of the Committee, the
representative gave further details on the legal situation in Suriname since the
coup d letat of 25 February 1980. He indicated that, on 14 June 1980, the military
council transferred to civilian jurisdiction all persons in its custody? including
persons allegedly involved in a counter-coup. The civilian authorities had dealt
leniently with those people who had been mistreated and in some cases even tortured
by the military during their detention. Most of those persons had nov been
released. In the case of those persons who had been brought to trial, lighter
sentences had been imposed on them in view of the punishment 'iThich they had already
undergone. Under the Amnest.y Act introduced by Parliament, it was not possible to
bring military personnel to trial for acts committed during the period
25 February to 15 March 1980 when the military had held absolute power. It had
been determined that the persons taken into custody by the military because of
alleged corrupt practices had not been mistreated during their captivity and that
the only injustice inflicted on them had been the arbitrary deprivation of freedom.

295. The representative stated that the constitutional ccurt was not yet
functioning and indicated that this -VTas so becaase Parliament had failed to
designate its representatives to sit on the court, although the other members had
already been nominated some time previously. He stressed that there was still a
procedure for verifying that legislation was consistent with section I of the
Constitution. Before a law could be enforced, it had to be sent to the Attorney
General for comments and in case the President did not approve of a law he could
Ivithhold assent vrithout which the law could not be implemented. 1fJith regard to
the right of an individual to i'lvoke a conflict between a provision of the law and
one or more provisions of section I of the Constitution? the judge could rule that
the law concerned was inapplicable to the special case •

296. Replying to quest i ons raised under artL' e 3 of the Covenant, he stated that
women in Suriname were entitled to hold any job and that there was alread;)r a female
university rector in Suriname. There were of course ImT-paid jobs which were
mostIJr held b:{ women, but if a man wanted to do them. he would be paid. the same
Wl1.ges as a woman.

297. In connexi on with article 4 of the Covenant, he pointed. out that neither a
state of emergency nor a state of siege had been proclaimed in Suriname" even
t,hough Cl. de facto state of emergency had existed for one or two months after the
coup, As to the statute of 20 ~ray 1.980, he stressed that it was: a law in the
formal aense as it had been approved and even amended by Parliament ~ The Lasr
enabled the Go"\>rernment to take extraordinary legislative measurea with a view to
ca:n\~dng out the programme set :forth in the Govermrrent Declaration of I May 1980.
Uy that stat\\te:. the powers delegated to the Govermrr.ent were subject to certain.
:rest:rio-c.:iom~ under wbich the Government could not take arry: m.ea::mres: affecting the
t\m\lamental rights set fo·rth in section I of' the C'onstitution~ The ~ecial powers:
U()l-\ld end C-\,Y\ the d~ on wbich the new- Parliament convened. Re a:l.s:o stated. that: the
pCnv\3:pl3. oo.nferred {)y the s:tatut e,. which au.thori~ed the Government temporarily- to
amend Ol' ~\~;:l,:pend e~is:ting lW~ls by- dec:t"ee had not yet been used. and. Parliamerrt could
at any t:tme revoke the powers: thus delegated to the: Government., Re stressed. that
the l)0l.e p,-,rpose of the statute had been to enable the Gcvernm.ent to ful.fil an.
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enormous task under very difficult circumstances and that the statute had been
approved unanimously by Parliament.

298. As regards article 6 of the Covenant, he stated that health care in Suriname
was excellent, that the infant mortality rate was only 5 to 10 per thousand and
that major diseases were under control. He reiterated the fact mentioned in the
report that the death penalty had not been enforced in his country for more than
50 years and he doubted whether it would ever again be applied. The reason why a
procedure for execution still existed in the Code of Criminal Procedure was that
some m~mbers of Parliament had been unwilling to abolish the death penalty which
was considered a deterrent. The death sentence could, according to the law, be
imposed only for murder, first degree manslaughter and piracy.

299. Replying to questions raised under articles 7 and 10 he informed the Committee
that the Attorney General and the Supreme Court took great care to ensure the
humane treatment of the individual and that there had been cases in which police
and prison officers had been dismissed and prosecuted for abuses inflicted upon
persons under detention.

300. As regards article 9 of the Covenant, he pointed out that the basic purpose of
the article covering detention in the Code of Criminal Procedure was to limit the
time during whdch an individual could be held in custody. However, there were a
number of built-in safeguards to prevent an individual from being held in custody
for longer than was absolutely ne~essary for the investigation of his case.
Detention for more than seven days could be ordered only by a judge and only if the
Public Prosecutor adduced evidence pointing to the commission of an offence. All
such detention decisions were subject to appeal. The guarantee of habeas cor~us

had been strengthened by article 21 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which
prohibited use of any methods intended to force a suspect to confAss.

301. In connexion with questions raised under article 14 of the Covenant, he stated
that there had been no interference with the existing judiciary, that judges had
begun to hold sessions three days after the coup had taken place, that the courts
were competent to deal with administrative cases and that they frequently did so.
The members of the Supreme Court, the ordinary judges and the Attorney General were
appointed for life. Before a person could become a judge, five years of training
were required. Moreover, candidates had to take a psychiatric test, to be of good
behaviour, to be masters or doctors of law and to be at least thirty years of age.
Judges were appointed by the President of the Republic on the advice of the
Supreme Court.

302. Replying to questions concerning article 19 of the Covenant, he pointed out
that some form of regulation seemed necessary since the press had a responsibility
to individuals and to the community but that the reform was likely to be purely' .
technical, that, except for the period extending approximately from
25 February to 15 May 1.980, the press and mass media had not been censored and that
the relevant provisions of the Constitution prohibiting restrictions of human
rights and freedoms to a greater extent than was provided for therein remained valid
and respected, since the tradition in Suriname was built on the assumption that
human rights could be restricted only for reasons of public order and public
morality.
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303. As rcga.nlR m"l:i o l e 22 of the Covenant, the representative informed the
Commit.tee that the trade unions were now better organized, that they had their own
regulations, that. they held mect.ings and that they enjoyed all other trade union
rights.

304. As to the questions put under articles 23 and 24, he stated that a provlsl0n
of the Civil Code still in force denied married women the right to conduct their
own business affairs but that, under th~ same code, a woman could apply to a judge
for authorization to take over, partly or completely, the management of family
affairs if her husband was profligate. The new Government had already prepared a
bill with a view to ensuring uniformity of treatment for spouses. However, Hindu
or Moslem children at the age of 12 in the case of girls and 14 in the case of boys
were still able to marry, and that MosLem law enabling men to repudiate their wives
was still in force in Suriname. Abortion was prohibited except when recommended on
medical grounds. He also stated that since 1963 it had not beeu necessary for a
child in Suriname to be recognized by his mother in order to inherit from her, but
that a child would inherit from his father only if recognized by him. However, the
Government planned to introduce a law eliminating unequal treatment of legitimate
and illegitimate children in the law of inheritance.

. 305. In relation to article 25 of the Covenant, the representative referred to the
concern expressed by some members concerning future elections for Parliament,
following an earlier statement that ~.e made while introducing the report of his
country, and pointed out that the conditions that he mentioned in that respect were
not impossible to meet, particularly considering the efforts his Government was
undertaking to prepare the ground for a new society. Although the outcome would
largely depend on the Government's assessment of the situation at the time, the
next elections could not be considered to have been postponed indefinitely. The
new Government's legislation had only one aim and that was to secure the
implementation of the socio-economic system and to adapt the former laws to that
system and to ensure protection and respect for human rights. As regards political
parties the legislation envisaged for their orgarization had, as one of its aims,
the abolition of the practice followed whereby political parties borrowed money
before an election but refused to pay it back, or the practice whereby leaders of
political parties could not be removed because of the lack of internal democracy
1'1ithin the party system.

306. Finally, the representative of Suriname pointed out that it weukd be useful
for Committee members to visit the reporting State in order to obtain a broader
view of the situation there, that he had noted the suggestions made by members of
the Committee concerning his country's report, that he would convey them to his
Government and that an additional report would be transmitted to the Committee when
a measure of stability had been achieved in Suriname.

Hungary

307. The Committee considered the supplementary report submitted by Hungary
(CCPR/C/l/Add.44), containing replies to questions raised during the consideration
of the initial report, 5/ at its 225th and 228th meetings on 17 and 18 July 1980
(CCPR/C/SR.225 and 2Z8)~ The issues were considered topic by topic.

5/ The initial report of Hungary (CCPR/C/l/Add.ll) was considered by the
Committee at its 32nd and 33rd meetings on 19 and 22 August 1977, see
CCPR/C/SR.32 and 33 and Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-second
Session, Supplement No. 44lA/32/44}, paras. 130-132.
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308. The first topic related to the implementation of the Covenant in the legal
system of Hungary. Some members of the Committee noted that the Covenant had the
force of law in Hungary and that cases of conflict with the Constitution and other
laws were settled by legislative action following the same process as in cases of
conflicts between the Constitution and other national law. It therefore appeared
that the Covenant formed part of the domestic laior of Hungary and had a legal
status equivalent to that of the Constitution; if there was any conflict between
the Covenant and other legislation, presumably measures would be taken to bring
that legislation into line with the Covenant. Members of the Committee asked for
some additional information as to what advantages Hungary had seen in integrating
the Covenant into its legal system; how often the Covenant had actually been
invoked in prac~ice and how cases of conflict between the Covenant and laws were
settled by legislative action, particularly in cases relating to such matters as
freedom of the press and freedcm of expression. Other members wondered whether the
substance of the Covenant was discussed through meetings and con rer-ences of judges ~

assessors and administrators as they dealt with matters affecting the human ~ights

and freedoms of individuals. Additional information was requested on the manner in
which the Covenant had been promulgated and the publicity given to it, and in
particular whether the Decree-Law referred to in the report contained the full text
of the Covenant and what kind of distribution the Covenant had been given.

309. The representative of Hungary replied that, in addition to the provlslon2
mentioned in the report, there was a decree of the Presidential Council - No. 24
of 1974 - which contained more detailed rules on the publication of laws. In any
case all laws, decrees and Government decisions relating to the rights of citizens
had to be published in the Official Gazette. The Covenant had been published in
Official Gazette No. 32 on 22 April 1976 which was readily available through
subscription, in public libraries and shops. A collection of international
instruments of human r-Lght.s , including some to which Hungary was not a party, had
also been published. Special compilations of legislative texts, including
international treaties, were published periodically. Thus international
instruments, including the Covenant, were accessible to the public. The provisions
of the Covenant could be invoked by everyone before the courts and other
authorities, but it was difficult to state how many times the Covenant had been
invoked before the courts. The representative pointed out that, if certain
provisions of the Covenant conflicted with national laws, the latter woul.d be
brought into alignment with the Covenant, as the codification of the law was a
continuing process in Hungary and legislation was reviewed periodically. In
drawing up the new Criminal Code, a special ad hoc committee had been created to
determine whether the provisions of Hungary's legal code were in keeping with the
Covenant. The Covenant formed an integral part of the national law of Hungary.
Compliance with the provisions of the Hungari~ Constitution was ensured by
articles 19 (3) (1), 30 (2) and 35 (3) of the Constitution. Any laws or measures
which conflicted with the provisions of the Covenant would be repealed. Moreover,
various bodies were entitled to drav attention to any inconsistency between
internal legislation and the Covenant, including the Prosecutor's Office which not
only indicted persons before the courts, but studied all bills of proposed
legislation and pronounced on their conformity with existing laws and the
Constitution. Article 64 of the Constitution guaranteed freedom of the press;
while there were regulations governing the technical aspects of publications,
which were reviewed periodically to see whether they ran counter to the provisions
of the Covenant, there had never been an instance of any organization complaining
that its publication had been forbidden by the State authorities. In case a
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citizen considered that internal legislation was contrary to the provlslons of the
Covenant~ he could invoke the Covenant through his member of Parliament or by
recourse to the Presidential Council, the Council of ~unisters or the Prosecutor's
Office. That right had been con iirmed by Act No. 1 of 1977, which had instituted
a procedure entitling citizens to lodge complaints with the State authorities,
which were obliged to study those complaints.

310. The next topic concerned freedom of political opinion and non-discrimination
in this respect. Referring to articles 2 (3) and 3 of the Hungarian Constitution,
~nlich stated that the leading class of society was the working class and that the
Marxist-Leninist party of the working class was the leading force of society, some
members of the Committee asked why the working class was given such pre-eminence
and why the establishment of other political parties had not been allowed. It was
also asked how the Hungarian Government reconciled the establishment of a hierarchy
of classes of society with the integration of the provisions of the Covenant into
its natipnal law.

311. The representative pointed out that the Hungarian Constitution was based on
Hungary's own political philosophy and theories. Each State throughout the world
had a governing class, chosen by more or less democratic methods and that class

. remained the dominant factor. What was enshrined in the Constitution was the
leading role of the working class, which exercised power in alliance with the other
classes. However, that did not mean that the other classes were discriminated
against. There was today in Hungary one political party, the Socialist Workers'
Party, and that was the leading political force in the country. Nevertheless, the
political structure of Hungary was not restricted to the existence of one political
party. A major role was played by the People Vs Patriotic Front, which was not a
party as such but a widespread movement dealing with social and political issues.
Every major piece of legislation was considered by groups organized by the Front,
and the various strata of society, including the Church, were represented on it.
Thus the People's Patriotic Front provided an opportunity for people of differing
ideologies and creeds to meet for joint discussion with the aim of improving and
perfecting the democratic principles of Hungarian society. Reverting to article 2
of the Constitution, he emphasized that no discrimination existed between the
classes mentioned therein and hence that article of the Constitution did not run
count.er to the provisions of the Covenant. All classes and all strata of society
were represented in the Hungarian Parliament and in fact, as a result of increased
educational opportunities, the ratio of professional to working class members was
higher than the corresponding ratio for the country as a whole.

312. The next topic concerned the question of whether different treatment was
enjoyed by citizens as distinct from aliens lawfully or Hungarian territory. With
reference to article 2 (1) of the Covenant and articles 17,54 (3), 63 and 66 of
the Hungarian Constitution, the question was asked as to how the provisions of
article 2 (1) of the Covenant, which provided that the rights guaranteed by it
should apply to Hall individuals", was reconciled with the term Ilci t i zens il contained
in the above-mentioned articles of the Constitution, and whether equal rights were
granted to aliens'lavTfully in Hungarian territory. It was also wondered as to how
the Hungarian Government reconciled the guarantee of the right to choose one's
ideology, subjeet only to the restrictions mentioned in the Covenant, with
art~cle 54 (2) of the Hungarian Constitution, which stated that civic rights had to
be exercised in harmony with the interests of socialist society. Did that latter
article of the Constitution really accord equal rights to all?
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313. The representative of' Hungary stated that, in the Hungarian language, the word
"cd'tLzen" was synonymous with "human bedng" or "Lnd.ivi.duak ii and that it was
traditional to use the term in legal texts. The word I'citizen II covered all
individuals residing in Hungary, including stateless persons, and theref'ore did not
preclude anyone from enjoying the rights and f'reedoms enshrined in the Constituticn
and other legal instruments. So far as non-nationals in the territory of' Hungary
were concerned, specific conditions governing their stay were laid down by
Government decree, similar to the administrative provisions governing the residence
of' f'oreigners in other countries. In 1979, the Presidential Council had adopted
Ordinance No. 13 on private international law, which set out the conditions
governing the competence of' a specif'ic court and specif'ied the circumstances in
which a decision by a f'oreign court had the f'orce of' law in Hungary. There was in
f'act a whole series of' legislative texts dealing with the rights of' aliens living
in Hungary and setting out the circumstances in which they could be brought bef'ore
a Hungarian court. Commenting on articles 54 and 64 of' the: Constitution, the
representative indicated that those articles were merely an expression of' the f'act
that there was a socialist state structure in Hungary, and that the enjoyment of'
civil and political rights including the f'reedoms of' speech, the press and assembly
was guaranteed in accordance with the Constitution. It should be noted that, in
Hungary's Constitution and legislation f'requent mention was made of' conf'ormity with
socialist legality. The sole reason f'or the use of' the word "aocda'l.Lat li in that
context was that the laws of' his country served the interests of' a socialist
society.

314. As regards the topic of' f'reedom of' thought, religion and expression, one
member ref'erred to article 268 of the new Criminal Code which provided that
whoever, before a large public, incited other.s to disobedience to laws and
regulations or to measures by an administrative authority should be deemed to have
committed an off'ence. He stated that in so f'ar as such activities took place
publicly, rather than as sly subversive acts, they were equivalent to the right to
dissent. Ref'erring to Government Decree No. 26/1959 concerning the press, and to
article 4 of Decree No. 21/1957 on religious institutions, the member asked what
was the position if authorization was not forthcoming for the publication and
distribution of periodicals; how the provisions of' Decree No. 26/1959 could be
reconciled to the freedom of' the press; and, if' a parent wished his child to
receive religious instruction other than that provided in schools, whether he would
have to obtain permission from the State.

315. In reply to the question regarding article 268 of' the new Criminal Code, the
representative stated that a citizen did have the right to criticize or disagree
with legislation and had the right of recourse to a legislative body if' he
considered particular legislative provisions to be unjust. However, since the
entry into f'orce of the new Criminal Code, there had not been a single case in
which a citizen had been prosecuted f'or f'ailure to agree with legislation. So f'ar
as freedom of' the press was concerned, the publication of periodicals required
prior authorization, but that did not imply the existence of' censorship 01' run
counter to the provisions of the Covenant. In Hungary there existed an
exceptionally large and varied number of publi9ations dealing with political
questions and with the life of' society. Moreover, authorization f'or publication
was freely granted. With regard to freedom of religious instruction in Hungary,
the chi hes and the authorities had signed certain agreements at the end of the
1950s which reflected the fact that the Government provided material aid to various
churches. The State Office f'or Church Affairs was intended to ensure the
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implementation of those agreements and not to monitor or control the activities of
the churches, including the provision of religious education. Individuals
qualified to impart religious instruction were appointed through the churches and
the only control that the State Office exercised was to ensure that those persons
did indeed possess the necessary qualifications.

316. On the topic concerning the independence of the judiciary, the liberty and
security of the individual and the guarantees of fair trial, members referred to
the statement in the :report to the effect that the impartiality of the judiciary
and the protection of civil rights in Hungary are guaranteed by the provisions of
the Constitution, the Act on Courts and the Code of Criminal Procedure. FurthE::;:"
information was requested to illustrate this statement. The representative of
Hungary was asked vis-a-vis whom or which authorities were the judges independent
in Hungary; how were the judges elected; in 'toJ'hat manner was the Presidential
Council responsible for the election of all the judges and whether they were
elected in consultation with other professional or judicial organs.

317. Referring to article 48 of the Constitution which stated that the elected
judges may be recalled for reasons determined by the Act of Parliament, one member
asked what were the grounds on which a judge could be recalled and what use had
been made of these circumstances to recall a judge.

3113. In relation to the assessors in the judiciary, the representative of Hungary
was asked who were entitled t( be assessors in the Hungarian courts; what were
their qualifications; if their election meant that they were employed full time
in that capacity; and if there was a panel from which they were selected.

319. With reference to legal guarantees concerning the right to liberty and
security of persons provided for under article 9 of the Covenant, and the right to
equality before the courts and tribunals guaranteed under the Covenant, it was
asked whether there was administrative detention in Hungary, including detention on
the grounds of mental illness, vagrancy, juvenile delinquency which might be
authorized under the layT; how were the provisions of article 9 implemented in
Hungary, in particular the provisions of paragraph 5 of that article which provided
that anyone who has been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention shall have an
enforceable right to compensation; and whether free assistance of an interpreter
was provided if a person charged with a criminal offence could not understand the
language in court.

320. Replying to questions raised, the representative of Hungary exj " ained that
judges in Hungary were elected by the Presidential Coune i L of the Huagar-ian People is
Republic in a manner determined by a special Act of Parliament. He added that
their independence was guaranteed by article 48 of the Constitution, that they had
the right to give a normative interpretation of the law ~ that they could only be
recalled by the Presidential Council if a disciplinary commission established by
the Council determined that judges had violated the law, and that they had the
right to appeal against any disciplinary action before the Supreme Court which was
the highest judicial organ.

321. As regards the assessors, the representative stated that they were chosen by
the local Councils. The Assessors could only spend one n:onth in a jUdicial
acti.vity which could be extended if the Court believed that there was additional
'Work to be done. As concerns their qualifications, he said that the assessors were
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given full explanations on the law and they wer-e required to under-atiand the
provisions of the law.
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324. As regards the individual's duties to the community referred to in article 69
of the Constitution, the representative of the State party was asked why it was
compulsory for Hungarian citizens to protect the property of the people, to
consolidate social olVllership and to increase the economic strength of the country.
vfuat sanctions were taken against them if they failed to do so?

323. On the topic of the prohibition of discrimination, members referred to
paragraph 2 of article 61 of the Hungari&~ Constitution which stipulates that the
law severely punishes any prejudicial discrimination of the citizens by reasons
of sex, religious affiliation or nationality. A question was asked as to why
discrimination on grounds of political opinion, which was mentioned in the .
Covenant, was not included in that clause of the Constitution, and what was meant
by the tel'm iiprejudicial discrimination i

: .

326. Turning to the question of religious freedom, one member wondered whether the
restrictions referred to on page 7 of the report were compatible with the
provisions of the Covenant. Further information was requested on the meaning of
the statement that the rigour of the law shall" be applied against whoever exploits
religious instruction for political goals against the State.

327. In reply to the questions raised in relation to article 61 of the Constitution,
the representative of the State party explained that all forms of discrimination

325. With reference to articles 193 21 and 25 of the Ccvenant, it was asked
whether it was conceivable in Hungary that the people could freely advocate a
change in the socialist orientation of the government or to criticize it, with a
view to introducing a different 3 or a new", form of government: and whether freedom
of speech meant exclusively what was provided for by the Law or did it mean also
what the law did not provide. Citing, as an example of freedom of expression,
opposition to the deployment of weapons of mass destruction, the question was asked
as to whether an individual who wished to protest against it and to campaign for its
elimination could publish a pamphlet propagating his views on the matter or
organize a meeting, demonstration or association to promote support for his opinion.
As regards freedom of assembly, the question was asked as to whether it was
necessary for every single association in Hungary to receive an official
registration and on what grounds an association could be declared illegal.

322. Referring to the questions raised in relation to administrative detention,
in particular the detention of mentally ill persons and juveniles, the
representative of Hungary said that these categories of persons could only be
detained if they committed a crime. He added that there was a procedure in Hungary
whereby the evidence of those detained in hospitals for mental illness could be
heard by the court especially when they had a complaint to lodge. As ree;ards the
detention of minors, the legal procedure was carried out in the presence of their
defence counsel who could make a request for the release of the minor. The
Hungarian Penal Code provided sufficient guarantees against arbitrary arrest.
'~en a person was arrested, he had to be informed of the reasons for his arrest
and of the charges against him. The Code of Criminal Procedure provided for the
expenses for legal assistance which were borne by the State, and the arrested
person was given an interpreter if he did not understand the language used in
the Hungarian courts.
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were severely punished by the law in Hungary. The terms ;;prej.udicial
discriminationH contained in that article in fact 'premeditated discrimination;
which 1·;.l::~ :.1 better translation of" the meaninc of" that expression. He added that,
after the amendment of the Constitution in 1972;, there ci,3ht still remain certain
lacunae as the Constitution does not precisely mention racial discrimination:
hovever, the Cous't i'tut i.on , as interpreted in the light of its general principles
which are designed to protect the civil and political ri.3hts of" citizens, also
~rohibits all forms of discrimination.

328. Turnine; to the questi ion raised under article 69 of the Constitution, the
representative stated that the duties of citizens to the community were moral
obligations that the individual had to comply ,v.tth in order to protect public
property, to consolidate social ownership and to increase the economic strength
of' the country. Failure to neet; those moral oblieations did not entail a
nun.ishmerrt ,

329. As regards the amendment of the Constitution, the representative of Hungary
explained that there ver-e possibilities to modify the Hungarian Constitution if
this 1..as required by the majority of the Parliament. However, the Rungarian
people? so far had not deemed it necesaary to change the fundamental structure
of its socialist system? tihough it still remained possible for citizens!t through
their deputies or representatives, to propose any change that they might wish.

330. Ref'erring to questions under articles 19:> 21 and 25 of the Covenant, the
representa.tive stated that the Constitution made provisions for any Rungarian
citizen to participate freely in elections, to vote, or not to vote against any
candidate; that the right of' association in Hungary was regulated by Decree Law
No. 35 of 1970 which provided that Hungarian associations should be established
in conformity with the provisions of the Constitution" and that like any other
state, Hungary mic;ht prohibit the setting up of any association which it deemed
anti-constitutional. The representative also stated that the Members of Parliament
were required to conform to the law in the discharge of their functions, and that
any political, economic or other activities or attitudes conflicting with the
interests of' the state were incompatible with their mandate. They had to respect
and conform to socialist morality. As to freedom of speech, the right to hold
opinions as weLl, as the freedom of expression "Tere guaranteed in Hungary. Ever:r
Hungar-Lan citizen was free to do ,vhat is not restricted by the Constitution. The
younger generation in Hungary was educated and they were encouraged to propagate
and impart ideas in favour of' peace and disarmament. As examples, the
representative cited or15anizations such as the Hungarian Popular Patriotic Front
and the Union of Hunger-i.an Women which devoted the major part of their activities
to propagatine peace and disarmament and published articles in the Hungarian press
disseminatine; ideas and in.formation in favour of peace and disarmament. He stated
that a Hungarian citizen could freely organize a meetin~ on these subjects without
prior authorization.

331. In reply to questions concerning freedom of' conscience and religion, the
representative stated that these f'reedoms "Tere guaranteed by the Constitution and
that all religious denominations could freely practice their religions and enjoyed
the same rights. Hungq,rian citizens were free to decide whether 0'1"' not; their
children should receive religious instruction at school. In his view 9 the fact that
18 to 22 per cent of the followers of lutheranism practised their faith in Hungary
was a concrete illustration of freedom of conscience and religious worship in that
country.
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332. A member of the Committee asked for information concerning the laws governing
the liberal functions of an artist and scientific researcher, and whether an artist
who wished to publish a book or pUblicize his work was required to have an
authorization or belong to an association before being able to do so. He also
vTished to know if the Constitution of Hungary had been commented upon and whether
those commentaries had ever been published.

333. The representative of the State party explained that the degree of development
reached in Hungary had brought about a freedom of artistic expression; that in
terms of publications, some forms of art were protected by the State but that
there was no ;10 f f i c i al linea in that respect. Artists were free to express
themselves) to choose and determine the form of their art. There were many
organizations in Hungary which propagated Hungarian art and literature, even abroad.
He cited the Hungarian Quarterly published in English 1vhich gave information abroad
on HunGarian art ~ and stated that scientific research was protected and guaranteed
by the law in his country. As regards the commentaries on the Constitution, he said
that they were not formally pUblished but were included in general in the reports
prepared by the ministries to be submitted to Parliament.
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334. At its 235th, 236th and 240th meetings on 24 and 28 July 1980, the Committee
considered the initial report (CCPR/C/l/Add.46) submitted by Costa Rica
(CCPR/C/SR.235, 236 and 240).
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335. The report was introduced by the representative of Costa Rica who gave a
historical account of the social and economic factors which had given rise to the
development and establishment of democracy in Costa Rica. His country's limited
resources had led to the establishment of small subsistance farms and the
development of a rural democracy, its people being homogenic, frugal and hard
working and without class di.stinctions. He pointed out that his country possessed
no a.rm;v and that a police force preserved pub.l.ic order. Although Costa Rican
society had been influenced by the Roman Catholic Church, the Church had never been
allowed to interfere with State affairs. He stressed that in keeping with its
legislation~ Costa Rica has been able to live a history devoid of the phenomenon of
violations of human rights.

'\r. . ,.~,,, .

338. With reference to article 1 of the Covenant, it was observed in the report
that Costa Rica had considered the right to self-determination as an indivisible

336. The representative cited a number of fundamental provJ.sJ.ons contained in the
Constitution of Costa Rica relating to the structure of the State and drew the
attention of the Committee to article 7 of the Constitution which had been amended
in 1968 so as to make all treaties, international agreements and concordats duly
ratified by the State prevail over domestic law. He referred to article 140 of the
Constitution Which, he stressed, was of special importance in that it provided that
if the rights and guarantees referred to in the Constitution were suspended, the
Assembly had to confirm the measure by a two-thirds majority vote of its entire
membership, in default of which the guarantees had to be considered as
re-established. He had no recollection of any time since 1949, when the present
Constitution had been adopted, during the which the constitutional guarantees had
been suspended.

337. Members of the Committee commended the Government of Costa Rica for its
comprehensive report which complied with the general guidelines set up by the
Committee. It was observed, however, that although the report gave a very detailed
picture of the legal machinery that existed in Costa Rica to implement human
rights, the report did not sufficiently give detailed information on the actual
enjoyment of Covenant rights in Costa Rica. It was asked whether the report had
been published and disseminated among the population and whether it was publicly
debated and commented on. Members of the Committee recalled that Costa Rica had
been the first State to ratify the Covenant and the Optional Protocol and had
actively participated in international efforts to strengthen the machinery for the
protection of human rights. They pointed out that Costa Rica's record in promoting
human rights on the international scene was matched only by its record, one of few
in Latin America, in its efforts to apply the rule of law under democratic
institutions and it was wondered whether Costa Rica might not consider being the
first country in that part of the world of taking up the challenge of m~king the
declaration under article 41 of the Covenant. Members also noted that Costa Rica,
which had no army and no military expenditure, was allocating most of its budget
to pUblic education and welfare and that a country like Costa Rica which was not
totally developed was nevertheless capable of making noteworthy achievements in the
field of human rights.
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right which ought to be applied to all peoples. The representative was asked
whether he agreed that article 1 of the Covenant required States parties to take
concrete action to help all peoples in their struggle to achieve their right to
self-determination; how his Government could explain the fact that its embassy in
Israel had been established not in Tel-Aviv but in Jerusalem, contrary to United
Nations resolutions under which it would not be considered permissible to recognize
Jerusalem as the capital of Israel; and what his country's position was regarding
the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination and to the establishment
of their own independent and sovereign State.

339. As regards article 2 of the Covenant, members of the Committee noted that, in
accordance with article 7 of the Constitution, as amended in 1968, the Covenant
prevailed over domestic law; that it had direct applicability in the country; and
that the Government of Costa Rica recognized that, in order to give effect to the
rights recognized in the Covenant, it was not enough to have the Covenant integrated
in domestic law but that supplementary legislative acts were required to achieve
that end. It was asked whether the representative could inform the Committee of any
such acts as may have been enacted in this respect; whether the courts have had the
occasion to interpret the Covenant; and whether the provisions of the Covenant had,
in practice, prevailed over domestic law. In this connexion, it was asked whether
administrative remedies had existed alongside the jUdicial remedies; and what steps
had been taken to ensure the wide pUblicity of the provisions of the Covenapt among
the people, inclUding the national minorities and in the languages used by them.

340. In relation to article 3 of the Covenant, members of the Committee requested
information on the extent to ~hich the principle of equality between men and women
had been respected and applieci with regard to women's participation in the social,
political and economic life of the country; on the extent to which the principle
of equal pay for equal work was applied to women; and on their right to education
at all levels.
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341. In connexion with article 8 of the Covenarrt , reference was made to an article
in the Constitution of Costa Rica stipulating that no one under the protection of
its laws could be a slave and it was asked what that provision meant since,
normally, all the inhabitants were supposed to be placed under the protection of the
law without any distinction between them. Reference was also made ~~ an article
in the Penal Code giving a convicted person the option of paying off a fine imposed
on him by working without remuneration for municipal authorities, the pub.Li,c
administration and even private enterprise, and it was asked how this provision
could be reconciled with article 8 (3) (a) which stated that no one shall be
required to perform forced or compulsory labour, especially since it was difficult
to establish the consent of the detainee under the circumstances.

342. Commenting On article 9 of the Covenant, it was asked what legislative and
procedural measures applied to the deprivation of liberty in the case of persons
other than those SUbjected to penal justice, such as internment for psychiatric
reasons and detention of foreigners pending expulsion. Noting that abuse of power
had often existed at the level of the police, m~mbers asked whetp.er a person's right
to be assisted by a lawyer of his choice could be exercised during the preliminary
investigations; for how long a person could be detained before he was brought to
trial; and whether anyone who had been the victim of unlawful arrest or detention
had a right to compensation.
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343. With regard to article 12 of the Covenant, information was sought on the
restrictions imposed on the right to leave Costa Rica and on any legislation
providing for the deprivation of nationality.

344 ... In connexion with article 13 of the Covenant, it was asked whether expulsion
of foreigners was a matter totally left to the discretion of the Executive or,
whether it was regulated by law' as required by the Covenant and what remedies were
available to a foreigner threatened with expulsion.

345. Commenting on article 14 of the Covenant, it was asked whether the independence
of judges was ensured at all levels; what guarantees they had; and what concrete
measures were available to the judiciary to ensure the application of its decisions,
especially when made against the Executive. It was also asked whether court
hearings were held in public; whether everyone's right to be presumed innocent until
proved guilty according to law was applied only in criminal proceedings before a
court of l'aw' or was a general principle observed by pub.Lic authorities, whether
judicial or non-judicial; and whether an accused had the free assistance of an
interpreter if he could not understand or speak the language used in court. Noting
from the report, that the Code of Criminal Procedure established some sentences
against which there was no appeal, members of the Committee wondered how that
provision could be reconciled with article 14, paragraph 5, of the Covenant,
especially in the light of another statement in the report to the effect that the
Covenant had been integrated in domestic law and prevailed over other Costa Rican
legislation. Noting also that, according to the Code of Criminal Procedure,
preventive measures for two or more years could be imposed when it was considered
that serving the sentence had not been effective in rehabilitating convicted
persons, members of the Committee wondered whether that meant that, if he had not
been rehabilitated, the convicted person was liable to the imposition of a further
sentence and, if so, how the provision could be reconciled with the provisions of
article 14, paragraph 7, of the Covenant.

.'

346. As regards article 17 of the Covenant, it was asked whether Costa Rican law
authorized the tapping of telephone conversations by the police and, if so, under •••..
what conditions such a measure could be authorized. Information was requested on
the provisions regulating the search of homes by police officers.

347. In connexion with article 18 in conjunction with article 2, of the Covenant,
some members wondered whether the article in the Constitution providing that
Catholicism was the official religion of the State had conceded a privileged
position to the adherents of Catholicism in relation to the adherents of other
religions, and thus contravening the letter and spirit of article 18, paragraph 1,
and article 2, paragraph 1, of the Covenant. Questions were asked on what form
State aid to the Church took; whether the right not to profess any religion was
guaranteed by law' and, if so, what oath an atheist was required to take upon his
appointment as a public' official, considering the constitution oath cited in
article 194 of the Constitution. Noting that the Constitution guaranteed the free
exercise of other worship that was not opposed to "universal morality or good
customs", one member expressed concern at the possible abuse of such a vague term
since morality was subjective by nature and universal morality could not be
precisely defined.

348. In relation to articles 19, 21 and 22 of the Covenant, clarification was
requested on the rules in the Electoral Code relating to the publication of
political propaganda and on the limitation imposed on the freedom of expresslon ,
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including the prohibition imposed on the clergy not to get involved in political
activities. Noting that aliens were prohibited from interfering in the political
affairs of the country, one member indicated that this prohibition could be
interpreted as a curtailment of the rights conferred under articles 21 and 22 of the
Covenant and that although restrictions had to be placed on aliens with regard to
many forms of political activity, they should have the right to express themselves
in such cases as where an amendment to the aliens act was being discussed and to
participate in union activities as a means of protecting their personal economic and
social status in the country. Information was requested on the economic and
political role of trade unions of both employers and employees and on the draft law
concerning trade union rights of plantation workers which seemed to be opposed by
the employers concerned.

349. With reference to article 20 of the Covenant, it was noted that the absence
in the Costa Rican legislation of any penalty for the violation of the prohibition
of war propaganda provided for in the Covenant rendered the Covenant inoperative in
this respect, notwithstanding that it had been integrated into the legal system of
the country.

350. In connexion with articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, information was requested
on the steps taken to provide protection and assistance to mothers of several
children, on the rules and measures designed to ensure equality of rights apd
responsibilities of spouses as to marriage, during marriage and at its dissolution,
particularly with regard to property, paternal authority, heritage, divorce and
alimony; and on the status of naturalsnd adulterine children and on their
inheritance rights as compared with those of children born in wedlock. Noting 'tvith
satisfaction that the law had ensured to all Costa Ricans equality of the sexes
regarding transference of nationality, one member asked what the law was in the
case of a child born in Costa Rica of stateless parents.

351. As regards article 25 of the Covenant, it was asked whether the provisions of
the Constitution stipulating that suffrage was a compulsory civil function, that, in
order to be a deputy, a naturalized Costa Rican had to have acquired his nationality
for at least 10 years and that political parties registered for national elections
which had not received 5 per cent of the votes would have no right to a State
contribution for the costs incurred during campaigns, did not involve a
discriminatory element to the detriment of new political movements.

352. With reference to article 27 of the Covenant, information was sought on the
national minorities existing in Costa Rica, particularly the Indiarisand on their
numbers; whether they possessed an independent juridical status; on the steps taken
to preserve their culture, language and land; on the guarantees for their
representation as stipulated in the Constitution; and on the measures applied to
ensure their active participation in public affairs. Questions were also asked
on whether current legislation was effective in protecting lands belonging to the
Indians and preventing those lands from being transferred to other people. In this
connexion, reference was made to the ~hina Kika reserve which the In~ans had
reportedly completely lost and to the reported .sale by the ITCG(Instituto de
tierras y colonizacion) of lands in the Boroca Reserve to other people.

353. The representative of the State party commented on the questions put to him by
members of the Committee as summarized in the preceding paragraphs. He informed
the Committee that the Covenant had been puhl.Lshed in the official journal and
disseminated nation-wide over the radio at the time when it was being considered by
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the Legislative Assembly. The Covenant had not been translated into any indigenous
language but everyone in Costa Rica spoke Spanish.

354. In connexion with comments made under article 1 of the Covenant, he pointed out
that Costa Rica voted in favour of several resolutions as adopted by the United
Nations in 1979 concerning the situation in Palestine and the Middle East and that
Costa Rica exercised its sovereign rights in establishing diplomatic relations with
Israel. That did not imply, however, any denial of the rights of any people to
self-determination.

355. In relation to article 2 of the Covenant, the representative drew a comparison
between the text of article 7 of the Costa Rican Constitution as amended in 1968 and
the relevant articles contained in the constitutions of some other States with a
view to stressing the clarity of the fact that the Covenant prevailed in his country
over domestic law. He pointed out that supplementary legislative measures were
enacted in "his country in order to give effect to the provisions of the Covenant and
promised to supply concrete information on the matter at a later date. He was not
aware of any case where the Convention prevailed in practice over domestic law,
since that was only possible in case of conflict between both laws, which, to his
knOWledge, had not yet occurred. He also informed the Committee that the report of
his country will be pUblished early in 1981 as a part of the annual report of the
Legislative Assembly.

356. As regards article 3 of the Covenant, the representatives stressed that Costa
Rican legislation had not established any distinction between the sexes with regard
to the right of equal pay for equal work, access to public office, the legislative
assembly or education; that several women held ministerial and ambassadorial posts
and that many of them were deputies. The Committee will be provided at a future
date with statistics concerning the percentage of women exercising functions at the
executive, legislative and judicial level as well as on the percentage of enrolment
in educational institutions.

357. As regards article 8 of the Covenant, he stated that the prOV1S10n in the penal
code, giving a convicted person the option of paying off a fine imposed on him by
working without remuneration, inter alia, for private enterprise, was meant to help
the person concerned in case he wasxunable to pay the fine imposed on him. There
was no question that private enterprise was given free labour, since it was required
to pay the corresponding wage as a partial payment of the fine.

358. In connexion with a question put to him under article 9 of the Covenant, the
representative stated that the law defined the security measures applied to certain
categories of persons who could be interned in psychiatric hospitals or
establishments designed for special treatment or education, as well as in
agricultural settlements or labour establishments in which those persons were
SUbjected to a certain measure of supervision. He stressed that no one could be
detained Without evidence of his involvement in a crime and without the written order
of a judge or any authorized person in charge of pUblic order, unless in the case
of escape or in connexion with a serious crime, but that such a detainee had to be
brought before a competent judge within not more than 24 hours.

359. Replying to a question under article 12 of the Covenant, he stated that
restrictions imposed on the right to leave Costa Rica applied to both Costa Ricans
and foreigners and only where they had to pay alimony or where a conditional release
by a court order was involved.
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360. In relation to article 13 of the Covenant, the representative told the
Committee that foreigners may be expelled from the country in accordance with the
law. Foreigners residing legally in the country had the right to appeal to the
courts against any expulsion orders. '

362. As regards article 17, he stated that tapping telephone conve?sations and
interference with the privacy of correspondence were prohibited by law which
provided for penalties for any violation of the law or abuse of authority in this
respect.

361. As regards article 14 of the Covenant, the representative indicated that the
Constitution and the laws in force provided for the election of judges, for the
guarantees required for their independence and for the criminal and civil
responsibility of public officials who failed within the prescribed.time-limit to
put into force judicial decisions taken against the State. The Costa Rican law did
not provide for the mandatory assistance of ~:nterpreters at court hearings, but
Costa Rican courts had established a practl in this respect. The details would
be submitted to the Committee at a later d~' Replying to another question, he
stressed that judges had no power to impose ~avier penalty than had already been
dec:Lued but that they could impose security measures if they felt that the penalty
imposed had not helped in the rehabilitation of the convicted person. As to the
question relating to those sentences against Which, according to the Code of
Criminal Procedure, there was no appeal ~ he stated that that was enacted in order
not to overburden the courts but that more information would be forwarded on the
matter. Anyone who was a victim of the miscarriage of justice was entitled to
compensation provided that he was not responsible for the miscarriage.

364. Replying to questions under articles 19, 21 and 22, the representative stated
that freedom of expression was guaranteed for all. Foreigners enjoyed the same
freedom provided that they did not interfere in the political affairs of the country.
Political parties had the right to conduct electoral dampaigns, but demonstrations '
were not allowed except during the two months preceding elections. As f:.com the date
of the convocation of elections, radio, television stations and publishing houses
were required to register with the Supreme Electoral Court in order to be able to
undertake electoral propaganda activities. He stressed that this measure was
designed to prevent the dissemination of erroneous information during the period
that preceded the elections. He pointed out that the Constitution prohibited
foreigners from taking part only in the management of trade unions, but that they
were free to join any trade union and maintain~d that the law in this respect was
more liberal than the relevant provision in the Covenant which impos~d certain
restrictions on the right to 'the freedom of association. As to the question
concerning the right of plantation workers to freedom of association, he indicated

363. In connexion with article 18 of the Covenant, the representative pointed out
that there was not really a separation between the State and the Church but that only
a secular person could be elected as President of the RepUblic or as a Minister. As
to the swearing of the oath by State officials who were non-believers, he stated that
such cases were obviously not foreseen. As to the statement in the report coneerndng
the norms of universal morality as recognized by civilized nations, he pointed out
that, because of their vague character, they were usually left for the courts to
interpret at the national or international levels. The State contributed to the
Catholic Church without prejudice to the recognized rights of other confessions,
the adherents of which could freely practise their religions provided that they did
not offend public morals.
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that their rights were guaranteed but that certain practical difficulties were
encountered when some of them intended to arrange their meetings at places which
were considered under the Constitution to be inviolable property. In connl?y.ion
with the relations between organizations of employers and of employees, h~ invited
the Committee to consult the relevent ILO documents of the International Labour
Organisation and pointed. out that all trade unions of employers and employees were
exclusivel~r established for the purpose of improving and protecting their common
economic and social interests.

365. As to the question concerning the prohibition of war propaganda under
article 20 of the Covenant, the representative stded that Costa Rican law did not
provide for such prohibition for the simple reason that war was unimaginable in
his country. However, anyone who by conducting hostile acts or provoking the
imminent danger of a declaration of war against the nation, exposed the inhabitants
of the country to reprisals directed against their person or property or endangered
the friendly relations of the Costa Rican Government with foreign Governments.
would be subject to imprisonment for up to six years.

366. As regards articles 23 and 24 of the Covenant, the representative informed
the Committee that his Government provided aid and protection to poor families as
well as to mothers of numerous children. He stressed that, in Costa Rica, spouses
had equal rights and responsibilities during marriage and at its dissolution.
Court judgements were not influenced by the sex of the plaintiff in this respect.
The law provided for no distinction between spouses as regards paternal authority,
property, alimony or inherit&ice. Children born in Costa Rica to stateless persons
were considered to be Costa Rican citizens if they were registered while minors
or if they declared their desire to become citizens before the age of 25.
Natural children had the same inheritance rights as those of their brothers and
sisters born in ~edlock provided that their parentage was proved or recognized.

367. Replying to questions under article 25 of the Covenant, the representative
maintained that states parties were not prohibited from making obligatory by law
a right that was provided for in the Covenant and that the provision of the Costa
Rican Constitution that SUffrage was a compulsory civil function did ~ot contradict
with the Covenant and that voting did not preclude the possibility of abstention.
As to the question concerning the State contribution to political parties registered
for national elections, he indicated that the rule was designed to protect
democratic institutions from being corrupted by the proliferation of small
political parties.

368. Replying to questions under article 27 of the Covenant, the representative
gave an account of the ethnic minorities of his country and pointed out that their
right to education was guaranteed and that in the regions where such minorities
constituted a high percentage of the population education was given in Spanish
and in the language of ~he minority concerned. Costa Rica applied no particular
policy of,assimilation of minorities. Various legislative measures and regulations
were taken with a view to protecting the property of the indigenous population.
Participation of minorities in public affairs was guaranteed in the same way as it
was in relation to other Costa Ricans. There were no religious minorities in
Costa Rica in the sense of article 27 although the majority of the population
adhered to the Catholic Church.

369. The representative of the State party finally expressed his Government's
readiness to submit further information and to reply to questions which could not
be covered in his 'comments on the questions raised by members of the Committee.
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C. Question of the reports and ~eneral comments of the Committee

370. At its 231st and 232nd meetings (CCPR/C/SR.231 and 232) the Committee
recalled the discussions which it had had in the past concerning its method of
work in the consideration of reports of States parties which it had so far
exemined. 6/ The Committee felt that, since a sufficient number of reports of
States parties had now been initially examined, the time had come to consider
further, firstly, the precise nature of its functions under article 40,
paragraph 4, of the Covenant which requires the Committee to study the reports
submitted by the States parties to the Covenant and to transmit its reports and
such general comments, as it might consider appropriate, to the States parties;
and, secondly, how best to discharge those functions.

371. Members felt that the method of work adopted as an initial step in the
consideration of reports of States parties (that is to say the submission of reports
by States in accordance with the guidelines evolved by the Committee, questions put
to representatives of the States concerned and, the answers of the representatives)
had been successful in establishing a constructive dialogue with the States parties
and in assisting States parties in their efforts to promote, and ensure the
enjoyruent of, human rights. Although the primary object of the initial
examination of States reports had so far been to gather sufficient information
to enable the Committee to study the reports, nevertheless members of the Committee
had availed themselves of the valuable opportunities which this process offered
of making observations and comments, in appropriate cases, on non-implementation
or insufficient implementation and of suggesting possible measures of implementation.
States parties had indeed indicated that the questions and observations of
individual members had :'}I'oved to be of great assistance to their Governments.

372. It was the view of many members that even the initial stage of the
examination of reports of States parties could be improved in the light of
experience ~athered, particularly in the case of States which had provided
additional written information on the basis of which a second round of examination
had taken place. A number of members felt that in order to adopt a more systematic
approach and to save valuable time, either a Secretariat analytical document
could be prepared which would indicate, without involving a~y value judgement, all
the questions that had been asked, for which answers had been provided, and those
questions for which information still remained to be provided, or the Committee
could meet, before the resumption of the examination of the reports of States
parties concerned, in order to identify the issues or matters in relation to which
further information was necessary, or else a working group could be 'appointed for
the purpose. In the case of States whose initial reports had been examined and
which had not provided additional written information on the basis of the questions
asked, recourse could be had for instance to article 40 (1) (b) of the Covenant
which empowers the Committee to ask for a fresh report or to rule 70 (2) of the
provisional rules of procedure which empowers the Committee to request additional
inf0rmation.

373. Hany members were of the view that, howeve~ valuable and effective the initial

6/ CCPR/C/SR.48, 49, 50, 55, 73, 219/Add.l and Official Records of the
General Assembly, Thirty-fourth Session, Supplement No. 40 (A/34/40),
parns. 15 to 20.
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examination of the reports of States parties had been and whatever opportunities
it had given to Committee members individually to gather information by their
questions, to make observations and to study the reports of States parties, the
Committee had not yet, collectively as a Committee, "studied" the reports submitted
by States parties. Since States parties, by the submission of their reports under
article 40 (1) and (2) of the Covenant, and the Secretary-General, by the
transmission of those reports under article 40 (3) of the Covenant, had fulfilled
their obligations, it was incumbent on the Committee to fulfil its obligations
under article 40 (4) of the Covenant which requires the Committee a.s such to "study
the reports" and "transmit its reports, and such general comments as it may
consider appropriate, to the States parties". The Committee should, therefore, as
a Committee and as distinct from its individual members, now continue and complete
its work in relation to the reports of States parties which it had examined.
Opinions differed, however, as to what the end result should be and as to how
the Committee should proceed towards that end; whether the Committee should
produce its own reports as a result of a study by the Committee of reports of
States parties; whether it should make general comments, in what form its
general comments should be made, in respect of what matters the comments should be
made; and, lastly, whether reports and comments should be made to States parties
individually or to all the States parties as a whole.

374. Members generally agreed that the nature of the functions of the Committee
differed depending on whether those functions derived from article 40 which deals
with the submission and consideration of reports, or article 41 which deals with
the consideration of communications by one State party against another, or from
the Optional Protocol to the Covenant which deals with communications from
individuals against a State par'ty, It was noted that, under the Optional Protocol,
the functions of the Committee were investigatory and that under ~ticle 41 of the
Covenant, they were conciliatory whereas, under article 40 of the Covenant, the
Committee was charged with the duty of studying the reports submitted by States
parties. It was also noted that, in relation to article 41 of the Covenant and
the Optional Protocol, the substance of the procedure was prescribed in the
Covenant 0r the Optional Protocol themselves whereas in relation to article 40,
the Committee has had to prescribe its own rules of procedure (CCPR/C/3/Rev.l,
rules 66 to 71) in pursuance of powers conferred upon it under article 39 (2) of
the Covenant.

375. Two main trends of op~n~on evolved in the course of the discussions. One trend
of opinion, which was supported by most members, favoured the approach that the
functions of the Committee under article 40 of the Covenant ought to be viewed
in the context of the very objects of the Covenant as a whole instead of in the
contex~ of the terminological differences within particular provisions of the
Covenant. The objects of the Covenant were to promote and ensure the observance
of the civil and political rights recognized in the Covenant. The nature of the
Committee's constitution U11der article 28 of the Covenant, the attributes which the
Covenant ,required from the members of the Committee and the fact that members
served in their personal capacity were of great significance: since, on the one
hand, States parties had undertaken under the Covenant to submit reports on the
measures they had adopted to give effect to the rights recognized in the Covenant,
on the progress made in the enjoyment of those rights and on the factors and
difficulties, if any, affecting the implementation of the Covenant; and since,
on the other, the Covenant imposed a duty on the Committee to study those reports,
there must inevita'bly be some purpose to that study. It was in the light of this
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very purpose, that rule 70 (3) 7/ of the provisional rules of procedure was
adopted.

376. According to that trend of op2n20n, the functions of the Committee under
article 40 could be divided into three specific parts, each explicitly mentioned
in its paragraph 4, that is to say, firstly the study proper, secondly the
submission of reports by the Committee as a result of the study, and thirdly the
adoption by the Committee of general comments, the last function being optional
whereas the first two were obligatory •

377. As regards completing the first part of the Committee's functions - the
study of reports of States parties by the Committee as such - members recognized
that a number of practical difficulties would arise. Firstly, the Committee met
at two regular sessions of three weeks each in the year usually preceded by a
further week in which a working group on communications met. The Committee has
had to meet, since the second year of 1ts formation, for an additional session every
year. It was recognized that the proper study of reports of States parties for
the purpose of enabling the Committee to adopt its own reports, which might
include general comments, might require additional sessions and members might not
be able to attend given their other responsibilities. It was suggested that one
solution might be to form several working groups which might each deal with a
number of reports of States parties together with all the material that had.been
gathered as a result of oral or written answers.

378. The purpose of the study would be to ascertain whether the State party had
reported as it should and, on that basis, whether it had implemented or was
implementing the Covenant as it had undertaken to do. According to this trend
of opinion the study should lead to the adoption of separate reports by the
Committee on each State party's report. The exercise would, however,·be conducted
in such a way as not to turn the reporting procedure into contentious or
inquisitory proceedings, but rather to provide valuable assistance to the State
party concerned in the better implementation of the provisions of the Covenant.
The reports to be adopted by the Committee as a result of its study of each
individual State report should not be seen as identical with the annual report which
the Committee is required to transmit to the General Assembly under article 45 of
the Covenant and which relates to all the activities of the Committee, although
they might be appended to the annual report. These reports on States reports
would be flexible enough, where consensus could not be reached, to allow for
shades of opinion of members to be expressed. These reports would be transmitted
separately to each individual State party concerned and that State party would be
entitled to submit to the Committee under article 40 (5), observations on any
comments made by the Committee in its report.

379. As regards the general comments, these would be adopted as a result of an
over-all study of reports of States parties which might highlight matters of common
interest to the States parties, for example, possible amendments to the Covenant,

7/ "If, on the basis of its examination of the reports and information
supplied by a State party, the Committee determines that some of the obligations
of that State party under the Covenant have not been discharged, it may, in
accordance with article 40, paragraph 4, of the Covenant, make such general
comments as it may consider appropriate."
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the general aspects of the reporting obligations of States parties, the length and
content of reports, the nature of additional material, problems of implementation
in federal systems, the status of the Covenant in the national law of States
parties, the nature and scope of the rights set forth in the Covenant and methods
of implementation.

380. A second trend of op~n~on held that the study which the Committee was required
to undertake under paragraph 4 of article 40 was limited to the exchange of
information, the promotion of co-operation among States 2 with the purpose of
maintaining a steady dialogue and assisting States in overcoming difficulties, and
that the stUdy did not have in it any element of assessment or evaluation.
An interpretation or practice to this effect would go far beyond the wording of the
Covenant. It could not be justified by referring to rule 70 (3) of the provisional
rules of procedure since these rules could not serve to confer upon the Committee
a mandate which it did not enjoy under the Covenant. According to this opinion, the
reports which the Committee was required to transmit under that paragraph were
in fact the annual reports which the Committee was required to submit to the
General Assembly of the United Nations through the Economic and Social Council
under article 45 of the Covenant. Otherwise, the Covenant would have specified
the contents of the reports and the parties for which they were intended, as it
did in article 41 and 42. Furthermore, the general comments which the Committee
was empower-ed to make under that paragraph were not in the nature of recommendations
or suggestions but w€?e intended to be of a general character and in respect of
matters which ,-rere of common interest to all States parties and that those
general comments could be addressed only to all the States parties collectively.

381. It was argued by those who favoured this trend of opinion that the primary
functions of the Committee under article 40 of the Covenant were to assist States
parties in the promotion of human rights, and not in pronouncing on whether the
States parties were or were not implementing their undertaking under the
Covenant and that the Committee was not empowered under the Covenant to interfere
in this manner in the internal affairs of States parties. It was also the view
of those members that a wide range of constructive opportunities presented
themselves to the Committee to influence the promotion and protection of human
rights in the States parties by the present method of examining the reports of
States parties which had already enlisted the voluntary co-operation of States
parties, although there might be room for the making of general comments on matters
of general importance affecting the implementation of the Covenant or"of the
specific rights in the Covenant. Such general comments might include suggestions
for studies to be undertaken on particular human rights topics deduced from the
content of the reports of States parties.
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382. It has become clear, as a result of the exchange of views, that there is a
convergence of opinion on the need for the Committee, at the very least, to make ..
general comments. It still remains to be determined, however, what the thrust of
these gen~ral comments should be, though a number of useful suggestions from both
trends of opinion have been made on possible topics. Given the importance of (
the question relating to the nature and purpose of the study of the reports of i

States parties, members of the Committee have felt that. it would be useful to 'i

reflect further on the matter in the light of all the opinions expressed and the
experience gathered so far, before deciding on further work in relation to
reports which have already been examined 'by the Committee.

383. All members, however, were anxious that, since there had evolved a convergence
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of views on the desirability of making general comments on the basis of
experience gathered so far in the examination of reports of States parties, work
should proceed expeditiously on the making of those general comments pending
a decision on further work, if any, under article 40 of the Covenant. The
Committee, therefore, agreed that a small working group be set up in the first
place to formulate such general comments as were likely to gather the widest
support from the Committee as a whole fu~d secondly to examine, in the light of all
the views expressed, what further work, if any, the Committee should undertake to
give effect to its duties under article 40 of the Covenant. The members appointed
to the working group "(vere Mr. Graefrath, Mr. Lallah and Mr. Opsahl.; The working
group will meet one treek before the eleventh session and ivill, as need be, work
during the session itself.
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'IV. CONSIDERATION OF COMMUNICATIONS UNDER THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

384. Under the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights individuals who claim that ~~y of their rights enumerated in the
Covenant have been violated and who have exhausted all available domestic remedies
may submit written communications to the Committee for consideration. At the time
of the adoption of the present report on the Committee's eighth, ninth and tenth
sessions, 23 of the 63 States which have acceded to or ratified the Covenant have
accepted the competence of the Committee for dealing with individual complaints by
ratif.1ing or acceding to the Optional Protocol. These States are Barbados, Canada,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark~ the Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Finland, Iceland,
Italy, Jamaica., Madagascar, Mauritius, the Netherlands, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
Senegal, $uriname, Sweden, Uruguay, Venezuela and Zaire. No communication can be
received by the Committee if it concerns a State party to the Covenant which is not
also a party to the Optional Protocol.

385. Consideration of communications submitted under the Optional Protocol by or
on behalf of individuals who claim to be victims of violations of rights set forth
in the Covenant started at the Committee's second session in 1977. Since then
72 communications have been received for consideration.

386. At its eighth session (15 to 26 October 1979) the Committee had before it
11 communications for resumed consideration as well as 5 communications which
were brought before it for the first time. At its ninth session (17 March to
4 April 1980) the Committee had before it 28 communications for resumed
consideration as well as 6 communications which were before it for the first
time. At its tenth session (14 July to 1 August 1980) the Committee had before it
28 communications for resumed consideration and 8 communications which were
before it for the first time.

387. Working groups of the Committee, established under rule 89 of its provisional
rules of procedure, to make recommendations to the Committee regarding the
~ulfilment of the conditions of admissibility of communications, laid down in
articles 1, 2, 3 and 5 (2) of the Optional Protocol, met for one week immediately
prior to each Committee session. In order to complete their work, the working
groups continued to meet during each Committee session.

388. Under rule 91 of the provisional rules of procedure the working groups
established under rule 89 may request the State party concerned or the author of
the communication to submit additional written information or observations relevant
to the question of admissibility. Further, these working groups have been
assigned the task, in accordance with rule 94 (1), of examining communications on
the merits, with a view to assisting the Committee in formulating its final views
under article 5 (4) of the Optional Protocol. With regard to certain
communications, the Committee has also assigned this latter task to individual
members of the Committee, acting as special rapporteurs for that purpose.

389. With regard to its work under the Optional Protocol at its eighth, ninth and
tenth sessions, the Committee had before it the following basic
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documents: (a) lists of communications with brief summaries of their contents,
prepared under rule 79 of the Committee's provisional rules of procedure; (b) fact
sheets, containing a detailed description of the contents of communications, as
well as any information, observations, .::omments, explanations or statement
submitted by the parties under the Committee's provisional rules of procedure or
pursuant to article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol; (c) recommendations from the
Committee's working groups and, in one case, from a member of the Committee, acting
as special rapporteur. In addition the Committee had access to the original text
of all submissions from the States parties and from the authors of the
communications. All these documents are confidential and are made available to the
members of "the Committee only.

390. The Committee's work under the Optional Protocol is divided into two main
stages: (a) examination of communications with a view to determining whether they
are admissible under the Optional Protocol or not (the Committee may also, at this
stage, decide to discontinue consideration of a communication, without taking a
decision as to its admissibility); (b) consideration of communications with a view
to formulating the Committee's views on the merits of the case. Under article 5 (3)
of the Optional Protocol, the Committee's work under the Protocol is conducted in
closed meetings.

Issues arisin~ at the admissibility stage

391. As in earlier years, the Committee's consideration of questions relevant to
the admissibility of communications concerned mainly the rollowing issues: firstly,
the standing of the author of the communication when he does not claim to be a
victim himself but purports to act on behalf of an alleged victim and, in
particular, the circumstances in which an author may claim to be justified in
acting on behalf of an alleged victim, even without that individual's prior
knowledge or consent; secondly, issues that arise from the fact that the Covenant
and the Optional Protocol became binding on the States parties concerned as from a
certain date; thirdly, the provision of article 5 (2) (a) of the Optional Protocol
which precludes the Committee from considering a communication ir the same matter
is being examined under another procedure of international investigation or
settlement; and fourthlY, the provision of article 5 (2) (b) of the
Optional Protocol, which precludes the Committee from considering a communication
if domestic remedies have not been exhausted with regard to the alleged violations
complained of, cf. article 2 of the Optional Protocol. In addition, the
admissibility criteria set out in article 3 of the Optional Protocol (providing
that a communication shall be declared inadmissible if it is anonymous~ if it is to
be regarded as an abuse of the right of submission; or if it is considered to be
incompatible with the provisions of the Covenant) have also been relevant to the
examination of a number of communications.

392. The decisions of the Committee at its eighth, ninth and tenth sessions
continued to reflect the same approach to the issues involved, as that established
in earlier years. This approach may be summarized as follows:

The standin~ of the author

393. Article 1 of the Optional Protocol provides that the Committee can receive
communications from individuals who claim to be victims of violations of rights set
forth in the Covenant. In the Committee i s view this does not mean that the
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individual must sign the communication himself. He may also act through a duly
appointed representative and there may be other cases in which the author of the
communication m~ be accepted as havin~ the authority to act on behalf of the
alleged victim. For these reasons, rule 90~ paragraph (l) (b), of the Committee's
provisional rules of procedure provides that although the communication should
normally be submitted by the alleged victim himself or by his representative (for
example, the alleged victim's lawyer), the Committee may also decide to consider a
communication submitted on behalf of an alleged victim when it appears that he is
unable to submit the communication himself. The Committee regards a close family
connexion as a sufficient link to justi~ an author acting on behalf of an alleged
victim. On the other hand, it has declined to consider communications where the
authors have failed to establish any link between themselves and the alleged
victims.

Considerations arising from the fact that the Covenant and the Optional Protocol
became binding on the States parties as from a certain date

394. The Committee has declared communications inadmissible if the events complained
about took place prior to the entry into force of the Covenant and the
Optional Protocol for the State parties concerned. However, a reference to such

, events may be taken into consideration if the author claims that the alleged
violations ha.ve continued after the date of entry into force of the Covenant and
the Optional Protocol for the State party concerned, or that they have had effects
which themselves constitute a violation after that date. Events which took place
prior to the critical date may indeed be an essential element of the complaint
resulting from alleged violations which occurred after that date.

The application of article 5, paragraph (2) (a), of the Optional Protocol

395. Article 5~ paragraph (2) (a), of the Optional Protocol provides that the
Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual "unless it has
ascertained that the same matter is not being examined under another procedure of
international investigation or settlement ll

• 8/ The Committee has recognized in
this connexion that cases considered by the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights under the instruments governing its functions were under examination in
accordance with another procedure of international investigation or settlement
within the meaning of article 5, paragraph (2) (a). On the other hand, the
Committee has determined that the procedure set up under Economic and Social
Council resolution 1503 (XLVIII) does not constitute a procedure of international
investigation or settlement within the meaning of article 5, paragraph (2) (a) of

8/ In the course of its consideration of communications, the Committee became
aware-of a language discrepancy in the text of art. 5, para. (2) (a) of the
Optional Protocol. The Chinese, English, French and Russian texts of the article
provide that the Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual
unless it has ascertained that the St~e matter is not being examined under another
procedure of international investigation or settlement, whereas the Spanish text
of the article employs the language meaning "has not been examined". The Committee
has ascertained that this discrepancy stems from an editorial overelght in the
preparation of the final version of the Spanish text of the Optional Protocol.
Accordingly, the Committee has decided to base its work in respect of art. 5,
para. (2) (a), of the Optional Protocol on the Chinese, English, Fre._~~ and
Russian language versions.
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the Optional Protocol~ since it is concerned 'with the examination of situations
which appear to reveal a consistent pattern of gross violations of human rights and
a situation is not "tihe same matter-" as an individual complaint. The Committee has
also determined that article 5, paragraph (2) (a), of the Protocol can only relate
to procedures iwplemented by inter-State or intergovernmental organizations' on the
basis of inter··State or intergovernmental agreements or arrangements. Procedures
established by non-govez-nmerrt al. organizations, as for example the procedure of the
Inter-·Parliamentary Council of the Inter-Parliamentary Union, cannot, therefore,
bar the Committee from considering communications submitted to it under the
Optional Protocolo

3960 With regard to the application of article 5 (2) (a) of the Optional Protocol,
the Committee has further concluded that a subsequent opening of a case submitted
by an unrelated third party under another procedure of international investigation
or settlement does not preclude the Committee from considering a. communication
submitted under the Optional Protocol by the alleged victim or his legal
representative 0 The Committee has also determined that it is not precluded from
considering a communication, although the same matter has been submitted tmder
another procedure of international investigation or settlement, if it has been
withdrawn from or is no longer being examined under the latter procedure at the
time that the Committee reaches a decision on the admissibility of the
communication submitted to ito

The application of article 5, paragraph (2) (b) of the Optional Protocol

3970 Article 5" paragraph (2) (b), of the Optional Protocol provides that the
Committee shall not consider any communication from an individual unless it has
ascertained that all available domestic remedies have been exhausted. The
Committee considers that this provision should be interpreted and applied in
accordance with the generally accepted principles of international law with regard
to the exhaustion of domestic remedies as applied in the field of hQman rights.
If the State party concerned disputes the contention of the author of a
communication that all available domestic remedies have been exhausted, the State
party is required to give details of the effective remedies available to the
alleged victim in the particular circumstances of his case. In this connexion,
the Committee has deemed insufficient a general description of the rights available
to accused persons under the law and a general description of the domestic remedies
designed to protect and safeguard these rights.

Consideration of communications on the merits

398. The second main stage in the Committeeis work under the Optional Protocol
consists of the consideration of the merits of the claims that the facts complained
of constitute breaches by the States parties concerned of the rights protected by
the Covenant 0

399. Once a communication has been declared admissible, the State party concerned
is required, under article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, to submit to the
Co~nittee within six months written explana~i~ns or statements cla~ifying the
matter and the remedy ~ if any, that may have been taken by it 0 Under rule 93 (3)
of the Committee's provisional rules of procedure, the State party's submission
under article 4 (2) of the Optional 'Protocol is forwarded to the author of the
communication who may within such time limits as established by the Committee,
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submit any additional r~itten information or observations, tInder article 5 (1) of
the Optional Protocolo the Committee is~ thereupon~ called upon to consider the
cOillmThrication in the light of all Ivritten information furnished by both parties,
The final views of the Committee are forwarded to the parties under article 5 (4)
of the Optional Protocol,

400. The Committee for the first time adopted final views ~mder the Optional
Protocol at its seventh session in 1979. The views, relating to a communication
concerning Urugu.ay (commundcat Ion Ho. R.1/5) ,. were annexed to the Committee 1s last
annual report, 9/ At its eip,hth" ninth and tenth sessions, the Co~nittee continued
consideration of a number of co~unications~ in respect of which the time-limits
established by article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol and rlue 93 (3) of the
Committee 1 s provisional rules of procedure had expired.

401, At its eighth session, the Committee concluded its consideration of one
communication (No, R,2/9) s concerning Uruguay, by adopt in» its final views , It
was the Committee's view that the communication in ~uestion revealed a violation
by the State party of the provisions of the Covenant, An individual opinion
submitted by a Committee member under rule 94 (3) of the CownitteeVs provisional
rules of procedure~ and endorsed by several other Committee members, concluded
that there had been further violations of the Covenant, The text of t.he
Committee1s views and of the individUal opinion is renroduced in annex V· to the
present report 0

402, At its ninth session the Committee concluded its consideration of one
communication (No, R,2/8) 10/ concerninr: Uruguay by adoptinr; its final views.
It was the Committee!s view--that the comml~i~ation revealed a number of violations
by the State party of the provisions of the CoY~nanto The te]d of the Committee'S
views is reproduced in annex VI to the present report.

403. In respect of another communication (No, R,7/31) concerning Uruguay" which
I,TaS before the Committee at its ninth session ~ the Committee dec i ded to discontinue
its consideration, after taking note with s~tisfaction that the State party had
taken appropriate steps to remedy the mat.tcr' complained of, The text of the
Committee1s decision to discontinue consideration of the communication in ~uestion

is rep~oduced in annex VII to the present report,

404, At its tenth session" the Conmittee adopted its final views in respect of
three cOmT1unications conc~rninf, Uruguay (communications Nos, R,l/4, R,l/6 and
R,2/11), It was the Committee1s view that all three communications revealed
breaches by the State party of various provisions of the Covenant, _4n individual
opinion was submitted by a member of the Committee concernin8 communication
Noo R,2/11, The text of the Committee1s views on the communications in ~uestion~

includin8 the individual opinion concerning Ro2/1l~ is reproduced in annexes VIII,
IX and X to the present report,

9/ Official Records of the General Assembly, Thi.rty-four~h S.~sion~

Suppl;ment No, 40 (A/34/40), annex Vllo

10/ A separate communication concerning the same matter had initially been
placed before the Committee as communication No. R,ll/48, Communication
No, R,ll/48 was at the Committee 1s seventh session merged with communication
Noo R.2/8 and regarded as part thereof,
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8 communi cati.ons have been declared as suspended or di scont.Lnued'

17 communications (initially placed before the Committee as :~8 communi.cat ions )
have been declared inadmissible'

-12mmWill

6 communications (initially placed before the Committee as 7 com.munications)
have been concluded by the adoption of views under article 5 (4) of the
Optional Protocol.

12 commLLl1ications are to be exa.mined fLITther prior to a decision 03 to their
admissibility, in the light of information requested from ~~e States
parties and/or the authors under rule 91 of the Committee's nro~isional

rLues of procedure. These communications relate to Canada (2):
Colombia (3), Iceland (1): Italy (1), Hadar:ascar (1) and Uruguay (4)·

Status of commun'icat.Lcns submitted to the_ H.u.:ma~}~ights Committee
Und.er the Option~l .!'rotocol

.
407. The ,status of the remaining 39 cOmIDLmications which are pendinp before the
Committee for further consideration is as follows:

27 communications have been declared admissible under the Optional Protocol
for consideration on the mer-Lts , These communications r~late to Canada (l.;,).
Colombia (1), Finland (2), Mauri t ius (1)) SioJ'eclen (1). Uruguay (17) and 
Zaire (1).

405. Since the Hill~an Rip,hts Con~ittee be~an consideration of cOrL~unications.at its
second session in 1977, 72 communications have been nLac ed before it under- the
Optional Protocol. These communications relate to Canada (l'n" Co.Lombi a (2~),

Denmark (4), Finland (3). Iceland (1), Ital~r (1)" Madar;ascar (lL flauriti'-ls (1)
Norway (2) ~ Sweden (1): Uruguay (36) and Zaire (1) 0

406. Out of the 72 communications placed before the Committee so far, 33 are no
longer under active consideration. Their consideration has been concluded as
follows:

408. ~oJ'in~ to lack of time the Human Ri~hts Committee has been 1l..118ble to co~clude

its consideration and adopt its views on a number of c0Il1m1l..11ications in res~ect of
which the time-limits est~blished by article L!. (2) of the Opt':'onal Protocol an-"
laid down pursuant to rule 93 (3) of the Con~itt~eis provisional rules of
procedure have expired. In several of these cases the States parties concerned
have already submitted their explanations or statements under article 1.~ (2) of the
Optional Protocol and the authors of the comnun.icat i.ons have furnished ac.<Htional
information or observations under rule 93 (3) of the Commdt.tee ' s rules of
procedure.
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v. Q,UESTION OF CO-OPERATIon BETWEEN THT:.: Cm1J11ITTEE
JLWD THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES CONCERNED

)+1Q" At its eighth session (see CCPR!C!SR.lCO and 181), the Chairman recalled the
decisions previously tclren by the Conmlittee on the question of its co-oueration
yith the specialized a~encies concerned as recorded in para~rauhs 600~ 605 and 606
of the report of the Cownlttee to the General Assembly at its thirty-third
session (A!33/4o),

~lll, 8peakin[" at the invitation of the Chairman: the representative of the
International Labour Office informed the Committee of the forms of collaborat:i.on
that existed between the International Labour Organization (ILO) on the one hand
and the Comx.littee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) and certain
other specialized a~en~ies on the other~ in the implementation of several ILO
conventions concerning matters that were aJ.so within the competence of both CERD
and tl:e ae;encies concerned. He pointed out that the ILO could communicate to the
Coraeritt.ee the relevant information pertainine; to the reports submitted by States
'.'arties and scheduled for consideration at any part Lcul.ar- session. Such
infor~ation could concern the ILO conventions ratified by the States in qQestion
end any CO~Jents made by the su~ervisory bodies of the ILO on the implementation
of those conventions or on procedures specially provid=d for, The ILO could also
provide the COl~ittee with more general documentation on the interpretation of ILO
standarQs relevant to the work of t~e Committee under ~he Covenant.

~l::" Cpeak.ing at the .i.rvitat.Lon of the Cha.i.rman , the representative of the
United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Organization «(ffiT~8CO) assured
the Committee of the unreserved co~operation of his Organization in all areas.
He t hought that one type of co-opez-at i.on woul.d be the excha- -.;e of e;eneral
information en 3, regular basis 9 includin~ documents and reports on UNE8CO~s

~ctivities in areas relevant to the Committee and resolutions adopted to promote
such ae t i vitles. Another possil area of cc--oper-atrion was the provision of
information re~arding specific suojects for which UNESCO had a special
res:!,onsibility,

1113. T'Tith reference to article 40, paragraph 3 9 of the: Covenant 9 the Committee
decided that extracts from the reports of States parties concerning articles of
the Covenant which were of interest to the specialized agencies should be
transmitted to them by the Secretary-General on a rer,ular basis.

1n4. The Committee further agreed. that; (i) the very fact that co-oper-at i on with
the specialized ap;encies had become one of the more permanent items on the
Committee 1s agenda showed the value the Committee attached to that co-operat~on
and its rlesire to ccr.t inue and improve it;, (ii) the Cornrnittee was convinced of the
need for all possible information from the specialized agencies that was relevant
to its work~ in a relationship of mutual ~o-operation with those agencies~

accordingly~ and to that end 9 the Committee agreed that information 9 mainly on the
spec La.l.Lzed agenc i es interpretation of ~ and practice in ralation to 9 the
corresponding provisions of their instruments) should be made available to members
of the Crnnm.ittee on a regular basis, and that information of any other kind may be
made a.vailable to them on r-eouest. dur i ng meetings of the Committee which wer-e
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attended by representatives of the specialized a~encies~ (iii) with re~ard to the
desirability of the specialized agencies submitting comments on the reports
submitted to the Committee by States parties to the Covenant, it was agreed that
the decision of the Committee as recorded in para~raph 605 of the COI~litteels
report to the General Assembly at its thirty~third session (A/33/40) still
remained valid, it being understood that the Committee could revert to the matter
at a later stap,e and, in the light of the experience it had gained, seek ways of
further strengthening its co-o~eration with the specialized agencies,
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VI. FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE Cm1MITTEE

415. At its eighth session, the Committee was informed that the United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea had decided to hold a ninth session in 1980, with
the first part of the session being convened in New York fro!'1 3 Harch to
4 April 1980, and that the Committee on Conferences had, on the recommendation of
the Division of Conferences and General Services, decided on 13 September 1979 to
recommend to the General Assembly that the meetings) inter alia, of the Human
Rir;hts Committee, originally scheduled to be held in New York from 17 t1arch to
4 April 1980, should take place at Geneva. In its recommendation to the General
Assembly, the Committee on Conferences cited problems of space and technical
difficulties at Headquarters as reasons why the session of the Conference on the
LaF of, the Sea and that of the Committee could not be held simultaneously at
New York and had referred to General Assembly resolution 3483 (XXX) of
12 December 1975 by ,.,hich the Assembly had decided "t.o accord priority to the
Conference in relation to other United Nations activities, except those of orGans
established by the Charter of the United Nations 11. The Committee was also
informed that, with the Committeeis sprin~ session bein~ held at Geneva) the
summer session of the Committee and of its Working Group could be scheduled in
New York between the dates now appearing in the Geneva calendar of meetings.

416. Members of the Committee expressed regret at the proposed change of the
venue of the ninth session. They recalled that) as early as its first session)
the Committee had decided to hold alternate sessions in Geneva and New York, that
under the Covenant the Committee was normally to meet at the Headquarters of the
United Nations or at the United Nations Office at Geneva and that the Secretary-·
General was to provide, inter alia, the facilities for the effective performance
of the Committeeis functions under the Covenant, They stressed the impo~tance of
holding one session in New York per year as most developinr, countries were
represented by missions in New York, which was not the case in Geneva. Further,
it would be more convenient for States on the other side of the Atlantic to have
their reports considered at New York, They alqo expressed the wish that the
Committee should hold some of its futlrre sessions in developing countries provided
that this did not involve too much expenditure for the host develGping countries.

41'7. Since numerous members of the Gommittee expressed reservations at the holding
of the tenth session in New York~ the Committee agreed to hold its summer session
as well at Geneva as originally scheduled.

418. Having been informed that the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany
was considering the possibility of hosting one of the Committeeis 1981 sessions,
members of the Committee agreen. to respond positively if the Government of that
country decided to invite the \...-ommittee.

419, At its ninth session, the Committee decided that its tenth session would be
held at Geneva from 14 July to 1 August 1980 and its eleventh session at Geneva
from 20 to 31 October 1980; and that in each case the working ~roup would meet one
week beforehand or earlier. As to the calendar of meetings for 1981 and 1982,
the Committee decided that its twelfth session would be held at United Nations
Headquarters from 23 March to 10 April 1981~ the thirteenth session at the
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United nations Office at Geneva from 13 to 31 July 1981 ~ the fourteenth session at
Geneva from 12 to 30 October 1981, the fifteenth session at Headquarters from
22 Mar-ch to 9 April 1982.. the sixteenth session at Geneva from 12 to 30 July 1982
and the seventeenth session at Geneva from 11 to 29 October 1982? and that in each
case the working group would meet one week beforehand or earlier.

VII. ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

420. At its 244th j 245th and 246th meetings on 31 July a~d 1 August 1980, the
Committee considered the draft of its fourth annual report covering the activities
of the Committee at its eighth, ninth and. tenth sessions, held in 1979 and 1980.
The report, as amended in the course of the discussions, was adopted by the
COrrJW-ittee unanimously.
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ANNEX I

A. States parties to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights a/

a/ Sri Lanka acceded to the Covenant on 11 June 1980 and the CovLnant will
enter-into force for Sri Lanka on 11 September 1980.

States parties to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights and to the Optional Protocol and States which have made the
declaration under article 41 of the Covenant, as at

1 August 1980

State party

Austria

Barbados

Bulgaria

Byelorussian Soviet Socialist
Republic

Canada

Chile

Colombia

Costa Rica

Cyprus

Czechoslovakia

Denmark

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

El Salvador

Finland

Gambia

German Democratic Republic

Germany2 Federal Republic of

Guinea

Guyana

Date of receipt of
the instrument of

ratification or
accession (a)

10 September 1978

5 January 1973 (a)

21 September 1970

12 November 1973

19 May 1976 (a)

10 February 1972

29 October 1969

29 November 1968

2 April 1969

23 December 1975

6 January 1972

4 January 1978 (a)

6 March 1969

30 November 1979

19 August 1975

22 March 1979 (a)

8 November 1973

17 December 1973

24 January 1978

15 February 1977

Date of entry
into force

10 December 1978

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

19 August 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

4 April 1978

23 March 1976

29 February 1980

23 March 1976

22 June 1:'79

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

24 April 1978

15 May 1977
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State party

Hungary

Iceland

India

Iran

Iraq

Italy

Jamaica

Japan

Jordan

Kenya

Lebanon

Libyan,Arab Jamahiriya

Madagascar

Mali

Mauritius

Nongolia

Horocco

liretherland8

New Zealand

Nicaragua

Norway

Panama

Peru

Poland

Portugal

Romania

Rwanda

Senegal

Spain

Suriname

Sweden

Syrian Arab RepUblic

Trinidad and Tobago

Date of' receipt of
the instrument of

ratification or
accession (a)

17 January 1974

22 August 1979

10 April 1979 (a)

24 June 1975

25 January 1971

15 September 1978

3 October 1975

21 June 1979

28 May 1975

1 May 1972 (a)

3 November 1972 (a)

15 May 1970 (a)

21 June 1971

16 July 1974 (a)

12 December 1973 (a)

18 November 1974

3 May 1979

11 December 1978

28 December 1978

12 March 1980 (a)

13 September 1972

8 March 1977

28 April 1978

18 March 1977

15 June 1978

9 December 1974

16 April 1975 (a)

13 February 1978

27 April 1977

28 December 1976 (a)

6 December 1971

21 April 1969 Ca)
21 December 1978 (a)
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Date of entry
into force

23 March 1976

22 November 1979

10 July 1979

23 Mar-ch 1976

23 March 1976

15 December 1978

23 March 1976

21 September 1979

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1916

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

3 August 1979

11 March 1979

28 March 1979

12 June 1980

23 March 1976

8 June 1977

c8 July 1978

18 June 1977

15 September 1978

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

13 May 1978

27 July 1977

28 March 1977

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

21 March 1979



B. States parties to the Optional Protocol

Date of entry
into force

Date of entry
into force

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

19 August 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

4 April 19'(8

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

22 November 1979

15 December 1978

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

11 March 1979

12 June 1980

23 March 1976

20 August 1976

11 September 1976

23 March 1976

10 August 1978

23 March 1976

1 February 1977
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Date of receipt of
the instrument of

ratification or
accession (a)

5 January 1975 (a)

19 May 1976 (a)

29 October 1969

29 November 1968

6 January 1972

4 January 1978 (a)

6 March 1969

19 August 1975

22 August 1979 (a)

15 September 1978

3 October 1975

21 June 1971

12 December 1973 (a)

11 December 1978

12 March 1980 (a)

20 May 1976

11 June 1976 (a)

1 April 1970

10 May 1978

2 June 1971

1 November 1976 (a)

12 November 1973

Date of receipt of
the instrument of

ratification or
accession (a)

16 October 1973

18 March 1969

Madag&~car

Mauritius

State party

Netherlands

Nicaragua

Italy

Jamaica

Iceland

Barbados

Canada

Colombia

Costa Rica

Denmark

Dominican Republic

Ecuador

Finland

State party

Tunisia

Ukrainian Soviet Socialist
Republics

Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics

United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern
Ireland

United Republic of Tanzania

Uruguay

Venezuela

Yugoslavia

Zaire
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State party

Norway

Panama

Senegal

Suriname

Sweden

Uruguay

Venezuela

Zaire

C.

-
Date of receipt of
the instrument of

ratification or
accession (a)

13 September 1972

8 March 1977

13 February 1978

28 December 1976 (a)

6 December 1971

1 April 1970

10 May 1978

1 November 1976 (a)

States which have made the declaration
under article 41 of the Covenant

Austria

Canada

Denmark

Finland

Germany, Federal Republic of

Iceland

Italy

Netherlands

New Zealand

Norway

Sri Lanka

Sweden

United Ilingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

Date of entry
into force

23 March 1976

8 June 1977

15 May 1978

28 Mar-cb 1977

23 March 1976

23 March 1976

10 August 1978

1 February 1977
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Tunisia

Senegal

United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland

Iran

German Democratic RepUblic

Romania

Yugoslavia

Syrian Arab Republic

Bulgaria

Mauritius

Cyprus

Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics

Norway

Ecuador

Country of nationality

Jordan

Canada

Germany ~ Federal Republic of

Colombia

,' .... {,.

~tr. Nejib Bouziri**

Mr. Abdoulaye Dieye'~*

Sir Vincent Evans*

* Term expires on 31 December 1980.

** Term expires on 31 December 1982.

Mr. Manouchehr Ganji*

fflr. Bernhard Graefrath*~}

l\1r. Vladimir Hanga*
J:.'Ir. Dejan JanEa**

Mr. Haissam Kelani*
Mr. Luben G. Koulishev*

fflr. Rajsoomer Lallah*:'}

Mr. Andreas V. Mavrommatis~'

Mr. Anatoly Petrovich Movchan"

Mr. Torkel Opsahl**

Mr. Julio Prado Vallejo*':'

Mr. Waleed Sadi**

Mr. WaIter Surma 'I'arnopo.Lsky"

Mr. Christian Tomuschat**

Mr. Diego Uribe Vargas*

Name of member

Membership of the Human Rights Committee

Ar-JNEX 11
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Submission of reports and additional information by States parties
under article 40 of the Covenant durin~ the period under revie~ a/

•

'1..

ai.n

I TTn T'
j

1

I
J
1

States parties Date due

AimBX IH

A. Initial. reports

Date of remind~r(s) sent
to States whose reports

pave not yet been
Date of submission submitted

Austria

Colombia

14 September 1979

22 Har'ch 1977

NOT YET RECEIVED

14 November 1979

(1) 25 April 1980

(1) 25 April 1960

(1) 14 May 1979
(2) 23 April 1980

(1) 25 April 1980

(1) 30 September 1977
(2) 22 February 1978
(3) 29 August 1978

(1) 30 September 1977
(2) 22 February 1970
(3) 29 August 1978
(4) 17 April 1980

NOT YET RECEIVED

NOT YET RECEIVED

NOT YET RECEIVED

NOT YET RECEIVED

NOT YET RECEIVED

NOT YET RECEIVED

26 February 1980

NOT YET RECEIVED

15 August 1979 bf22 March 1977

22 March 1977

3 April 1979

21 June 1980

23 April 1979

14 May 1978

9 July 1980

14 December 1979

22 March 1977

Kenya

Mali 22 March 1977 14 August 1979 bf

Netherlands 10 March 1980 NOT YET RECEIVED

New Zealand 27 March 1980 NOT YET RECEIVED

Panama 7 June 1978 HOT YET RECEIVED (1) 14 flay 1979
(~ ) 23 April 1980

Portugal 14 September 1979 NOT YEll RECEIVED (1) 25 April 1980

Lebanon

Guyana

India

Italy

Jamaica

Dominican
Republic

Gambia

Guinea

; !.

I
;1
l-.l
u
;'~
,j

'I!t
,1
1'1
11, i

H
l·:~

11
:~
!j

I
t~

f'
[

( a/ From 18 August 1979 to 1 August 1980 - end of seventh session to end of
tenth-session.

mbLd cs

bf These r'epor-t.s were received after the last annual report of the Conani.tt.ee
(A/34/40) had been reproduced,
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Date of reminder(s) sent
to States whose reports

have n~t yet been
States parties Date due Date of submission submitted

Rwanda 22 March 1977 NOT YET RECEIVED (1 ) 30 September 1977
(2 ) 22 February 1978
(3) 29 August 1978
(4 ) 17 April 1980

Trinidad and
Tobago 20 March 1980 NOT YET RECEIVED

sent United Republic
rts of Tanzania 10 September 1977 20 August 1979
n

Uruguay 22 I·larch 1977 NOT YET RECEIVED (1 ) 30 September 1977
(2 ) 22 February 1978
(3) 29 August 1978
(4) 17 April 1980

Venezuela 9 August 1979 5 November 1979

Zaire 31 January 1978 NOT YET RECEIVED (1) 14 May 1979
(2 ) 23 April 1980

B. Additional information submitted subsequent to the
examination of the initial reports by the Committee

states parties

Denmark

Norway
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23 November 1979
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A..~NEX IV

letter dated 1 August 1980 from the Chairman of the Huw.an
Rights Committee to the Chairman of the Third Meeting of
States parties to the International Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights

At its 237th meeting, the Human Rights Committee requested me to draw the
attention of the States parties, through you, to the reporting obligations of
States parties under article 40 of the Ccv~nant on Civil and Political Rights and
the extent to which States parties had complied with those obligations.

Article 40 of the Covenant requires States parties to submit reports on the
measures they have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized in the
Covenant and on the progress made in the enjoyment of these rights, within one year
of the entry into force of the Covenant for the States parties concerned.

It has been a matter of satisfaction to the Committee tbat the great majority
of States parties have fulfilled their reporting obligations under article 40 of
the Covenant and have developed a constructive dialogue with the Committee: The
Committee wishes to record its appreciation for the increasingly close co-operation
trh i ch States parties have so c:enerously afforded to t.he Ccrani.t t ee ,

A few States parties~ however, have not yet SUbmitted their reports in
pursuance of their obligations under that article, some since 1977 and others
since 1978. A list showing the status of the submission of reports is annexed..~

The Committee took a number of steps with a view to providing timely
opportunities for States parties to fulfil their reporting obligations. In the
first instance, a reminder has been sent, followed in the ensuing two successive
years by further reminders. The Permanent Representatives to the United Nations
of those States parties whose reports were due since 1977 were also handed an
aide-memoire which indicated that, unless the reports of their States were received
before the following session, the Committee would find it difficult to avoid
mentioning, in its ensuing annual report to the General Assembly, the failure of
the Governments concerned to comply with their reporting obligations. In this
regard, rule 69 (2) of the Committee's provisional rules of procedure provides
that, if after a reminder the State party still does not submit its report, the
Committee shall so state in its annual report to the General Assembly. The
Committee felt bound to specify in its annual report for 1980 the states which had
failed to submit their reports which have been due since 1977.

In the case of the report of Lebanon which has been due since 1977, the
representative of Lebanon to the United Nations expressed his Government's regret
for the delay in submitting its report, and hoped that the Committee would
understand the difficulties that Lebanon had been going through and which made it

a/ See annex Ill.
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impossible for Lebanon to send its report at that stage. In these circumstances,
the Committee decided not to include in the Committee's annual report for 1980 the
name of Lebanon in the list of States which had failed to meet their reporting
obligations under article 40.

It was the Committee I s "ldsh that the attention of the Third Meeting of States
parties to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights be drawn to the encouraging
measure of compliance by States ~arties Tvith their reporting obligations under
article 40 of the Covenant and to the steps which had been taken with regard to
those States parties which had not fulfilled their reporting obligations.
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ANlillX V

Views of the Human Rights Commit.tee under article 5 (4) of
the Optional Protocol to The International Covenant on-----

Civil and Political Rights -

concerning

Communication No. R.2/9

Submitted by:

9tate party concerned:

Date of communication:

Edgardo Dante Santullo Valcada

Uruguay

20 February 1977

I
1

:1
I
I
i

,I
;I
!t
'I

I

I

: \

:1
:I
ij
il

11
\'/

i

I
l
'~

1

~

The Human Rights Committee, established under article 28 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

meeting on 26 October 1979;

having concluded its consideration of communication No. R.2/9 submitted to .
the Conmittee by Et~ardo Dante Santullo Valcada under the Optional Protocol
to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;

having taken into account all written information made available to it by
the author of the communication and by the State party concerned;

adopts the folloinng:

VIEWS UNDER ARTICLE 5 (4) OF THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

1. The author of this communication dated 20 February 1977 Le a Uruguayan
national residing in Mexico. He submitted the communication on his mv.n behalf.

2. The author states that on 8 September 1976 he was arrested in the streets of
Montevideo by four police officers dressed in civilian clothing anQ taken to the
headquarters of the Investigation and Intelligence Department. There he learned
that he was accused of receiving the clandestine newspaper Carta. The author
described what ensued as follows: liOn denying this, I was hooded ano forced to
remai.n standing in an unnatUral rosition (feet one metre apart, body and head very
erect, arms stretched out and raised to shoulder level, in IU.Y underwear and barefoot
on a pile of grit); this caused me intense muscular pain. If I was overcome by
fatigue and lowered my arms or head or put my legs a little further together, I was
beaten brutally. This treatment was accompanied by punches, kicks~ insults and
threats of torturing my wife and two children' (aged six and eight). II He further
alleges that he was not given any food and that this situation lasted for three
days. The day after his arrest, on 9 September 1976, at 3 a.m., his house was
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thoroushly searched alle~edly without his perwission and without any warrant. On
16 September 1976 he was transferred to the Central Prison where he remained
j~prisoned for a further 50 days in complete solitary confinement in a cell
measuring 1.2 by 2 metres. He was only allowed to leave his cell 15 minutes in the
mornings and 15 minutes in the afternoons. On 23 October 1976, he was broup,ht
before a military jUdge before whom he maintained what he has said previously. On
5 Nove~b6r 1976 he w~s again brought before the military court, where he was
informed that, in the absence of any r-easonab.l.e grounds for charging him with an
offence, he co'-lld go free. The writer adds that at no time, durin~ the 50 days of
his detention) was he able to communicate w'ith a defence counsel and that the
recourse of habeas corpus was not applicable in his case beca~8e he was detained
under t'.e "prompt security meaaures ", Finally he claims thl'lt he has nr -'.. received
any compensation for his imprisonment and for the resultinr; economic .rar-dshi p
suffered by his family.

3. On 25 August 1977, the Human Rights Committee decided to transmit the
cownunication to the State party: under rule 91 of the provisional rules of
procedure, requesting information and observations relevant to the question of
admissibility.

4. By letter dated 27 October 1977; the State party objected to the admissibility
. of the communication on the grounds that the alleged victim had not exhausted all

available domestic remedies, and made the general observation that every person in
the national territory has free access to the courts and public and administrative
authorities and freedom to avail of all the administrative and le~al remedies
available to them under Uruguay! s internal law.

5. On 1 February 1978, the Human Rig~ts Committee:

(a) having ascertained that the case concerning the alleged victim has not
been submitted to any other international body;

(b) being unable to conclude that, with regard to exhaustion of domestic
remedies, on the basis of the information before it, there were any further remedies
which the alleged victim should or could have pursued;

Therefore decided:

(a) that the communication was admissible;

(b) that the text of this decision be trans~~tted to the State party, together
with the text of the relevant documents, and to the author;

(c) that, in accordance with article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, the
State party be requested to submit to the Committee, within six months of the date
of the transmittal to.it of this decision, written explanations or statements
clarify.ing the matter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken by it.

6. The time-limit for the State party's submission under article 4 (2) of the
Optional Protocol expired on 3 September 1978. More than four months after expiry
of the six-month time-limit, the State party submitted its explanations, dated
8 January 1979, YThich consisted of a liReview of the rights of the accused in cases
before a military criminal tribunal, and domestic remedies available to him for
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protecting and safeguarding his rights in the national courts of justice". It
contained a reference to the remedy of habeas corpus under article 17 of the
Ccnstitution ~ but it did not mention the fact that under the Uruguayan legal system
the remedy of habeas corpus is not applicable to persons arrested and detained under
the regime of prompt secu~ity measures.

7, On 10 April 1979, the Committee decided that the submission of the State party
dated 8 January 1979 was not sufficient to comply with the rnquirements of
article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, since it contained no explanations on the
merits of the case under consideration and requested the State party to supplement
its submission by providing, not later than six weeks from the date of the
transmittal of this decision to the State party, observations concerning the
substance of the matter under consideration.
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8. The Committee's decision of 18 April 1979 was transmitted to the Stat~ party
on 18 May 1979. The six weeks referred to therein, therefore, expired on
2 July 1979. More than three months after that date, a response was received from
the State party, dated 9 October 1979. The State party informed that
Mr. Santullo Valcada was arrested on 9 September 1976 in connexion with the
identification of persons acting as clandestine contacts for the proscribed
Communist Party. During the inspection of his house, a great amount of subversive
material was allegedly found and Mr. Santullo was detained under the prompt security
measures. On 6 November 1976 he was released and a few days later~ on 25 November,
he obtained political asylum at the embassy of :Mexico. It is maintained that,
throughout the proceedings~ all the provisions of the internal legal order were
strictly complied with. The State party also referred in its submission to the
regime of llprompt security measures" describing some of its characteristics. Under
such regime, any person can be arrested on grounds of a grave and imminent ~anger

to security and public order; the remedy of habeas corpus is not applicable.
FurthErmore the State party referred to the domestic legal provisions prohibiting
any physical maltreatment in Uruguay. IrJithout going into further details. the
State party submitted that the author's allegations concerning violations of the
Covenant were unfounded, irresponsible and unaccompanied by the least shred of
eviden~e and that they accordingly did not deserve further comment.

9. The Committee has noted that the submissions by the Government of Uruguay of
9 October 19'79 were received after the expiry of the time-limit imposed by
article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, and even after the time-limit following the
Committee's renewed request of 18 April 1979. The Committee considered the present
communication in the light of all information made available to it by the parties
as provided for in article 5 (1) of the Optional Protocol.

10. The Human Rights Committee therefore decides to base its views on the
following facts which have either been essentially confirmed by the State party vr
are unrepudiated or uncontested except for denials of a general character offering
no particular information or explanations: Edgardo Dante Santullo Valcada was
arrested on 8 or 9 September 1976. He was brought before a military judge on
25 October 1976 and again on 5 or 6 November 1976 when he was released. During his
detention he did not have access to legal counsel. He had no possibility to apply
for habeas corpus. Nor was there any decision against him which could be the
subject of an appeal.

11. As regards the allegations of ill-treatment, the Committee noted that in his
communication the author named the senior officers responsible for the ill-treatment
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which he alleged that he received. 'Ihe State party has adduced no evidence that his
allegatio11S of ill-t:t'eatment have been duly investigated in accordance with the laws
to which it drew att0ntion in its submission of 9 October 1979. A refutation of
these allegations in general terms is not enough. The State party should
investigate the allegations in accordance with its laws.

12, The Human Rights Committee acting under article 5 (4) of the Optional Protocol
to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is of the view that
these facts, having arisen after 23 March 1976, disclose violations of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in particular:

of article 9 (4) because, habeas corpus being inapplicable in his casE',
Sm.tullo ValcQda was denied en effective renedy to challenGe hi3 arrest
and detention.

As regards article 7 of the Covenant the Committee cannot find that there has not
been any violation of this provision. In this respect the Committee notes that the
State party has failed to show that it had ensured to the person concerned the
protection required by article 2 of the Covenant.

13. The Committee, accordingly, is of the view that the State party is under an
,obligation to tlli~e imm8diate steps to ensure strict observance of the provisions of
the Covenant aDd to provide effective remedies to the victim, including compensation
in accordance with article 9 (5) of the Covenant.

APPENDIX

IndiICidual oplnJ.uD submitted by a member of the Human Rights
Conrr.uttee under rule ~4 (3) of the Committee's provisional

rules of procedure

Communication No. R.2/9

Individual opJ.nJ.on appended to the Committee1s views at the request of
~;lr. Halter Surma Tarnopolsky:

Although I agree with the view of· the Committee that it couli not find
that there has not been any violation of article 7 of the Covenant, I also
conclude, for the reasons set out in paragraph 11 of the Committee1s views,
that there has been a violation of article 7 of the Covenant.

The following members of the COlmnittee associated themselves with the
individual opinion submitted by Mr. Tarnopolsky: r~. Nejib Bouziri,
Mr. Abdoulaye Dieye, ~,1r. Bernhard Graefrath, Mr. Dejan Janca, Mr. ~I]"aleed Sadi.
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ANNEX VI

Views of the lIuman Rights Committee un.der article 5 (4) of
tIle Optional Pr9tocol to tl1e Internationa.l Cov.enant on

Civil an~ Political Ri~hts

concerning

Communication No. R.2/8

Submitted by: Initially submitted by Ana Maria GarcJ.a Lanza de Ne'cto on behalf of
her aunt Beatriz W'eismann Lanza and her uncle Alcides Lanza Perdomo ~

who later joined as submitting parties

Sta.te party copcerned: Untguay

Date of communication: 20 February 1977 (date of initial letter)

The Human Rights Committee ~ established under article 28 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

- meeting on 3 April 1980;

- having concluded its consideration of communication No. R.2/8 in5.tially
submitted to the Committee by Ana Maria Garcia Lanza de Netto under the
Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights;

- having taken into account all written information made available to it by
the initial author of the communication, the alleged victims and by the
State party concerned;

Adopts the following:

VIEWS UNDER ARTICLE 5 (4) OF THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

1. The initial author of this communication, Ana Maria Garcia Lanza de Netto
(initial letter dated 20 February 1977) is a Uruguayan national, residing in Mexico.
She submitted the communicati.on on behalf of her aunt, Beatriz lrTeismann de Lanza, a
35-year-old Uruguayan citizen, and her uncle, Alcides Lanza Perdomo, a 60-year-old
Uruguayan citizen and a former trade union leader, alleging that both had been
arbitrarily arrested and detained in Uruguay.

2. Ana Mar!a Garc!a Lanza de Netto claimed that'her uncle had been arrested early
in February 1976 in the streets of Montevideo by the occupants of an army vehicle
and that until the end of September 1976 his family was unable to locate him. She
alleged that Alcides Lanza Perdomo was detained at various places, including the
naval air base at Laguna del Sauce in the Department of Maldenado and that during
this period of initial detention he had to be admitted to the Central Hospital of the
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Armed Forces four times, on one occasion almost compJ.etely suffocated. She further
alleged that there are two months about which her uncle remembers absolutely nothing
and that he supposes havins been unconscious all that time. She claimed that as a
consequence of the mistreatment received, her uncle's hearing was seriously impaired
and that he had difficulties moving about because of injuries which were caused 'to
one hip, probably a fracture.

It is submitted that Alcides Lanza Perdomo was later held in the army barracks
of the School of Weapons and Services, 14 kilometres alung Camino Maldonado, where
he was allegedly housed in a railway wagon together witI'> 16 other prisoners and that
he was forced to work in the fields.

In respect of her aunt, Beatriz Weismann de Lanza, the initial author submitted
that she had been arrested shortly after her husband by army personnel entering her
home early one morning and taking her aw'ay together with her two small sons, who
were handed over some hours later to their grandmother. The author claimed that her
aunt's family and friends were unaware of her place of detention until late in 1976.
She claimed that her aunt had been in good health until her disappearance in
February 1976 but that due to torture inflicted upon her, she had no feeling f'l"om
the waist downwards and could not move without the help of two female prisoners.
She stated that Beatriz Weismann de Lanza had nevez-theLeee been obliged to work.

Finally, Ana Maria GarcJ:a Lanza de Netto submitted that proceedings had been
initiated with regard to her uncle before a military court, but that it was not
clear whether her aunt had appeared before a court.

These submissions have 'later been supplemented by the alleged vi,ctims, as set
out in paragraphs 9, 10 and 11 below.

3. On 26 August 1977, the Human Rights Committee decided to transmit the
communication to the State party under rule 91 of the provisional rules of
procedure, requesting information and observations relevant to the question of
admissibility. By that same decision the Committee requesbed
Ana Maria Garcia Lanzade Netto to furnish detailed information on the grounds and
circumstances justifying her acting on behalf of the alleged victims.

4. By letter dated 21 October 1977 the initial author explained that the alleged
victims were unable to act on their own behalf and that she was acting on their
behalf as their close relative, believing, on the basis of her personal acquaintance
with them, that the alleged victims would agree to lodging a complaint.

5. By letter dated 27 October 1977 the State party objected to the admissibility
of the communication on two grounds:

(a) that the same matter was already being examined by the Inter-American
Commi.asLon on Human Rights;

(b) that the alleged victims had not exhausted all available domestic
remedies.

6. On 1 February 1978, the Human Rights Committee,

(a) having ascertained that the case concerning Beatriz Weismann de Lanza,
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which had been before thE' Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, had been
withdrawn and was no longer under active eonsideration by that body;

Therefore decided:

(b) That the communication was admissible ~

(a) That the author of the communication was justified by reason of close
family connexion in acting on behalf of the alleged victims~

(b) having further ascertained that the cases concerninp, Alcides Lanza
Perdomo were submitted to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rip,hts in
November 1974 and February 1976 respectively:

(c) That the text of this decision be transmitted to the State party tegether
with the text of the relevant documents and to the author;

(d) That, in accordance with article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol" the
State party be r-eouest.ed to submit to the Commftrtee ~ within six months of the
date of the transmittal to it of this decdsf.on , wri.....ten explanations or statements
clarifying the matter and the remedy" if any that may have been taken by it 0

~vith regard to the exhaustion of domestic remedies the Committee said that
its decision limay' be reviewed in the light of any further explanations which tne
State party may submit giving details of any domestic remedies which it claims to
have been available to the alleged victims in the circumstances of their cases,
together with evidence that there would be a reasonable prospect that such
remedies loTOuld be effective il

•

(cl.) further concluding that, with ree;ard to exhaustion of domestic remedies,
on the basis of the information before it~ there were no further remedies which
the alleged victims should or could have pursued ;

(c) concluding that these two cases cannot relate to events alleged to have
taken place on or after 23 Maleh 1976 (the date on which the Covenant and the
Optional Protocol entered into force for Uruguay);
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7. By its decision of 18 April 1979~ the Committee:

(a) Informed the State party of the Committee's concern that the State
party had failed to fulfil its obligation to submit written explanations or
statements under article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol;

-American

~stic

(b) Requested the State party ~ 81though the six-months ' time-limit ~
established by article 4 (2) of the Optional Protoco1 9 had expired on
3 September 1978, that a submission from the State party pursuant to that artiele
should be made without further delay and should, in any event, reach the Human
Rights Committee not later than six weeks from the date of the transmittal of
the decision.

de Lan~a,

80 The time-limit set by the Committee in its decision of 18 April expired on
2 July 1979, at which time no further submission had yet been received. However~

in a note dated 8 October 1979 the Government submitted, in the first place 9 that
the Committee should review' its decision regarding the admissibility of the"
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communication~ because domestic remedies had not been exhausted. rt attached a
summary of' available remedies~ notinp; that the authors had not indicated that they
had actually applied f'or any remedies; furthermore~ the Government stated that the
ef'f'ectiveness of' the remedies was not f'or the Government to prove and that it could
not be arBued hypothetically that they were inef'f'ective. NotwithstandinR these
contentions~ however, the Government p.;ave the f'ollowinf; inf'ormation:

"Mr. Alcides Lanza was arrested f'or investip,ation on 2 February 1976
and detained under the prompt security measures. Subsequently, on
21 September 1976, he was charged by the military examining judge of'
f'ifth sitting with the off'ence of' 'SUbversive association' referred to
in article 60 (VI) of' the Military Penal Code.

On 26 October 1977 he was sentenced to three years' severe
imprisonment less the period spent in custody pendinp.; trial. On
completion of his sentence, he was granted unconditional release on
2 February 1979 and left Uruguay f'or Sweden on 1 July 1979.

It should be noted that the appropriate legal assistance was
available to Mr. Lanza at all times, his def'ence counsel being
Dr. Juan Barbe.

Mrs. l.J'eismann de Lanza was arrested f'or investigation on
17 February 1976 and detained under the prompt security measures.
Subsequently, on 28 September 1976~ she wa.s charged by the military
examininp, judge of' f'irst sitting with the of'f'ence of' 'assistance to
association' referred to in article 60 (VI) of' the Military Penal Code.

She was sentenced on 4 April 1978. Her offence was deemed to have
been purged by the period spent in custody pending trial, and she was
released. She left Uruguay for Sweden on 11 February 1979".

It stated that it was clearly demonstrated by the plain statement of facts
e;iven above that the accusations of' violations of the Covenant were lIfallacious ",
l?A1thoueh such accusations~ being groundless, irresponsible and unaccompanied by
the least shred of evidence, are not worthy of any further comment;" some were
ref'erred to by way of' example:

"It is obvious that both of' these persons were afforded all
guarantees of due process, for they were brought bef'ore a competent
jUdge in public proceedings, had the appropriate lep.;al assistance from
their def'ence counsel and were presumed innocent until proved guilty
(article l4~ paragraph L, paragraphs 3 (b) and 3 (e) and paragraph 2).

The charges' of alleged ill-treatment and torture suffered by the
detainees are mere figments of the author's imagination; she is
apparently unaware of Uruguay's long tradition in the matter~ which has,
throu~hout its history, earned it the reco~nition of the international
community. Only someone who is completely ignorant of the facts or is
acting in obvious bad faith can conce~vably accuse Uruguay of violating
articles 7 and 10 (1) of the Covenant and article 5 of' the Universal
Declaration of' Human Rights. Detainees are not subjected to any kind
of torture or physical coercion in any detention establishment.
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The Government of Uruguay trusts that the foregoing explanations
will provide e. sufficient basis for the Committee, on this occasion, to
reject once and for all the comm:mication under consideration, which is
merely another instance of the campaign of defamation conducted ap,ainst
our country with the intention of discrediting its image abroad; none
the less, it remains at the disposal of the Committee for any further
clarification it may require."

9. MeanWhile, one of the alleged victims, Beatriz Heismann de Lanaa , after
arriving in Sweden, had submitted a communication (received on 28 February 1919
and first registered as R.l1/48) on behalf of the other alleged victim, her
husband Alcides Lanza Perdomo, containing further and detailed particulars about
his case. In a further letter (of 30 April 1979) including a detailed statement
of her own case, she request~d to be regarded as co-sponsor and co-author of the
present communication, and that her own communication (R.11/48) be regarded as
part thereof and added thereto as further information.

She stated, inter alia, that her husband had been kept in different military
quarters and prisons, held incommunicado for nine months and subjected to torture,
such as electric shocks~ hanging from his hands, immersion of his head in dirty
water, near to asphyxia, "submar-Ino seco", She stated that her husband suffered
froIp;'''several serious health problems (hypertension, permanent trembling in his
right arm and sometimes in his whole body and loss of memory due to brain damage)
due to the treatment he was subj ected to. He was tried on 21 September 1916 and
sentenced to three years imprisonment by a military court, and she claimed that he
continued to be kept in detention in spite of having served his sentence. W'ith
regard to herself she described in detail her experience from the date of her
arrest on 11 Februs.ry 1916 until her release and departure from Uruguay in 1919.
She said that after her arrest she was first detained in the barracks of unit
No. 13 of the Armed Forces, called tiEl infierno 11 by prisoners. Almost' constantly
kept blindfolded and with her hands tied, she allegedly was subjected to various
forms of torture, such as "caba11ete", "submarino seco", "picano" and flJ?lant6n",
which she describes in detail. On 29 July 1916, she was transferred to the
barracks of the 6th Cavalry Unit where she was kept in a dirty cell in miserable
hygienic conditions and without adequate clothes to protect her against the cold,
still blindfolded most of the time. She states that in those barracks the
preliminary investigation took place on 26 August 1916. When she complained to
the military judge about the torture which she had been subjected to, he advised
her not to pursue her denunciation which could not be proven because otherwise she
would probably end up again in lIEl infierno". On 25 September 1916, she was
transferred to the barracks of Infantry Unit No. 1 on CaminoMaldonado where she
was at first confined to an individual cell measuring 2 x 1.5 m. During the day,
prisoners were forced to remain seated without being allowed to speak to each
other. She reC'eived the first visit by a member of her, ..fami1y on 30 October 1976.
Shortly afterwards, on 3 November 1916, she was transferred to the prison of
Punta de Rie1es where she was kept together with eleven other female prisoners in
a cell designed for four prisoners only. Even fe~ale prisoners were forced to
perform hard work in the fields suitable only for men. She stated that she was
charged on 15 October 1916 with "assisting a subversive association", that in
April 1911 the prosecutor asked for a sentence of 32 months, that one year later,
in April 1918, a judge pronounced a sentence of 24 months, taking into account the
time of her detention, and ordered her release, but that nevertheless her
detention continued under the prompt security measures until she was released
early in 1919.
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10. The Committee decided to regard the information referred to in paragraph 9
above as relating to the present communication as requested by the author and
therefore to discontinue its consideration of communication No. R.ll/48 as a
separate communication. This information was transmitted to the Government on
18 September 1979, as noted in the Government's submission dated 8 October 1979
(quoted above, para. 8).

By a further letter dated 28 September 1979, Beatriz Weismann informed the
Committee that her husband had been expelled from Urup.;uay and that he obtained
political asylum in Sweden on 2 July 1979.

11. In response to further inquiries from the Committee, Beatriz Weismann and
Alcides Lanza, in a letter dated 15 February 1980~ submitted 'the following
additional information and observ~~ions:

(a) They stated that they had no legal assistance prior to their trial, at
which time they were afforded the possibility to choose either a private lawyer
or an officially appointed lawyer for their defence. Beatriz lveismann stated
that she opted for a private lawyer, but that she never saw him, was never able
t.c communicate with him and that she was never informed of her rights, possible

. remedies or recourses. Alcides Lanza stated that he opted for an officially
appointed lawyer and that Dr. Antonio Seluj a, whom he sa.w on that occasion, but
was never able to speak with, was assigned as his defence lawyer. Alcides Lanza
further stated that his defence counsel was later succeeded by Dr. Pereda and
Dr. Juan Barbe, neither of whom he could ever communicate with. As they had no
contact with lawyers, they were unable to appeal because they did not know what
their rights were and had no one to assist them in exercising them.

(b) Beatriz Weismann was kept in detention until 11 February 1979, although
her release had been ordered on 14 April 1978, at which time she was requested to
place her signature on the release order. Alcides Lanza, having served his
sentence on 2 February 1979, was nevertheless kept detained at various places of
detention (the names of the places of detention are specified), until he was
released on 1 July 1979.

(c) They confirmed, as true, the information previously submitted with
regard to their treatment vThile in detention, including the various -forms of
physical and mental torture to which they were allegedly subjected. They stated
that due to the treatment which he had received, Alcides Lanza's state of health
was still poor and, as evidence of this, they submitted a medical report dated
19 February 1980, from a doctor ~n Stockholm, together with copies of hospital
and laboratory records relating thereto. They also enclosed several photographs
showing scars on Alcides Lanza' s legs, allegedly caused by cigarette burni.ngs as
a means of torture. The doctor I s report shows that Alcides Lanza continues to
suffer from auditive disturbances, a tremor of his right hand and inability to
use it properly and symptoms of mental depression.

12. The Committee has noted that the submissions of the Government of
8 October 1979 were received after the expiry of the time-limit imposed by
~rticle 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol and even after the time-limit following the
Committee's renewed request of 18 April 1979. Nevertheless the Committee has
considered the present communication in the 1ight of all information made
available to it by the parties, as provided for in a.rticle 5 (1) of the Optiopal
Protocol.
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13. With re~ard to the exhaustion of domestic remedies~ the Committee notes that
the submissions and explanations of the Government still do not show in any T,,'Tay
that in the par-t i cul.ar circumstances of the two individuals concerned at the time
of the events complained of:! there were remedies available which they should have
pursued. The Committee :':~e been informed by the Government in another case
(R.2/9) that the remedy of habeas corpus is not applicable to persons arrested
under prompt security measures. Moreover, Beatriz t'1eiSlllann and ...Ucides Lanza
have expl.afned that they had no effective contact with lawyers to advise them of
their rights or to assist them in exercising them.

14. The Committee therefore a.ecides to base its views on the following
considerations:

(i) Alcides Lanza Perdomo was arrested for investigation on 2 February 1976
and detained under the prompt security measures as stated by the
Government. He was kept incommunicado for many months. It is not in
dispute that he was kept in detention for nearly eight nonths without
charges, and later for another 13 months, on the charge of "subver-sdve
as soc iatdon" apparently on no other basis than his political views and
connexions. Then, after nearly 21 months in detention~ he was sentenced
for ~hat offence by a military jUdge to three years severe imprisonment,
less the period already spent in detention. Throughout his period of
detention and during his trial he had no effective access to legal
assistance. Although he had served his sentence on 2 February 1979~ he
was not released until 1 July 1979. His present state of physical and
mental ill-health for Which no othe~ explanation has been offered by the
Uruguayan Government~ confirms the allegations of ill-treatment which
he suffered while under detention.

(ii) Beatriz vleismann de Lanza was arrested for investigation on
17 February 1976 and detained under the prompt security measures, as
stated by the Government. She was kept incommunicado for many months.
It is not in dispute that she was kept in detention for more than seven
months without charges, and later, according to the information provided
by the Government J she was kept in detention for over 18 months
(28 September 1976 to April 1978) on the charge of "assLstidng a subversive
aasoc Latdon'", apparently on similar grounds to those in the case of her
husband. She was tried and sentenced in April 1978 by a military judge,
at which time her offence was deemed to be purged by the period spent in
custody pending tris.l. She was, hotrever , It:ept in detention until
11 February 1979. Throughout her period of detention and during her trial
she had no effective access to legal assistance. With regard to her
allegations that during her detention she was subjected to ill-treatment
and to physical and mental torture ~ she states that she complained to the
military judge" but there is no evidence that her complaints have been
investigated.

15. The Human Rights Committee has considered whether acts and treatment, which
are prima facie not in conformity with the Covenant, could for any reasons be
justified under the Covenant in the circumstances. The Government has referred to
provisions of Uruguayan law, in particular the Prompt Security Measures. However,
the Covenant (art. 4) does not allow national measures derogating from any of its
provisions except in strictly defined circumstances, and the Government has not made
any submissions of fact or law to justify such derogation. Moreover, some of the
facts referred to above raise issues under provisions from which the Covenant does
not allow any derogation under any circumstances.
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As regards the observations of the Government quoted above (para. 8) it
appears from the above findings of the Committee (para. 14) that various
guarantees of due process have not been effectively observed, and that a number of
quite specific allegations of ill-treatment and torture have only been deemed by
the Government Hnot worthy of any further comment". In its decision of
26 October 1979 concerning case No. R.2/9, the Committee has emphasized that
denials of a general character do not su~fice. Specific responses and pertinent
evidence (including copies of the relevant decisions of the courts and findings of
any investigations which have taken place into the validity of the complaints made)
in reply to the contentions of the author of a communication are required. The
Government did not furnish the Committee with such information. Consequently, the
Committee cannot but draw appropriGte conclusions on the basis of the information
before it.

16. The Human Rights Committee, acting under article 5 (4) of the Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, is of the
view that the facts set out above (para. l~.) ~ in so far as they continued or
occurred after 23 March 1976 (the date on which the Covenant and the Optional
Protocol entered into force for Uruguay), disclose, for the reasons set out above
(para. 15) violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, in particular:

with respect to both Alcides Lanza Perdomo and Beatriz Weismann de Lanza I

of article 7 and article 10 (1), because of the treatment which they received
during their detention;

of article 9 (3) both because they were not upon their arrest brought
promptly before a judicial officer and because they were not brought to trial
within a reasonable time;

of article 9 (4) because they were unable effectively to challenge their
arrest and detention;

of article 14 (1), (2) and (3) because they had no effective access to legal
assistance, they were not brought to trial within a reasonable time, and
further because they were tried in circumstances in which irrespective of the
legislative provisions they could not effectively enjoy the safeguards of fair
trial;

of article 9 (1) because they were not released, in the case of
Alcides Lanza Perdomo, for five months and, in the case of
Beatriz Weismann de Lanza , for 10 months, after their sentences of
imprisonment had been fully served.

Article"' 19 of the Covenant provides that everyone shall have the right to hold
opinions without interference and that the freedom of expression ~et forth in
paragraph 2 of that article shall be subject only to such restrictions as are
necessary (a) for respect of the rights and reputations of others and (b) for the
protection of national security or of public order (ordre public), or of public
health or morals. The Government of Uruguay has submitted no evidence regarding
the nature of the political activities in which Beatriz Weismann and Alcides Lanza
were alleged to have been engaged and which led to their arrest, detention and i
trial. Information that they were charged with subversive association is not in j

)
j
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17. Accordingly, while the Committee notes with satisfaction that
Beatriz Weismann and Alcides Lanza have now been released, it is nevertheless of
the view that the State party is under an obligation to provide them with
effective remedies, including compensation, for the violations which they have
suffered and to take steps to ensure that similar violations do not Occur in the
future.
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The Committee is therefore unable to conclude on the
it that the arrest, detention and trial of Beatriz Weismann and
justified on any of the grounds mentioned in article 19 (3) of
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ANNEX VII

Decision of the Human Rights Committee to
--- discontinue consideration of

Communication No. R.7/31

Submitted by: Guillermo W'aksma..'1

State party concerned: Uruguay

Date of present decision: 28 March 1980

The author of the communication (dated 25 May 1978), Guillermo Waksman, is a
Urugua¥an citizen, journalist and translator, who for a number of years has lived
outside Uruguay.

On 27 September 1977, upon expiry of his Urugua¥an passport, he submitted an
application for renewal of his passport at the Uruguayan Consulate in the city
,.,here he lived. He was subsequently informed that, after consultation with the
Uruguayan Government, the Consulate was not authorized to renew his passport.

He maintained that this constituted a violation of articles 12 (2) and 19 of
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

By a decision of 24 April 1979 the Human Rights Committee declared the
communication to be admissible under the Optional Protocol to the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and, in accordance with article 4 (2) of
the Protocol, requested the Rtate party to submit to the Committee, within six
months of the trans'Jrlttal to it of the decision, written explanations or statements
clarif,ying the m~tter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken by it.

In response to this decision, the State party informed the Committee that it
had, on 16 August 1979, instructed its Consolate in the district where the author
was at that time living, to renew his passport. This information was later
confirmed by the author, who advised the Committee that he had received a new
Urucuayan passport on 4 October 1979.

The Committee notes with satisfaction that the State party has taken
appropriate steps to remedy the matter complained of.

The Human RiRhts Committee therefore decides:

1. To discontinue consideration of the communication;

2. That this decision be communicated to the State party and the author of the
communication.
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Views of the Human Rip;hts Committee under article 5 (l~)

of the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rip;hts

concerning

Communication No. R.l/4

Submitted by: William Torres RamJ:rez

State party concerned: Uruguay

Date of communication: 13 February 1977

The Human Rights Committee, established under article 28 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

- meeting on 23 July 1980

- having concluded its consideration of communication No. R.l/4 submitted
to the Committee by William Torres Ramirez under the Optional Protocol
to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;

- having taken into account all written information made available to it by
the author of the communication and by the State party concerned;

adopts the following:

VIEWS UNDER ARTICLE 5 (4) OF THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

1. The author of this communication (initial letter dated 13 February 1977 and
further letters dated 22 October 1977,5 April 1978 and 20 May 1978) is a Urugunyan
national, residing in Mexico. He submitted the communication on his DIm behalf.

2. The author claims that on 6 December 1975 he was arrested in his house in
Montevideo by four men in civilian clothes and that he was brought to the
"Betallon de Infanteria No. 13", also called "La Maquina". He describes various
forms of torture to which detainees were allegedly subjected and, in particular,
in his own case the use of submarino (suffocation in water), planten (he was
forced to remain standing for four days), hanging (by his arms, which were tied
together, for about 36 hours) and blows (on one occasion he was allegedly beaten
with such brutality that he had to be transferred to the military hospital).
After being detained for almost one month, he was forced to sign a written
declaration stating that he had not been mistreated during his detention and he
had to answer a questionnaire about his activities as member of the Communist
Party. On 31 December 1975, he Wfl.S transferred to the "Regimiento de
Artilleria No. 1" in La Paloma, Cezzo. He states that the conditions of detention
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there were , to. begin with~ a little bit better than in "La Maquinail
, but after

February 1976 they worsened. He alleges that detain~es were continuously kept
blindfolded, that they were subjected to ill-treatment (lack of food and clothing)
and torture (beatings, "plantones tl

) and that over a period of six months they
were 'allowed to leave their cells for 15 minutes of recreation only eight times.
In La Paloma he was again forced to sign a written declaration that he had not
been mistreated and subjected to torture.

The author ~tates that in February 1976 he was brought before a military
judge for interrogation and in June 1976 he was again brought before the same
judge who ..ordered his release subject; to appearance at a later stage. He was,
however, still kept in detention. He claims that he never had any legal assistance,
that he was never tried as no charges were brought against him, and that he was
informed by the court that~ if he made any change to his previous written
statements ~ he would be tried for perjury which was an offence punishable by
imprisonment for a period of from three months to eight years.

He further alleges that on 1 July 1976 he was transferred to disciplinary
block "B" in another sector of La Paloma where there were nine cells, the

. largest measuring 1.2 by 2 metres with two prisoners in each cell.

He states that on 6 August 1976 he was released and one month later he
obtained political asylum in Mexico.

Mr. Torres Ramfrez claims that the way he was treated during his detention
virtually excluded any possibility of his having recourse to a legal counsel.
With regard to the exha.ustion of domestic remedies he comments that the only
decision which the court made in his case was the one ordering his release;
consequently he states that recourse to habeas corpus was not applicable to his
case, since he was detained under the liprompt Security Measures".

Finally~ Mr. Torres RamJ:rez states that he did not "lceive any compensation
after his release.

He submits, therefore, that he was a victim of violations of articles 7,
9 u , 3 and 5) ~ 10 (1 and 3), 14 (3 (b), (c), (d) ~ (e) and (g», 18 (1 and 2)
and 19 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. -

3. On 26 August 1977 ; the Human Rights Committee decided to transmit the
communication to the State party, under rule 91 of the provisional rules of
procedure, requesting information and observations relevant to the question of
admissibility.

4. By letter dated .27 October 1977 the State party objected to the admissibility
of the communicat;on on two grounds:

(a) the same matter was already being examined by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights;

(b) the alleged victim had not exhausted all available domestic remedies.

5. On 26 January 1978, the Human Rights Committee informed the State party
that, in the absence of more specific information concerning the domestic remedies
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said to be available to the author of this communication, and the effectiveness of
those remedies as enforced by the competent authorities in Uruguay, the Committee
was unable to accept that he had failed to exhaust such remedies and the
communication would therefore not be considered inadmissible in so far as
exhaustion of domestic remedies was concerned, unless the State party gave details
of the remedies which it submitted had been available to the author in the
circumstances of his case, together with evidence that there would be a reasonable
prospect that such remedies would be effective.

6. By letter dated 5 April 1978 Mr. Torres Ramirez informed the Committee that
his case had been withdrawn from consideration by the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights.

7. ~y letter dated 14 April 1978 the State party submitted information which
consisted of a general description of the rights available to accused persons
in the military criminal tribunals and of the domestic remedies at their disposal
as means of protecting and safeguarding their rights under the Uruguayan judicial
system. However, it did not specify vrhich remedies were available to the author
in the partiCUlar circumstances of his case.

8. By letter dated 20 May 1978 Mr. Torres Ramirez submitted that the remedies
listed by the State party were not applicable in his case because he had not been
put on trial and he was barred from recourse to h~beas corpus because he was'
detained under the i1Prompt Security Measures:!. He pointed out that none of the
other remedies listed by the State party could have been utilized in the situation.

9. On 25 July 1978, the Human Rights Committee:

(a) having concluded that aL'ticle 5 (2) (a) of the Protocol did not preclude
it from declaring the communication admissible, although the same matter had been
submitted to another procedure of international investigation or settlement,
if the matter had been withdrawn from and was no longer under active consideration
in the other body at the time of the Committee's decision on admissibility;

(b) having concluded that article 5 (2) (b) of the Protocol did not preclude
it from considering a communication received under the Protocol where the
allegations themselves raise issues concerning the availability or effectiveness
of domestic remedies and the State party, when expressly requested to do so by
the Committee, did not provide details on the availability and effectiveness of
domestic remedies in the particular case under consideration;

Therefore decided:

(a) that the communication was admissible;

(b) that the text of this decision be transmitted to the State party,
together with the text of the relevant documents, and to the au~hor;

(c) that, in accordance with article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, the
State party be requested to submit to the Committee, within six months of the
date of the transmittal to it of this decision, written explanations or statements
clarifying the matter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken by it.
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10. On 18 April 1979~ the Committee decided to remind the State party that the
si{-months time limit for the submission of its explanations or statements under
ert.a c.Le 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol had expired on 28 March 1979 and requested
the State party to submit, not later than six weeks from the date of the
transnittal of this decision to the State party, observations concerning the
substance of the matter under consideration, including copies of any court orders
on decisions of relevance to the matter under consic..:ration.

11. The Committee's decision of 18 April 1979 was transmitted to the State party
on 18 May 1979. The six weeks referred to therein therefore expired on
2 July 1979. More than three months after that date a further SUbmission,
dated 11 October 1979, was received from the State party.

12. In its further submission of 11 October 1979 the State party while repeating
the views expressed in its submission of 14 April 1978, namely that the question
of admissibility should be reviewed by the Committee in the light of the
explanations given by the State party on domestic procedures available to the
accused and reaffirming its conviction that its reply of 14 April 1978 should
have been sufficient to settle the matter once and for all, added the following

. explanations:

Mr. Ramirez was arrested on 6 December 1975 and detained under the "Prompt
Security Measures li for presumed connexion with subversive activities. The case
was taken over by the Military Presiding Judge of first sitting.

On 24 June 1976, an order was issued for his release subject to appearance
at a later date, and on 3 August 1976 the proceedings relating to his case were
closed.

On 21 October 1976, he took refuge in the Mexican embassy, and left for that
country one wE'ek later.

As to the accusations of supposed viOlations of the Covenant, the State party
claimed those to be groundless, irresponsible and entirely unproved and, by way
of example, submitted the following information as an invalidation of the
falsehoods:

(i) In Uruguay, physical coercion is expressly prohibited by article 26
of the Constitution and article 7 of Act No. 14,068 and any official whQ exceeds
his powers and assaults a human being is criminally and civilly liable as well as
incurring administrative responsibility and being SUbject to dismissal;

(if) In Uruguay, there are no crimes of opinion and no persons are arrested
for their ideas, but ~ person who invokes a philosophy or ideology which is
revolutjonary or disruptive of the social order freely established by the
overwhelining majority of the people is and remains a common criminal. This means
that the references to articles 18 and 19 of the Covenant are totally inappropriate;

(iii) Administrative detention under the "Prompt Security Measures" does not
require the existence of an offence, but simply serious and imminent danger to
security and public order;

(iv) Act No. 14,068 on the security of the State of 10 July 1972 places under
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the jurisdiction o~ the military courts persons who commit military o~~ences, even
i~ they are civilians, and this clearly explains why Mr. Torres Ramirez, who was
arrested ~or presumed subversive activities, was placed under their jurisdiction;

(v) The body o~ provisions which constitute the military codes (Military
Penal Code, Code on the Organization o~ the Military Courts and Code o~ Military
Penal Procedure) de~ine in detail the scope o~ action of' the various organs o~

the military courts in such a way that the exercise o~ the jurisdictional ~unction

is hedged about by complete guarantees.

13. The Committee has considered the present communication in the light o~ all
in~ormation made available to it by the parties, as provided in article 5 (1) o~

the Optional Protocol .

14. With regard to the exhaustion o~ domestic remedies, the Committee has been
inf'ormed by the Government o~ Uruguay in another case (R.2/9) that the remedy o~

habeas corpus is not applicable to persons arrested under the "Prompt Security
Measures" • Mr. Torres Ramirez stated that he could not avail himsel~ of' any
other judicial remedy because he was never put 0:" trial. There is no evidence
from which the Committee can conclude that there was ~ny other domestic remedy
available to him which he should have exhausted.

15. The Committee there~ore decides to base its views on the ~ollowing ~acts

which have either been essentially con~irmed by the State party or are uncontested
except ~or denials o~ a general character o~~ering no particular in~ormation or
explanation: William Torres Ramirez was arrested on 6 December 1975. He was
brought be~ore a military judge in February 1976 and again on 24 June 1976 when
an order was issued ~or his release subject to appearance at a later date. He
was however kept in detention until 6 August 1976. During his detention he did
not have access to legal counsel. He had no legal possibility to apply ~or

habeas corpus.

16. As regards the allegations or ill-treatment the Committee notes that in his
communication o~ 13 February 1977, the author named the senior o~~icer responsible
for the ill-treatment which he alleged that he received ~rom January 1976 to
June 1976. The State party has adduced no evidence that these allegations have
been duly investigated in accordance with the laws to which it drew attention
in its submission o~ 11 October 1979. A re~utation o~ these allegations in
general terms is not su~~icient. The Statt:: party should have investigated the
allegations in accordance with its laws and its obligations under the Covenant
and the Optional Protocol.

17. The Human Rights Committee has considered whether acts and treatment, which
are prima facie not in conformity with the Covenant, could ~or any reasons be
justified under the Covenant in the circumstances. The Government has re~erred

to provisions o~ Uruguayan law, including the Prompt Security Measures. However,
the Covenant (article 4) does not allow national measures derogating from any o~

its provisions except in strictly de~ined circums-tances, and the Government
has not made any submissions of f'acf or law to justify such derogation. Moreover,
some of the facts re~erred to above raise issues under provisions ~rom which the
Covenant does not allow any derogation under any circumstances.

18. The Human Rights Con~ittee acting under article 5 (4) o~ the Optional Protocol
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to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is of the view that
these facts, in so far as they continued or have occurred after 23 March 1976
(the date on which the Covenant entered into force in respect of Uruguay),
disclose violations of the Covenant, in particular:

of articles 7 and 10 (1) because of the treatment he received up to
June 1976;

of article 9 (1) because he was not released for six weeks after his release
was ordered by the military judge;

of article 9 (4) because recourse to habeas corpus was not applicable in
his case;

of article 14 (3) because he did not have access to legal assistance.

19. The Committee, accordingly, is of the view that the State party is under an
obligation to provide the victim with effective remedies, including compensation,
for the violations which he has suffered and to take steps to ensure that similar

. violations do not occur in the future.
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.ANNEX IX

Views of the Human Rights Committee under article 5 (4)
of ..t.he Options,l Protocol to the International Covenant

. on Civil and 'Political Fights

concerning

Communication No. R.l/6

Submitted by: Miguel Angel Millan Sequeira

Alleged victim: the author of the communication

State party concerned: Uruguay

Date of communication: 16 February 1977

The HUman Rights Committee, established under article 28 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

- meeting on 29 July 1980

- having concluded its consideration of communication No. R.l/6 submitted to
the Committee by Miguel Anpel r~illan Seqneira under the Optional Protocol to
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;

- having taken into account all written information made available to it by
the author of the commundcat.Lon and by the State party concerned; adopts the
following:

VIEWS UNDER ARTICLE 5 (4) OF THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

1. The author of this communication (initial letter dated 16 February 1977 and
further letters dated 20 October 1977 and 4 April and 18 May 1978) is a Uruguayan
national, residing in Mexico. He was twenty years old at the time of the
submission of the communication in 1977.

2. The author states that he was arrested in Uruguay in April and released in
'_~ May 1975 and that he was then rem-rested on 18 September 1975 and detained until
'~ he escaped from custody on 4 June 1976. On both occasions, those apprehending
1 him indicated that the reason for his arrests was that he was suspected of being

a !nilitent communist, which he denied. He alleges that he was subjected to
torture during the first period of detention and again during the first 15 days
after he was rcsrrested. He describes the alleged torture methods in some dete.i.l
and named several off.':"'~rs responsible for the treatment. The author alleges
that after he was rearrested he was initially kept incommunicado for 65 days and
thereafter transferred to El.Cilindro sports stadium in Montevideo which he claims
was used for low-security political detainees and where he remained for six months.
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He states that he was brQught befo~c a military judge on three occasions
(23 October and 12 December 1975 and on 2 June 1976) but that no steps were taken
to commit him for trial or to release him. On 4 June 1976 the author claims that
he gained his freedom by escaping. The author claims that the following provisions
of the International covenant on Civil and Political Rights ha.ve been violated by
the Uruguayan authorities: articles 7, 9, 10, 14 (1) (2) (3),18 (1) (2),
19 (1) (2).

3. The author maintains that in practice there are no domestic remedies
available in Urugu8\V because when applicable they are subjected to a very
restrictive interpreta.tion by the authorities concerned. He further states that
the right ot' habeas COl pus is denied to persons detained under "prompt security
measures lt (Medidas prontes de aeWidad), which, he claims, constitutes an abusive
interp~ation of article 168 (17 of the Constitution. In addition ,guarantees
set forth in that article are allegedly never observed. He claims that he had no
access to legal assistance while he was kept in detention, since the right to
defence is not recognized by the authorities until a ~_osecution has been
initiated. He states that he has not submitted his case to any other il1ternational
organization.,

4. On 26 August 1917, the Human Rights Committee decided to transmit the
communication to the State party, under rule )1 of the provisional rules of
procedure, requesting information and Observations relevant to the question of
admissibility.

5. By letter dated 27 October 1977, the State party objected to the admissibility
of the communication on two grounds:

(a) the same matter had already been examined by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights under cases Nos. 1968 and 2109;

(b) the alleged victim had not exhausted all available domestic remedies.

6. On 26 January 1978, the Human Rights Committee,

(a) decided that case No. 1968 submitted to the Inter-American eommission
on Human Rights on 26 July 1975, could not relate to events alleged to have taken
place on or af'ter 23 March 1976, the date on which the Covenant and the Optional
Protocol entered into force for Uruguay and, therefore, did not preclude the
Committee, under article 5 (2) (a) of the Optional Protocol, from consideration of
the communication submitted to it on 16 February 1971;

(b) requested clarification from the author of the communication about the
other case allegedly concerning him before the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights (case No. 2109, October 1976); and

(c) informed the State party tha.t "unless the State party gives details of
the remedies which it submits have been available to the author in the
circumstances of his case, together with evidence that there would be a reasonable
prospect that such remedies would be effective", the communication will "not be
considered inadmissible in so far as eXhaustion of domestic remedies is concerned!!.

In response, the author informed the Committee that the only possible
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reference to him in c~se No. 2109 before the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights is a two-line statement in a list of several hundred persons allegedly
arbitrarily arrested. The State party furnished a general description of the
rights available to accused persons before the military criminal tribunals and the
domestic remedies designed to protect and safeguat'd the right of the accusetl
under the Uruguayan judicial system. It also quoted article 11 of the Uruguayan
Constitution concerning the remedy of habeas cOrpus. However, the State party
did not speci:~ which remedies have been available to the author in the particular
circumstances of his case.

8. Commenting on the information concerning domestic remedies submitted by the
State party, the author contended that the remedies listed by the State party
were not applicable in his case, because he was not put to trial, and that he
was barred from recourse to habeas corpus, as the authorities do not recognize the
right to habeas corpus for those who are detained under the regime of "security
measures".

9. In a de(;;i;;.ion adopted on 25 July 1978 ~ the Human Rights Committee concluded:

(a) that the two-line reference to Millan Sequeira in case No. 2109 before
the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights - which case lists in a similar
manner the names of hundreds of other persons allegedly detained in Uruguay - did
not constitute the same matter as that described in detail by the author in"his
communication to the Human Rights Committee. Accordingly, the communication was
not inadmissible under article 5 (2) (a ) of the Optional Protocol. In arriving
at this conclusion the Committee, however, indicated that it might be subject to
review "in the light of further explanations relevant to this question which the
State part~r may submit under article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol";

(b) that article 5 (2) (b) of the Protocol did not preclude the Committee
from considering a communication received under the Protocol, where the allegations
themselves raised issues concerning the availability or effectiveness of domestic
remedies and the State party, when expressly requested to do so by the Committee,
did not provide details on the availability and effectiveness of domestic remedies
in the particular case under consideration.

The Committee, therefore, decided:

(a) that the communication was admissible;

(b) that the text of this decision be transmitted to the State party and
to the author;

(c) that in accordance with article 4 of the Protocol, the state party be
requested to submit to the Committee, within six n:onths of the date of the
transmittal to it of this decision, written explanations or statements cl.arif'ying
the matter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken by it;

(d) that any explanations or statements received from the State party be
communicated to the author under rule 93 (3) of the provisional rules of
procedure of the Committee.

10. Having received no submissions from the State party under article 4 (2) of'
the Optional Protocol, the Human Rights Committee decided on 18 April 1979:
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is

1. That the State party be reminded that the six months' time limit for
the submission of its explanation or statements under article 4 (2) of thE'
Optional Protocol expired on 28 March 1979;

2. That the State party be requested to fulfil its obligations under
article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol without further delay and that its
submission should reach the Committee in care of the Division of Human
Rights, United Nations Office at Geneva, not later than six weeks from the
date of the transmittal of this decision to the State party, to afford
adequate time for the author of the communication to submit, before the next
session of the Committee, additional information or observations, as provided
in rule 93 (3) of the provisional rules of procedure of the Committee;

3. That the State party be inforned that the written explanations or
statements submitted by it under article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol must
primarily relate to the substance of the matter under consideration, and in
particular the specific violations alleged to have occurred and included
copies of any court orders or decisions of relevanc~ to the matter under
consideration.

. 11. The six week time limit referred to in the Committee's decision expired over
one year ago, on 2 July 1979. By notes dated 23 November 1979 and 13 February 1980,
the State party requested the Committee to accord a reasonable extension of time
for th~ submission of its explanations or statements under article 4 (2) of the
OptionEil Protocol. The only submission received to date from the State party
consists of a brief note, dated 10 July 1980, in which the State party requests
the Committee to review its decision of 25 July 1978, by which the communication
was declared admissible, arguing that although the reference to Millan Sequeira
in case No. 2109 before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights is only
very brief, the mere fact that the issue was brought before the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights precluded the Human Rights Committee from ccnsidering
the matter, in accordance with article 5 (2) (a) of the Optional Protocol. The
Committee can see no justification for reviewing its decision on admissibility on
this basis, for the reasons already set out in paragraph 9 (a) above.

12. The Human Rights Committee:

(a) considering that this communication was received over three years ago;

(b) considering that this communication was declared admissible two years
ago and tha.t the six month time period established by article 4 (2) of the
Optional Protocol expired on 28 March 1979;

(c) considering that the State party has not complied with the requirements
of article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol;

(d) considering that there has been no response on the merits of the case
from the State party even after further extensions of time;

(e) considering that the Committee has the obligation~ under article 5 (1)
of the Optional Protocol, to consider this communication in the light of all
written information made available to it by the author and the State party;
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hereby decides to base its views on the f'ollowing f'acts, which have not been
contradicted by the State party:

Miguel Angel Millen Sequeira, 20 years old at the time of the submission of
the communication in 1977, was arrested in April and released in May 1975. He
was rearrested on 18 September 1975 and detained until he escaped from custody on
4 June 1976. On both occasions he was told that the reason for his arrest was
that he was suspected of' being "a militant communist". Although brought bef'ore a
military judge on three occasions, no steps were taken to commit him for trial or
to order his release. He did not have access to legal assistance and was not
afforded an opportunity to challenge his arrest and detention.

13. The Human Rights Committee has been informed by the' Government of Uruguay
in another case (R.2/9), that the remedy of' habeas corpus is not applicable to
persons arrested under the Prompt Security Measures.

14. The Human Rights Committee has considered whether acts, which are prima facie
not in conf'ormity with the Covenant, could for any reasons be justified under the
Covenant in the circumstances. The Covenant (article 4) does not allow national
measures derogating from any of' its provisions except in strictly def'ined
circumstances, and the Government has not made any submissions of fact or law to
justify such derogation.

15. As to the allegations of' ill-treatment and torture, the Committee notes
that they relate to events said to have occurred prior to 23 March 1976 (the entry
into force of the Covenant and the Optional Protocol for Uruguay).

16. The Human Rights Committee, acting under article 5 (4) of the Optional
Protocol to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is of' the
view that these facts, in so far as they have occurred on or after 23 March 1976
(the date on which the Covenant entered into force in respect of Uruguay) or
continued or had effects which themselves constitute a violation after that date,
disclose violations of the Covenant, in particular:

of article 9 (3) because Mr. Millan Sequeira was not brought to trial
within a reasonable time;

of article 9 (4) because recourse to habeas corpus was not available to him;

of article 14 (1) and (3) because he had no access to legal assistance, was
not brought to trial without undue delay, and was not afforded other
guarantees of due process of law.

17. The Committee, accordingly, is of the view that the State party is under an
obligation to provide effective remedies to Mille.n Sequeira, inclUding compensation,
for the violations which he has suffered and to take steps to ensure that similar
violations do not occur in the future.
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ANNEX X

Views of the Human Rights Committee under article 5 (4)
of the_ Opti_onal Protocol to the International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights-----

concerning

Communication No. R.2/ll

Submitted by: Alberto Grille Motta on his own behalf as well as on behalf of
other persons

State party concerned: Uruguay

Date of communication: 25 April 1977

The Human Rights Committee, established under article 28 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

- meeting on 29 July 1980

- having concluded its consideration of communication No. R.2/ll submitted to
the Committee by Alberto Grille Motta under the Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights;

- having taken into account all written information made available to it by
the author of the communication and by the State party concerned;

adopts the following:

VIEWS UNDER ARTICLE 5 (4) OF THE OPTIONAL PROTOCOL

1. The author of this communication (initial letter dated 25 A;pril- 1977 and
further letter dated 12 December 1978) is a Uruguayan national, residing in
Mexico. He submitted the communication on his own behalf as well as on behalf of
other persons who allegedly were not in a position to submit a communication on
their own.

2. The author claims that on 7 February 1976 he was arrested by a group of
Montevideo policemen at the house of a woman friend, Ofelia Fern6.ndez. They were
both brought to Department 5 of the National Directorate of Information and
Intelligence (commanded b~" a superintendent named by the author), where after
several hours of ill-treat,ment he was interrogated for the purpose of obtaining
an admission that he held an important position in the Communist Party and in
order to induce him to identify fellow detainees as active members of the
Communist Youth.

The author further alleges that over a period of approximately 50 days, he
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and his fellow detainees were subjected to severe torture; he cites in his case,
inter alia, the application of electric shocks, the use of the "submarino"
(putting the detainee vs hooded head into foul water), insertion of bottles or
barrels of automatic rifles into his anus and forcing him to remain standing,'
hooded and handcuffed and with a piece of wood thrust into his mouth, for several
days and nights. Mr. Grille Motta specifically names several alleged torturers
and interrogators.

The author states that he was brought before a military judge w;i.thout having
any opportunity to see a lawyer beforehand and after having been totally isolated
from the outside world; after making a statement before the Military Court he was
transferred to the IiCilindro Municipal li

, a sports stadium that had been turned
into a prison some years ago, where he remained for approximately another two
months.

Mr. Alberto Grille Motta claims that on 20 May 1976 he was tried by a
military judge on charges carrying sentences of from 8 to 24 years' imprisonment.

On 3 June 1976 the author and three of his fellow prisoners escaped to the
Venezuelan embassy where they were granted lldiplomatic ll asylum.

r~. Alberto Grille Motta claims that he has not submitted this case to any
other international instance and that he has exhausted all possible domestic
remedies, citing in this connexion the dismissal by the Supreme Court of Justice
of Uruguay of his appeal against certain dF~isions of the Military Court.

3. On 26 August 1977, the Human Rights Committee decided to transmit the
communication to the State party, under rule 91 of the provisional. rules of
procedure~ requesting information and observations relevant to the question of
admissibility. The Committee also decided to request the author to furnish
further information on the grounds and circumstances justifying his acting on
behalf of the other alleged victims mentioned in the communication. No reply
was received from the author in this regard.

4. By letter dated 27 October 1977, tne State party objected to the admissibility
of the communication on two grounds:

(a) the same had already been examined by the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights (IACHR);

(b) the alleged victims had not exhausted all available domestic remedies.

5. On 1 February 1978 the. Human Rights Committee:

(a) having ascertained that the case concerning the author of the
communication which was before IACHR could not concern the same matter as it was
submitted to IACHR on 10 March 1976 (prior to the entry into force of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the Optional Protocol for
Uruguay); ,

(b) being unable to conclude on 'the basis of the information before it that,
with regard to the exhaustion of dome&tic remedies, there were any remedies which
the alleged victim should or could have pursued; and
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(c) being unable because of the lack of relevant additional information
from the author, to consider the conmunication in so far as it related to other
alleged victims;

Therefore decided:

(a) that the communication was admissible in so far as it related to thE'
author, but inadmissible in so far as it related to other alleged victims;

(b) that the text of the decision be transmitted to the State party,
together with the text of the relevant documents, and to the author;

(c) that, in accordance with article 4 of the Protocol, the State party be
requested to submit to the Committee, within six months of the date of the
transmittal to it of the decision, written explanations or statements clarifying
the matter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken by it.

With regard to the exhaustion of domestic remedies, the Committee said that
its decision "may be reviewed in the light of any further explanations which the

.State party may submit giving details of any domestic remedies which it claims to
have been available to the author in the circumstances of his case, together with
evidence that there would be a reasonable prospect that such remedies would be
effective".

6. After expiry of the six-month time limit the State party submitted its
explanations, dated 6 November 1978, which consisted of a "Description of the
rights available to the accused in the military criminal tribunals and of the
domestic remedies at his disposal as a means of protecting and safeguarding his
rights under the Uruguayan judicial system".

7. In a letter dated 12 December 1978 and submitted under rule 93 (3) of the
provisional rules of procedure the author reaffirmed his previous assertions that
he has exhausted all domestic remedies available to him in practice. He pointed
out that the remedy of habeas corpus was not applicable in his case and that his
appeal against the only ruling by the military court which could be appealed
against in his case was dismissed by the Supreme Court of Justice after his escape.
He submitted that the Committee should declare that a serious vio1at-ion has
occurred of articles 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18 and 19 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

8. On 18 April 1979, the Committee decided that the submission of the State
party, dated 6 November 1978, was not sufficient to comply with the requirements
of article 4 (2) of the Optional Protocol, since it contained no explanations on
the merits of the case. under consideration and requested the State party to
supplement its submission by providing, not later than six weeks from the date of
the transmittal of this decision to the State party, observations concerning the
substance of the matter under consideration, including copies of any court orders
or decisions of relevance to the matter under consideration.

9. The Committee's decision of 18 April 1979 was transmitted to the State party
on 18 May 1979. The six weeks referred to therein therefore expired on
2 July 1979. More than three months after that date a further submission dated
5 October 1979 was received from the State party.
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10. In its further submission of 5 October 1979 the State party, while repeating
the views expressed in its submission of 6 November 1978, namely that the question
of admissibility should be reviewed by the Committee in the light of the
explanations given by the State party on domestic procedures available to the
accused and reaffirming its conviction that its reply of 6 November 1978 should
have teen sufficient to settle the matter once and for all, added the following
explanations:

Mr. Alberto Grille Motta, who had already been detained in 1967 for causing
a disturbance on the premises of the Central Office of the Department of
Montevideo, was again arrested on 7 February 1976 under prompt security measures
for his alleged subversive activities from within the clandestine organization
of the prescribed Communist Party.

He was placed at the disposal of the military courts which, by decision of
17 May 1976, ordered him to be tried on charges of subversive association and
attempt to undermine the morale of the armed forces, under articles 60 (V) and
58 (3) respectively of the Military Penal Code.

At that time, contrary to what is stated in Mr. Grille Motta' s communication,
he appointed Dr. Susana Andreassen as his defence counsel.

On 3 June 15176, Mr. Grille Motta and three other detainees escaped from' their
place of detention, thus thwarting the course of justice.

The allegations that the author of the communication was subjected to
ill-treatment and torture were nothing but a figment of the imagination of the
author; they were nothing more than a further example of the campaign of defamation
being waged against Uruguay with the object of discrediting its image .abroad.

11. The Committee has considered the present communication in the light of all
information made available to it by the parties, as provided in article 5 (1) of
the Optional Protocol.

12. With regard to the exhaustion of domestic remedies, the Committee has been
informed by the Government of Uruguay in another case (R.2/9) that the remedy of
habeas corpus is not applicable to persons arrested under prompt security measures.
Mr. Grille Motta states that he did in fact appeal to the Supreme Court of Uruguay
against a ruling of the military court and that his appeal was dismissed. There
is no evidence from which the Committee can conclude that there was any other
domestic remedy available to him which he should have exhausted.

13. The Committee therefore decides to base its views on the following facts
which have either been essentially confirmed by the State party or are uncontested
except for denials of a general character offering no particular information or
explanation: Alberto Grille Motta was arrested on 7 February 1976. About one
month later, he was brought before a military judge without having a:ny opportunity
to consult a lawyer beforehand and after having .been held completely incommunicado
with the outside world. On 17 I-fay 1976 he was ordered to be tried on charges of
subversive association and attempt to undermine the morale of the armed forces
under articles 60 (v) and 58 (3) resI:ectively of the Military Penal Code. The
remedy of habeas corpus was not available to him. He was arrested, charged and
contrit'ted for trial on the grounds of his political views, associations and
activities.
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14. As regards the serious a11e~ations of ill-treatment and torture claimed by
Mr. Grille Hotta to have continued for about 50 days after his arrest on
7 February 1976, the Committee notes that it follows from this account that such
treatment continued after 23 Harch 1976 (the date of the entry into force of the
Covenant and the Optional Protocol for Uruguay). Furthermore, in his communication
of 25 April 1977, which was transmitted by the Committee to the Uruguayan
Government, .Mr. Grille Motta named some of the officers of the Uruguayan Police
whom he stated were responsible. The State party has adduced no evidence that
these allegations have been duly investi~ated in accordance with the laws to which
it drew attention in its submission of 9 October 1979 in case R.2/9. A refutation
of these allegations in general terms is not sufficient. The State party should
have investigated the allegations in accordance with its laws and its obligations
under the Covenant and the Optional Protocol and brought to justice those found to
be responsible.

15. The Human Rights Committee has considered whe'ther- acts and treatment, vThich
are prima facie not in conformity with the Covenant, could for any reasons be
justified under the Covenant in the circumstances. The Government has referred to
provisions of Uruguayan law, including the Prompt Security r'Teasures. However, the
Covenant (art. 4) does not allow national measures derogating from any of its

,provisions except in strictly defined circumstances, and the Government has not
made any submissions of fact or law to justi~ such derogation. ~10reover, some of
the facts referred to above raise issues under provisions from which the Covenant
does not allow any derogation under any circumstances.

16. The Human Rights Committee acting under article 5 (4) of the Optional Protocol
to the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ~s of the view that
these facts, in so far as they have occurred after 23 March 1976 (the date on
which the Covenant entered into force in respect of Uruguay), disclose violations
of the Covenant, in particular:

of articles 7 and 10 (1) on the basis of evidence of torture and inhuman
treatment, which has not been duly investigc:;ed by the Uruguayan Government
and which is therefore unrefuted;

of article 9 (3) because Mr. GriJ.1e Hotta was not brought promptly before a
judge or other officer authorized by law to exercise judicial power;

of article 9 (4) because recourse to habeas corpus was not available to him.

17. As regards article 19, the Covenant provides that everyone shall have the right
to hold opinions without interference and that the freedom of expression set forth
in paragraph 2 of that article shall be SUbject only to such restrictions as are
necessary (a) for respect of the rights and reputations of others or (b) for the
protection of nationalsecurity or of public order (ordre public), or of public
health or-morals. The'Government of Uruguay has submitted no evidence regarding
the nature of the political activities in which Grille Motta was alleged to have
been engaged and which led to his arrest, detention and committal for trial. Bare
information from the State party that he was charged with subversive association
and an attempt to undermine the morale of the armed forces is not in itself
sufficient, without details of the alleged charges and copies of ~he court
proceedings. The Ccmmittee is therefore unable to conclude on the information
before it that the arrest, detention and trial of Grille Hotta was justified on any
of the grounds mentioned in article 19 (3) of the Covenant.
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18. The Committee, accordingly, is of the view that the State party is under an
obligation to provide the victim with effective remedies, including compensation,
for the violations which he has suffered and to take steps to ensure that similar
violations do not occur in the future.

APPENDIX

Individual op1n10n submitted by a member of the Human Rights Committee
under rule 94 (3) of the Committee's provisional rules of procedure

Communication No. R.2/11

I can see no justification for a discussion of article 19 of the Covenant
in relation to the last sentence of paragraph 13. To be sure, the petitioner
has complained of a violation of article 19. But he has not furnished the
Human Rights Committee with the necessary facts in support of his contention.
The only concrete allegation is that, while detained, he was interrogated as
to whether he held a position of responsibility in the outlawed Comm~i~t

Youth. No further information has been provided by him concerning his
political views, association and activities. Since the petitioner himself dia
not sUbstantiate his charge of a violation of article 19, the State party
concerned was not bound to give specific and detailed replies. General
explanations and statements are not sufficient. This basic procedural rule
applies to both sides. A petitioner has to state his case plainly. Only on
this basis can the defendant Government be expected to answer the' charges
brought against it. Eventually, the Human Rights Committee may have to ask
the petitioner to supplement his submission, which in the present case it has
not done.
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Individual ~n~n10n appended to the Committee's views
Mr. Christian Tomuschat:
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ANNEX XI

List of Committee documents issued

A. Ei~hth session

Documents issued in the general series

CCPR/C/l/Add.46 Initial report of Costa Rica
I

I,' CCPR/C/l/Add.47 Initial report of Kenya

CCPR/C/l/Add.48 Initial report of the United Republic
of Tanzania

qCPR!C/l/Add.49 Initial report of Mali

CCPR/C/6/Add.2 Initial report of Senegal

CCPR/C/9 Provisional agenda and annotations -
Eighth session

CCPR/C/SR.l77-l94 and Summary records of the eighth session
corrigendum

CCPR/C/

CCPR/C/1

CCPR/C/S
and eo

CCPR/C/6,

CCPR/C/l~

CCPR/C/SIi
and cor

Documents issued in the general series
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I
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CCPR/C/l/Add.50

CCPR/C/l/Add.5l

CCPR/C/l/Add.52

CCPR/C!2/Add.3

CCPR/C/3/Rev.l

CCPR/c/6/Add.5

~. Ninth session

Initial report of Colombia

Supplementary report of Denmark

Supplementary report of Norway

Reservations, declarations, notifications
and communications relating to the
International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the Optional
Protocol thereto

Provisional rules of'procedure adopted by
the Committee at its first and second
sessions (enbodying amendments and
additions adopted by the Committee at
its third and seventh sessions)

Initial report of Venezuela
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CCPR/C/IO Consideration of reports submitted by
States parties under article 40 of
the Covenant - Initial reports of
States parties due in 1980: Note by
the Secretary-General

CCPR/C/ll Provisional agenda and annotations _
Ninth session

CCPR/C/SR.195-219/Add.l Summary records of the ninth session
and co~rigendum

C. Tenth session

CCPR/C/6/Add.4 Initial report of Italy

CCPR/C/12 Provisional agenda and annotations _
Tenth session

CCPR/C/SR.220-246 Summary records of the tenth session
and corrigendum
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